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Preface

Definitions

This thesis would not have been possible without the help of many people who supported me along the
way. It has been quite the journey. I
would like to thank the following people, who have helped me immensely
during my research.

Mitigation: ‘The effort to control the
human sources of climate change and
their cumulative impacts, notably the
emission of greenhouse gases (GHGs)
and other pollutants, such as black
carbon particles, that also affect the
planet’s energy balance.’ (IPCC 2013)

From the Netherlands, I wish to thank
my colleagues at LINT (Flux) landscape
architecture, especially Gerwin de
Vries for his guidance. Hugo Heuts, for
providing his laptop during hardware
problems with my own laptop. Jason
Swenson, for reminding me how to
spell words the correct way. Kyra SwFrom Canada, I wish to thank Kees enson, for her everlasting help and
Lokman for hosting me at the Univer- mental support throughout the resity of British Columbia and for help- search. Yoeri Jongerius, for providing
ing me throughout the first steps of me advise in hydraulic engineering.
my research process. Furthermore, I Ingrid Duchhart, for her enthusiasm
would like to thank Professor Emeri- and for the supervision she gave me.
tus Michael Church for his kindness And lastly Pieter W. Germeraad for his
and guidance whenever an urgent invaluable constructive criticism and
question that I couldn’t answer myself support throughout the various steps
needed addressing. Also, Catherine of my research.
van der Lely and Colmán Heeran who
showed me what great friends they Thank you all,
are with their continuous support.
Jorne van de Water

Adaptation: ‘The process of adjustment to actual or expected climate
and its effects. In human systems,
adaptation seeks to moderate harm
or exploit beneficial opportunities. In
natural systems, human intervention
may facilitate adjustment to expected
climate and its effects.’ (IPCC 2013)
Resilience: ‘A measure of the persistence of systems and of their ability to absorb change and disturbance
and still maintain the same relationships between populations and state
variables.’ (Holling 1973)
Robustness: ‘The ability of a system
to remain functioning under disturbances, where the magnitude of the
disturbance is variable and uncertain’
(Van Loon-Steensma & Vellinga 2014)
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Vulnerability: ‘The characteristics
of a group and their situation that
influence their capacity to anticipate,
cope with, resist and recover from the
impact of a natural hazard’ (Wisner
et. al. 2005)
Flexibility: ‘The ability of a system or
policy to adapt to substantial, uncertain, and fast-occurring changes that
have a meaningful impact on the system or policy performance.’ (Kwakkel
et. al. 2011)

Summary
As a consequence of population growth
and climate change, coastal areas all
around the world are having to address
heightened flood risks. One of the coastal
areas having to address flood risks due to
changing water levels, is the Fraser River
delta, located in the west coast of Canada
in the Province of British Columbia. The
Fraser River delta is under the influence
of both the ocean and the Fraser River.
Climate change projections indicate an
increase in sea level rise of between 0.35
to 1.20 meters by the year 2100. To intensify the potential flood risks on the Fraser River delta, higher fluctuations in river
discharge from the Fraser River are projected, resulting in both higher discharges during the winter-spring months and
lower amounts in the summer months.
In order to address the flood risks that
threaten the Fraser River delta, the following research began searching for
solutions with an overarching question
in mind of whether the Dutch approach
of using the landscape system towards
flood risk management could be applicable to a Canadian landscape. The Netherlands is experiencing similar problems
as the Fraser River delta in terms of increasing river discharge and rising sea
levels. As a means to cope with these
problems, the Netherlands uses an approach in which the rivers are given

more space to flow or overflow in order
to increase the flood safety of surrounding areas. Other non-water related objectives are often integrated within the
Dutch approach towards flood management; resilience is often discussed as a
key element in the Dutch approach. To
ensure resilience, the landscape system
is used by the Dutch in order to determine solutions for flood related events.
The main focus of the research was to
improve the flood safety of a residential
area of the Fraser River delta, called the
island of Richmond. Yet, in order for the
Dutch approach to be used as a means of
finding a solution, the research at hand
had to look at the entire system of the
Fraser River delta. If adaptations were
only focused on the local level of Richmond, then a significant effect on improving the flood safety of the island of
Richmond wouldn’t have been realized.
Within the Dutch approach for flood risk
management, flood safety assessments
for the Fraser River delta are approached
by looking at the whole landscape’s system through a range of different scales.
Since the Fraser River delta is under the
influence of both the ocean and the river,
the research focuses on three different
types of area: coastal areas that are being affected by the ocean, riverine areas
that are being affected by the river, and

transition areas that are under the influence of both the river and the ocean. In
focusing on all three area types, a landscape strategy for the entire Fraser River delta is formed based on landscape
analyses that use knowledge and design
tools derived from existing Dutch landscape-based flood adaptation projects.
The first phase of the research focuses
on investigating if the design tools that
were derived from the Dutch ‘room for
the river’ approach and other coastal
flood-related projects, could be adapted and used in a landscape strategy for
the Fraser River delta. From this established landscape strategy of the Fraser
River delta, zoom-ins were created for
the coastal, transition and riverine areas. Within the zoom-ins, an exploration
of the possible effects of implementing the proposed flood adaptations in
the Fraser River delta was made. This
was done, through the creation of several conceptual models, each taking
into account varying ways to combine
the objective of enhancing flood safety along with handling other relevant
objectives. In conducting the research
in this manner, a ‘research-through-design’ method was employed. By introducing this new approach to the Fraser
River delta, the hope was to improve
flood safety and resilience in the area.

The zoom-ins for the three areas, generated necessary insights on the potential implications of integrating landscape
interventions, into the Fraser River delta, that enhance flood resilience. The
knowledge generated from the small
scale zoom-ins, formed the input for
the creation of a landscape structure
plan; comprising the landscape of the
Fraser River delta on a large scale. The
landscape structure plan illustrates
how the landscape system of the Fraser River delta can be used as a means
of enhancing flood resilience. The entire delta should be seen as one system
in which different parts are connected.
Each area type has varying influences on
the delta area. The entire delta should
be seen as one system in which different
parts are connected. In covering all three
area types, the scope of the research
has widened and, in turn, has resulted in
the vastness of the report. However, this
depth of research was seen as a necessary means to explain the complexity of
the system in its totality. In exploring all
the necessary areas of the Fraser River
delta, the report has become more of a
handbook - illustrating the ways in which
the Dutch ‘landscape system’ approach
on flood risk management could be used
as an alternative approach to improving
the flood safety of the Fraser River delta.
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1.
Introduction
Within this chapter a brief introduction is given to the problems
coastal zones are currently facing, and what the possible effects
climate change could have on these zones in the future.
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1.1 Fascination
This research is a part of my master
program of landscape architecture at
the University of Wageningen and is
an extension on the type of projects
I was conducted in my bachelor study
in landscape architecture and spatial
planning at the University of Wageningen. Throughout my academic career in landscape architecture, water and my fascination with the role
it plays here in the Netherlands has
been a constant theme that weaves
itself into many of my projects and researches. The Netherlands has always
had a deep connection with water. Figure 1.1: ‘Sand engine’, NL
Throughout history, we as a country
have the been battling the devastating powers of the rivers and the
ocean. This has resulted in the creation of complex systems protecting
the Netherlands from being flooded
(Fig. 1.1-1.4).

Figure 1.2: Oosterscheldekering, NL

With this research, I wanted to take
what I have learned from studying
the trials and errors of flood defenses
here in the Netherlands and expand
on that understanding to see whether
it is suitable for other countries.
Figure 1.3: Afsluitdijk, NL

Figure 1.4: Dunes at ‘Schoorl aan Zee’, NL
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1.2 The problem of coastal zones

1.2.1 Population growth

Access to water is of crucial importance to the existence of humans.
Throughout history, people have
created settlements close to rivers
or lakes to ensure enough water for
numerous reasons, such as; access
points for marine trade and transport,
recreational and cultural activities,
or functions including water provision for agriculture, livestock and as a
household water supply (Kummu et.
al. 2011). Besides the advantages living near water bring, it can also lead
to several conflicts.

Currently most of the world’s mega-cities are located in a coastal zone
(Neumann et. al. 2015) and it is estimated that 50% of the world’s population live within a coastal zone (Shi,
Hutchinson, Yu, & Xu 2001). A coastal
zone can be defined as;

These coastal zones appear to be
more densely populated than the
hinterlands, and have higher rates of
population growth and urbanization
compared to the hinterlands (Neumann et. al. 2015). Research suggests
that about 800 million people worldwide (over 11% of the world’s popu“Coastal zone means the coastal wa- lation) are currently living in floodters (including the land therein and prone areas and about 70 million of
thereunder) and the adjacent shore- those people (i.e. 1% of the world
lands (including the waters therein population) are, on average, exposed
and thereunder), strongly influenced to floods each year (UNISDR 2011).
by each and in proximity to the shore- 40 million of those people are living
lines of the several coastal states, and in coastal cities around the world (Fig.
includes islands, transitional and in- 1.5) (Hanson et. al. 2011).
tertidal areas, salt marshes, wetlands
and beaches.” – (U.S. Government
Printing Office 1979)

Even though coastal zone areas are
more prone to flooding, it is estimated that the human population within
these coastal zones will grow between
50-120% by the year 2060 (Neumann
et. al. 2015).

Figure 1.5: High urbanized coastal zone in New Jersey (USA)
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1.2.2 Climate change
While the population is projected to
keep growing in these coastal zones,
scientific evidence is showing that
the sea levels are rising, as result of
climate change (Arkema et. al. 2013).
Globally the term climate change is
reffered to as;

The ‘United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change’ (UNFCCC)
defines climate change as the following;

‘a change of climate which is attributed directly or indirectly to human activity that alters the composition of
“a change in the state of the climate the global atmosphere and which is in
that can be identified (e.g., by using addition to natural climate variability
statistical tests) by changes in the observed over comparable
mean and/or the variability of its time periods’. – (UNFCCC)
properties, and that persists for an
extended period, typically decades or The UNFCCC makes a distinclonger. Climate change may be due to tion between climate change due
natural internal processes or external to the effects of human activity
forcings such as modulations of the and climate change due to the efsolar cycles, volcanic eruptions and fects of natural causes (IPCC 2014).
persistent anthropogenic changes in
the composition of the atmosphere
or in land use.” – (Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change, IPCC)

Figure 1.6: Different temperature rise scenarios (B1, A1T, B2, A1B, A2, A1FI)
8

Climate change has many different
interrelated impacts; varying from
temperature changes (Fig. 1.6 & 1.7),
to a rising sea level (Fig. 1.7 & 1.8), to
precipitation changes, droughts and
floods. The biggest contributing factor to climate change is the emission
of greenhouse gases (GHG). Human
activities known to emit GHG, include
activities such as: the burning of coal
or oil and the cutting down of forests,
both of which increase the concentration of greenhouse gases. These
human activities have resulted in the
planet warming by 0.77°C since 1880
(Hansen et. al. 2010, IPCC 2014).

Figure 1.7: Projections of changes in global mean temperature and sea level under four RCP
scenarios
9

Figure 1.8: Four ‘Representative Concentrated Pathway’ (RCP) scenarios for sea level rising

1.2.3 Sea level rise
The debate among climate scientists
about the probability of sea-level rising has shifted over the decades towards the debate about the amount
of height in sea-level rising; it is no
longer a question as to whether
sea-levels will rise or not. The current
predictions are that the global average sea-level rise from 1995 to 2100
will likely be between 0.26 and 0.61
meter, on the condition that there is
a very significant mitigation of greenhouse gas emissions. If there are no
changes in the approach towards decreasing greenhouse gas emissions,
the predictions for 2100 will be between 0.52 and 0.98 meter (Nicholls
& Cazenave 2010, Mach & Mastrandrea 2014), if nothing is done sea level rise could reach up to 13 meter by
the year 2500 (aan de Brugh, 2017).
There are several processes which
affect sea level rise (Fig. 1.9). The
two largest contributions to the sea
level rise are; (1) thermal expansion
of sea water due to ocean warming
and (2) net loss of glacial mass (i.e.
glaciers, ice caps and ice sheets).

The first contributor, (1) thermal expansion of sea water, is impacted by
the increased emission of greenhouse
gasses (GHG). With the emission of
GHG causing the global temperature
to rise, water bodies also warm-up.
When sea water warms it expands in
volume, causing sea-levels to rise. The
second contributior, (2) the net loss of
glacial mass, is caused by the melting
of ice due to the global temperature
rise. This melting of ice results in changes in runoff (IPCC 2014, Church 2014).
While thermal expansion of sea water and net loss of glacial mass are
the two leading processes impacting
sea level rise, other contributing pro-

cesses, include: (3) vertical land motion processes such as tectonic plate
displacement causing subsidence or
uplift, (4) extraction of groundwater
from aquifers, (5) water seepage and
infiltration impacting the amount of
water present in the system, (6) the
storage of terrestrial water and the
building of water reservoirs inland
influencing the amount of seawater,
(7) changes in the circulation of the
ocean surface or deep ocean creating changes in sea level, heavy winds
during storms resulting in storm surges that impact sea levels, (8) the increase in salinity of seawater increasing its density, leading to sea level rise.

(2) melting
glaciers

(6) terrestrial water
storage, building (2) changes
in runoff
of reservoirs

(2) melting ice sheets,
ice caps
(3) vertical land
motion

(7) ocean circulation,
storm surges
(1) thermal
expansion

(8) increasing
salinity

(4) groundwater
extraction

(5) seepage,
infiltration

Figure 1.9: Different processes affecting sea level rising
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1.3 Focus of the research
The rise of the sea-level in combination with an increase of river discharge
(Morrison, Quick & Foreman 2002,
Shrestha et. al. 2012) and population
growth (Neumann et. al. 2015), all
lead to an increased risk of flooding
among the coastal zones. One of these
areas is the Fraser River delta, located
in the metropolis of Vancouver in British Colombia, Canada (Fig. 1.10). Scientists from British Colombia say that
a sea-level rise of 0.30 to 1.20 meter
could become a potential threat to the
safety of the area (Thomson, Bornhold
& Mazzotti 2008). The current flood
defense system in the area is outdated
with the cities within the Fraser River
delta primarly focusing on its dike system as the main source of defense.
The Netherlands is experiencing similar problems concerning increase in
river discharges and sea level rising.
In order to cope with these problems,
the Netherlands uses an approach in
which the rivers are given more space
to flow in order to increase flood safety. Other non-water related objectives are often integrated within the
Dutch approach towards flood management. Resilience is often seen as
a key element in the Dutch approach.
In order to enhance resilience, a sys11

tem’s approach is often being adopted, in order to deal with water-related
events (de Bruijn et. al. 2017).
The University of British Columbia
requested to explore whether the
Dutch approach on flood management, could be used in order to find a
solution for the increase in flood risk
of the island of Richmond. Richmond
is located in the Fraser River delta,
on the edge between the ocean and
the Fraser River (Fig. 1.11). However,
applying the Dutch approach for an
Fraser River delta
area such as Richmond, leads towards
the first dilemma. In order to use
the Dutch approach, the assignment
should be approached by looking at
the entire system of the Fraser River
delta, and not primarily at a local level for Richmond. For that reason, this
research will be focusing on the entire
Fraser River delta and its flood defense
system. Within the research different
scales are being analyzed, ranging
from a large scale for the Fraser River delta, towards a smaller scale for
Richmond. In the next chapter, more
insight is given into the development
of the Fraser River delta and its current situation. Special attention will be
given to water-related issues, such as
the current flood protection system. Figure 1.10: Fraser River delta, British Columbia, Canada
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Figure 1.11: Fraser River delta, Lower Mainland
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N
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2.
An overview of the Fraser River delta
This chapter describes the processes that have shaped the Fraser
River delta to the shape it currently has. One key process within
the development of the Fraser River delta is the constant flooding
of the area. An description is given on how the Fraser River delta is
currently protected against flooding.
13

Strait of Georgia

2.1 Shaping of the Lower Mainland

North America Plate

The landscape of the Lower Mainland
has been created by a combination
of the results of multiple geological
processes. Three geological processes
were dominant in the design of the
Lower Mainland: tectonic, glacial and
fluvial processes.

Vancouver
Island

Pacific Plate

Vancouver

Juan de
Fuca Plate

Victoria

B.C.
Wash.

Sea level

The Lower Mainland lies in a tectonically active area, where the Juan de Fuca
oceanic plate meets and subsides beneath the North American Plate. This
ongoing process has lead to the construction of the mountain formations
surrounding Vancouver and the Lower
Mainland (Fig. 2.1). The bedrock of the
mountains on the North America Plate
have been a source of sediment for the
Fraser River and its delta.
The glacial process is the second geological process which played a part in
the formation of the landscape. Over
the last million years the area has been
covered by thick ice sheets multiple
times. The last time was during the
Fraser Stade glacial epoch, which was
between 25.000 and 10.000 years ago.
The thick ice sheets were responsible
for shaping the landscape, raising the
Fraser River valley, and depositing thick
layers of glacial sediment in the area
(Fig. 2.2) (Turner, Clague & Grloux 1998).

Figure 2.1: Tectonic plates in Lower Mainland

Riverwater
plume

Vancouver
Fraser river

Riverwater
plume
Sediment

Alluvial sediment
Tidal
current

Glacial sediment
Bedrock

Figure 2.2: Sediment layers Fraser River delta
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2.2 Development Fraser River delta

Vancouver

10.000 years ago

5.000 years ago

Present
Figure 2.3: Development Fraser River delta
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2.2.1 Sedimentation process

When the Fraser River leaves the Fraser Canyon at Hope it loses a lot of its
energy by spreading out in the valley
(Fig. 2.4). The lose of energy results in
the deposit of heavier sediments such
as coarse sand and gravel. These sediments are being deposited in the river
between Hope and Mission resulting
in the creation of small islands on the
river bed. After Mission the energy is
decreasing even more because of the
decrease in gradient (Mclean et. al.
1999), this results in the Fraser River
remains to only transport sand, silt
and clay, while leaving heavier sediThe Fraser River drains and gathers ments behind.
its sediment from an area of 250.000
km2, which is around a quarter of British Columbia. The vastness of the size
of the drainage area results in a substantial river discharge volume which
eventually flows into the ocean. The
Fraser River starts as a small stream
flowing from Mt. Robson (Fig. 2.4),
but as it starts merging with other
streams it starts increasing in size and
velocity resulting in large amounts of
sediment being transported (Groulx &
Mustard 2004, Mclean et. al. 1999).
The fluvial processes have played a
major role in the creation of the Fraser River delta. The Fraser River delta
is the largest and most important delta on Canada’s Pacific coast (Evoy et.
al. 1994). The delta has been created
over the last 10.000 years, reaching
up to 25 km seaward (Fig. 2.3). The
high flow velocity, water volume and
sediment load transported through
the Fraser River, resulted in the formation of the delta at the point where
it merges with the Strait of Georgia
(Groulx & Mustard 2004).

After Mission the river maintains to
flow in one channel, when the Fraser River arrives at New Westminster,
the river splits off into multiple water channels. The annual river sediment load (approximately 17.3 x 106
tonnes) at the end of the Fraser River
delta is 65% silt and clay, and 35% sand
(Barrie & Currie 2000). The elevation
difference between the catchment
areas up in the mountains towards
the mouth near the Strait of Georgia
ranges around 3600 meter (Rosenau
& Angelo 2007).

2.3 Population growth Fraser River delta
The Fraser River delta has always
been an attractive place to live since
the first settlers came here. Most
of these areas are rich and productive regions with fertile soil, suitable
for hunting, fishing and harvesting.
Also their location near water makes
them well suitable locations for
transport, also due to the flatness
of the landscape these areas are being used throughout the centuries
for the establishment of villages,
towns and cities (Groulx et. al. 2004).
Mt. Robson

Aboriginal people, also known as
the First Nations, have been living in
the Fraser River basin for more than
10.000 years, with populations never exceeding 50.000 persons (Calbick
et. al. 2004). Untill 1808, when Simon
Fraser became the first European to
travel up the Fraser River and established a fur trading post at Fort Langley (Newton & Lewis Robinson 2007).
From that moment on the population of the Fraser River basin began
to grow. The population growth increased significantly in the 19th century and exploded in the last 100 years.

Fraser River

Strait of Georgia

Vancouver

Mission

Hope
0

Figure 2.4: Fraser River basin and the Fraser River
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Figure 2.5: Population growth districts of Fraser River delta (2011 to 2041)
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2.4 History flood management Fraser River
The current population of the basin is
estimated to be over 2.7 million (Calbick et. al. 2004). The basin exists out
of several different districts (Fig. 2.6).
Projections predict that the population will maintain growing in the coming century (Fig. 2.5), the Fraser River
Basin will have an estimated population growth of 1.2 million residents
by the year of 2041 (Metro Vancouver
2011).

Flooding is not an uncommon phenomenom in the Fraser River delta.
Throughout history flooding has resulted in erosion and the distribution of sediment in the delta, shaping the landscape of the delta as it
is. Throughout the history the delta
has been flooded frequently. Water
flooding the existing lands transport
differerent types of sediment. These
sediments would sink to the bottom
and remain there when the water was
infiltrated after a flood, this process
allowed the delta to progressively
grow of time.

The early settlers found the richest
farmlands to be in the Fraser River delta. Early settlements were established
along the banks of rivers, streams
and lakes. These areas were often
prone to periodic flooding, resulting
in an increased need for organized
flood control. In the 1890’s the first
provincial diking commissions were
established to develop and maintain
flood control. The establishment was
prior to the major flooding of 1894,
the largest flooding of the Fraser River known to men. During that time
precise measurement equipment was
not available yet, but it was estimated
As the population of the Fraser Riv- that the Fraser River at Mission had a
er delta started to grow, the need for river discharge of up to 18.900 m3/s
flood protection started to increase. (NHC 2008).
In British Columbia, flood management programs started to commence Fortunately, the development within
around the early 1870’s. In order for the Fraser River delta was still very
settlers to protect their farmland local limited compared to nowadays, rediking initiatives were created. Be- sulting in relatively little damage. The
sides from protection, the dikes were second biggest flood of the Fraser
also created to diverse water for flood River known to men, even though the
control and irrigation (Jakob & Church river discharges were lower compared
2011). The first known dike construct- to the one of 1894, caused significanted along the Fraser River was in 1864 ly more damage than the biggest one.
on Richmond’s island (Lyle 2001).

0
Figure 2.6: Districts Fraser River delta
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2.5 Current flood protection system
In 1968, the Fraser River Flood Control Program Agreement was being
signed between provincial and federal governmental institutes. Between
1968 and 1994 the Program was responsible for the creation of 250 km
of new dikes and upgrading the current dike system to the 1894 design
flood levels. Currently there are approximately 105 local governments,
diking districts, crown corporations,
senior government agencies, and other entities that own and operate public diking systems in British Columbia.
Under the current law and legislation,
the responsibility and maintenance
Following the 1948 flood the Domin- lies with these organizations. If there
ion-Provincial Board was established is a need to create a new dike, the
in order to investigate options for wa- construction must first be approved
ter resources development and flood by one of these organizations since
control in British Columbia. In 1955 they will become responsible for the
the Board was being replaced by the dike (Ministry of Forests, Lands and
Fraser River Board, which was more Natural Resource Operations 2012).
focused on the Fraser River itself and
its potential for hydroelectric power
generation and flood control (Church
et. al. 2012).
Around 16.000 people were evacuated, 2300 houses were damaged or
destroyed and 10 persons lost their
lives in the flood (Ministry of Forests,
Lands and Natural Resource Operations 2012). The 1948 flood resulted
in the establishment of the Fraser
River Diking Board by the federal and
provincial governments. The purpose
of the Board was to co-ordinate an
emergency dike rebuilding program.
In the period between 1948 and 1950
the Board reconstructed over 200 km
of dikes and extended the current
dike system with 45 km of new dikes.

The Fraser River delta is under the
influence of both the ocean, and
the water that is being discharged
through the Fraser River. Currently, a
flood protection system existing out
of 600 km of dikes, 400 floodboxes
and 100 pump station keeps the delta
from flooding (FBC 2017a). Although
this current system has kept most of
the delta protected against floods,
certain developments in the delta increases the uncertainty of the system
to maintain its flood protection capabilities. Figure 2.7 indicates the current location of the dikes in the Fraser
River delta.

The predicted sea level rise, as a result of climate change, poses a potential danger to the coastal areas. A sea
level rise between 0.35 and 1.2 meter
has been predicted for the Fraser River delta (Fig. 2.8) (Bornhold 2008). For
the higher elevated areas on bedrock
and glacial sediment soils these sea
level projections do not have such a
severe impact as it has on the lower
elevated alluvial deltaic sediments.
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Figure 2.7: Current dike system of Fraser River delta
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Besides sea level rise, climate change
also influences the water levels in
the Fraser River, higher temperatures
and changes in precipitation patterns
effect the amount of discharge coming through the Fraser River. In the
future, the peak discharges are predicted to be higher. Recent research
indicates that parts of the current dike
system fail to handle the discharges of
the Fraser River similar to the ones of
the discharges of the flood of 1894.
The flood of 1894 has been used since
the 1970’s and 1980’s to establish
dike design levels. With the new future predictions on climate change,
the current flood protection system
need major upgrades to withstand future water levels. It is estimated that
the costs for upgrading the current
system for the lower part of the Fraser River delta, would be around $9.5
billion for the coming 80 to 90 years
(Pynn 2012), for the entire Fraser
River delta this number is estimated
to be a lot higher. If a massive flood
would occur in the Fraser River, it will
have the potential to affect more than
300.000 people, $50 billion worth of
infrastructure and the British Columbia economy (Sinoski 2014).

2.6 Conclusions

Figure 2.8: Sea level change projections and Recommended Sea level Rise Curve for BC

Figure 2.9: Example dike raise for West Richmond (2100)

Within this chapter, a first exploration
is made of the area of the Fraser River
delta. Over the last 10.000 years the
Fraser River delta was being created
through a sedimentation process, the
Fraser River transported sediment
and deposited it at the ending of the
river. Through flooding of the land by
the Fraser River, the delta grew to the
size it is currently at. Ever since the
first people started living in the delta, they had to deal with the consequences of floods. As the population
in the delta started to grow, the need
for flood protection grew as well, resulting in the first flood management
programs in the 1870’s, which existed
out of the creation of a dike system.
Ever since then the dike system expanded and were raised in order to
keep the lands from being flooded.
The current approach to increase the
flood safety of the existing Fraser River delta, is to raise most of the dikes
which are not up to standard to deal
with the changes of climate change
(Fig. 2.9). This traditional way of flood
management lacks an integrated ap-

proach that looks at the landscape as
a complete system. The dike upgrades
do not take the current landscape into
consideration. Most municipalities
use governmental funds to improve
the dikes protecting their own lands,
instead of collaborating. The building
of higher dikes further up the Fraser
River, could result in more water being channeled and directed towards
the lower parts of the Fraser River
delta (Sinoski 2014). An integrated
approach is needed to improve the
flood safety of the Fraser River delta,
that uses the landscape system and its
natural processes into consideration.
By looking at the delta as a complete
system, several other solutions for
environmental and social problems
can be integrated within flood safety
measures. Research is needed on the
landscape system of the Fraser River
delta, and its future problems and developments, in order to find flood adaptations that integrate solutions for
other related problems. In the next
chapter this is further elaborated.
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3.
Research design
Within this chapter an explanation is given on the research and
design approach that is being used within this thesis, starting with
the theoretical framework which shapes the perspective from
which the research is being approached. Followed by the design
and research questions and the methods that are being used in
order to find an answer to these questions.
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3.1 Theoretical framework

3.1.1 Flood risk

Concluding from the previous chapter
(An overview of the Fraser River delta), the main problem which the Fraser River delta is facing in the coming
century, is the increase in flood risk as
a result of climate change and population growth. In order to decrease
flood risk in the Fraser River delta, it
first is of importance to understand
what aspects influence flood risk. In
this chapter the theoretical concepts
that are relevant for this research, are
being explained.

Flood risk is often defined as the probability of a flood to occur, multiplied
by the possible consequences of a
flooding. In general flood risk is determined by three components (Fig. 3.1):
(1) Hazard (probability)
(2) Exposure (consequences)
(3) Vulnerability (consequences)

The first one is the hazard, the hazard
can be seen as the actual threat including its probability of occurrence.
The second component is the values at risk, these values exist out of
the present objects, structures, land
uses (e.g. agriculture and nature), humans and other living creatures that
are involved at the location. The last
component is the vulnerability, the
vulnerability can be seen as the lack
of resistance or resilience a value
has when being exposed to damaging forces. Vulnerability can refer to
human wealth, structural integrity or
personal wealth (Cardona 2004, Kron
2005, Kron 2013, Kron 2015).

The focus of this research is on decreasing the probability of a flooding
(hazard) and reducing the vulnerability towards a flooding when it occurs.
Decreasing the amount of values in
the Fraser River delta is a solution in
which I see no potential, I estimate
that the costs for moving values out
of the area will be much higher than
the costs for decreasing the probability of a flooding and the vulnerability
of the area.

Hazard

Flood risk
Vulnerability

Values at risk

Figure 3.1: Different components of flood risk
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3.1.2 Vulnerability
As mentioned before flood risk is partly being determined by the vulnerability of an area towards flooding. The
vulnerability of an area is highly connected to different social, economical
and environmental processes that
are having effect on the area. These
processes have influence on the assignation and distribution of resources
among different groups of people in
the area, having effect on the capacity
of areas to respond to or absorb the
impacts of a flood. Research suggests
that vulnerability originates in (Cardona 2004):
(1) physical fragility or exposure, the
susceptibility of an area to be affected
by a hazard due its location in the area
of influence of the hazard and the lack
of physical resistance.
(2) socio-economic fragility, the tendency to suffer damage because of
the different levels of social segregation of areas and the disadvantageous
conditions and the relative weaknesses related to social and economic factors.
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3.1.3 Resilience
(3) lack of resilience, the expression
of limitations of access and mobilization of resources within an area and
its incapacity to respond to impacts of
flooding.

The concept of resilience is being applied in a variety of fields including
engineering, biology and psychiatry.
In all these fields, resiliency is being
characterized by the capacity of a
person, material or biotope to surIn 1990, Gornitz performed research vive sudden shocks (Boin, Comfort &
on the vulnerability of coastlines Demchak 2010). Holling (1973) was
to erosion and inundation. Gornitz the first one to describe the concept
concluded that the vulnerability of of resilience in relation to ecological
a coastline was influenced by seven systems. He defined resilience as:
variables related to the coastline: (1)
relief, (2) lithology, (3) coastal land- ‘a measure of the persistence of sysform geomorphology, (4) vertical land tems and of their ability to absorb
movements (relative sea level chang- change and disturbance and still
es), (5) horizontal shoreline chang- maintain the same relationships bees (erosion and accretion), (6) tidal tween populations or state variables.’
ranges, and (7) wave heights (Gornitz
Since the introduction of the concept
1990).
of resilience there have been a wide
range of different perceptions on
what resilience is. In literature there is
tension manifesting in three different
dimensions of the concept resilience
(Boin & van Eeten 2007).
The first dimension is (1) the moment
of resilience, does resilience make
its appearance before or after a disturbance, does it concern a speedy
recovery after an event or is resiliency being seen as the ability to timely
adapt to prevent something bad from

happening. The second dimension is
(2) the severity of an event occurring,
is resiliency the capability to deal with
a rare event or should it been seen as
a range of different heights of severities concerning events to occur.
The third dimension is (3) the state of
return to which a system returns after an event to happen. Will it return
completely to its previous state or will
it return to a state in which it can still
function but in which a new status
quo has been reached.
The differences in the dimensions
of resilience have led to differences
in paradigms of the concept of resilience. In engineering, resilience is
mainly concerned with disturbances
that threaten the stability of a system.
Engineering resilience is focused on
the ability of a system to return to its
original state after being disturbed,
the focus is on the recovery and constancy of a system.
In ecology a system often experiences
high frequency of disturbances, which
could result in it being extremely difficult for a system to return to its previous equilibrium state. In ecology,
systems often have multiple equilib-

3.1.4 Flood resilience

Figure 3.2: Equilibrium state of engineering
resilience

Figure 3.3: Multiple equilibrium states of
ecological resilience

rium states instead of one equilibrium state as in engineering resilience
(Fig. 3.2) (Liao 2012). In short ‘engineering resilience’ is based on maintaining efficiency of function and
assuming that a system is close to a
stable state, whereas in ‘ecological/
ecosystem resilience’ the systems allows dynamics and changes and is
more focused on being persistance
and robust against disturbances while
maintaining the existence of function
(Fig. 3.3) (de Bruijne, Boin & van Eeten 2010). Besides the two main concepts of resilience a third concept
emerged, named ‘social-ecological
resilience’, which concerns the relation between the human system and
the natural system. Social-ecological
resilience can be defined as ‘the capacity of linked social-ecological systems to absorb recurrent disturbances
such as hurricanes or floods so as to
retain essential structures, processes
and feedbacks’ (Adger et. al. 2005).

Social-ecological resilience is not only
about the absorption of disturbances,
it is also about new opportunities provided by the disturbance of a system,
such as recombination of elements
and processes in the system, renewal
of the system. Resilience can provide
adaptive capacity that allows for continuous development (Folke 2006).
Social-ecological resilience can be
summarized in three points (Carpenter et. al. 2001, Folke 2006):
(1) it is the amount of disturbance a
system can absorb and still remain the
same control on structure and function,
(2) the degree to which the system is
capable of self-organization,
(3) the degree to which the system
can build and increase capacity for
learning, innovation and adaptation
(adaptive capacity).

As mentioned before, the vulnerability towards flooding is influenced
by resilience. When taking the three
different perspectives of resilience
into consideration, flood resilience
has three desired capacities: (1)
the capacity to resist, (2) to absorb
and recover, and (3) to transform
and adapt (Alexander et. al. 2016).

as resistance strategies aim at
reducing the probability of a hazard, resilience aims at minimizing the consequences of a hazard.

(2) The capacity to absorb and recover
refers to situation where the system
is being affected by a flooding (disturbance) already. This type of capacity is more linked with the concept
(1) The capacity to resist is being of social-ecological resilience (Carlinked to engineering resilience, the penter et. al. 2001, Folke 2006). The
system’s capability to withstand dis- flooding is being absorbed with the
turbances. Resistance is connected to focus on it having the least amount
the probability of a system to not be of negative effect on the system, and
negatively affected by a disturbance, the ability to quickly recover again
and is mostly used in terms of flood towards a pre-flooded state with the
protection and mitigation strategies. minimum amount of efforts. The concept is often linked with flood recovRobustness is a term which is often con- ery and preparation strategies, and
nected to the resistance of a system. the focus on natural flood defenses
Robustness of a system can be seen as instead of the more engineered ones.
the ability of a system to remain functioning while under the influence of The third capacity is (3) the capacity to
disturbance, in which the magnitude transform and adapt. The ‘adaptabiliof the disturbance varies and is uncer- ty’ or ‘adaptive capacity’ is the capactain (van Loon-Steensma & Vellinga ity of a system to respond to, create
2014). The more robust a system is and shape variability and change withtowards flooding, the probability of a in the system (Chapin et. al. 2009).
flooding to actually occurs decreases. The more a system is able to adapt to
the consequences of a flooding, the
Resistance can be seen as an im- lesser a system is prone to flooding.
portant aspect of resilience, where24

3.1.5 Enhancing resilience
The ‘transformability’ is the capacity
to reform and create a fundamentally
new system with different chracteristics (Chapin et. al. 2009). There is a
tension between the concept of creating resilience (improving the current
system) and transformation (searching for a new, potentionally more
desirable state). This tension results
from the disagreement along actors
involved in the system about when a
system needs to be improved, about
for example making the system more
resilient, and what would be the appropriate time to cut losses and move

to an alternative structure for the system (Walker et. al. 2004). Figure 3.4
shows the different connections within flood risk. Robustness influences the
probability of a flooding. Adaptability
and transformabiltiy have effect on
the exposure and vulnerability which
affect the consequences. And through
improving resilience, the vulnerability can be reduced, thus decreasing the consequences of a flooding.
Resilient landscapes can provide
protection against disturbances that
could negatively affect a landscape,
Adaptability

Robustness

Transformability

Probability

Hazard

Consequences

X

X

Exposure

X

Vulnerability

Flood risk

Resilience

Figure 3.4: Connection between the different parts of flood risk and which parts are influenced
by the attributes of robustness, resilience, adaptability and transformability.
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for example through flood protection
or flood control. Besides landscapes,
communities can also be resilient,
even when a community resides in
a landscape which is not resilient.
A community which has diversity in
their sources of income can be resilient to disturbances in the landscape.
A highly diversified economy that has
buffers for disturbances, have a tendency to reduce being dependent on
the social and economic systems within a resilient landscape (Board, O.S.,&
National Research Council 2013).

Throughout literature there has been
a wide range of different design guidelines to enhance the resilience of a
system. Generally these design guidelines can be divided into two groups,
even though a division is made, the
design guidelines of the two groups
are often interrelated with each other
and can be applied within the other
group. Design guidelines can be focused on (1) the properties and processes of a system or design guidelines
that focus on (2) the way a system is
being managed. Within this research
the main focus is laid on the resilience
of the system, since the properties
and processes can be applied into the
physical landscape, which is the focus
of this research. The resilience of a
system can be improved through the
following guidelines (Fig. 3.5):

		
		
(1) Managing diversity

		(2) Redundancy

		

(3) Multifunctionality

		(4) Modularity

		

(5) Connectivity

		
(6) Use of 			
		landscape services
Figure 3.5: Design guidelines improving the
resilience of a system

(1) Managing diversity
The more diversity, the better the capacity for a system to adapt to a wide
range of different conditions (Walker
& Salt 2006). Diversity relies on three
components: the variety (how many
different elements), the balance (how
many of each element) and the disparity (how different are the elements
one from another) (Biggs et. al. 2012).
Diversity can be seen as a wide range
of different definitions, such as biodiversity, diversity of different land
uses or diversity of strategies. A term
which is closely related to diversity is
the aspect redundancy.
(2) Redundancy
Redundancy allows components, with
similar functionality, of a system to
compensate for each other if individual components fail due to a disturbance. Innovation could result in the
increase of diversity, forming a source
for new different options for responding to change and disturbances. An increase in the amount of options could
lead to a system to have more redundancy (Allan & Bryant 2011).

(3) Multifunctionality
Besides redundancy a system’s resilience could also be improved through
multifunctionality. Multifunctionality
can be achieved though interweaving
different functions within the same
area of a system (Ahern 2011). This
can be done by making use of the vertical space of an area (e.g. below and/
or above ground level along the surface area). Multifunctionality can also
be achieved over a certain time frame.
That is why it is important to not only
consider combining multiple functions, which could be done by increasing its diversity, but also take the aspect
of time and vertical space into consideration when developing a multifunctional system (Vojinovic et. al. 2016).
(4) Modularity
Modularity reduces the impact of disturbances through compartmentalizing the system. By allowing individual elements of a system to maintain
functioning while other connected
elements fail, it helps absorbing disturbances and it allows the system
to self-organise (Walker & Salt 2006).
Modularity is related to the connectivity of a system (Carpenter et. al. 2012).

(5) Connectivity
Connectivity is the way by which and
to what extent resources, species or
social actors move or interact across a
social-ecological landscape (Biggs et.
al. 2012). Connectivity also influences
the way a disturbance spreads through
the system. A landscape exists out of
different connected components, resilience can be either enhanced or
lowered through connectivity.
(6) Use of landscape services
Landscapes (ecosystems) can be capable of providing different services that
could be beneficial to different species, people or ecosystems. For example, mangroves and wetlands can provide flood resilience by limiting the
negative affects a storm could have
inland (Cardona 2004). Landscape
services can provide benefits that can
improve or provide opportunities for
the development of the other aspects
that enhance resilience, or provide
benefits that occur during or shortly
after a disturbance (McPhearson et.
al. 2014). In the following paragraph
the concept of ‘landscape services’
will be further elaborated.
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3.1.6 Landscape services
Within literature there are a differences in the definitions and namings
of ‘services concepts’ (e.g. ecosystem
services, environmental services and
landscape services). In 1970, the term
‘ecosystem services’ (ES) was first described in a report of the Study of Critical Environmental Problems in 1970
(Mooney, Ehrlich & Daily 1997). Since
then the amount of literature on the
ecosystem services has increased immensely.
In the beginning of the 21st century
the concept started making its approach into the policy agenda. Several
science-policy projects on ecosystem
services started such as; The Economics of Ecosystems & Biodiversity
(TEEB) in 2010, the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MEA) in 2005
and the UK National Ecosystem Assessment (UKNEA) in 2011.
Until 2009 there was a lot of different
understandings of the concept of ecosystem services, but in 2009 the European Union (EU) developed a uniform
definition and typology of the concept
of ecosystem services, named the
Common International Classification
of Ecosystem Services (CICES) (Bouwma et. al. 2017, Haines-Young 2009).
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They defined the concept of ‘ecosys- Also the meaning of the terms ‘landtem services’ as following;
scape functions’ and ‘landscape services’ are often used interchangeably
‘Ecosystem services are the benefits in scientific literature. Landscape
that people obtain from ecosystems. function is ‘the capacity of natural
The direct and indirect contributions processes and components to provide
of ecosystems to the human well-be- goods and services that satisfy human
ing. Ecosystem services are either pro- needs, directly or indirectly’ (de Groot
vided by living organisms (biota) or 1992).
by a combination of living organisms
and abiotic processes.’ - (Biodiversity A resilient landscape can contribute
Information System for Europe (BISE)) to the social and economic well-being of humans by providing a sold
In spatial planning, landscape archi- base for a diverse set of industries
tecture and social sciences the term (e.g. fishing, recreation and tourism)
‘landscape services’ is often used in- and stable provision of landscape
stead of ‘ecosystem services’. Some services, which can contribute to the
scientific disciplines prefer the term quality of life (Adger et. al. 2005).
landscape above ecosystem since it Landscape services are also related to
highlights the importance of spatial human well-being, however the way
pattern, whereas the ecosystem con- these two are connected are expericept highlights the functional relation- enced and perceived in different ways
ship between ecosystem components across different cultures or socio-eco(Termorshuizen & Opdam 2009). nomical levels of society (McMichael
Landscapes can be seen as spatial so- et. al. 2005). Also the way the term
cial-ecological systems, which provide landscape services is defined varies
a range of different functions, which between different scientific fields, culare valued by humans in terms of eco- tures (values) and context (Zaucha et.
nomic, social and ecological benefits al. 2016).
(Gulickx 2013). Within this research
the term ‘landscape services’ is being
used also to describe ‘ecosystem services’.

Throughout literature there has been
a wide range classifications of landscape (ecosystem) services (HainesYoung 2009, Crossman et. al. 2013,
Garpe 2008, de Groot 2006, Gulickx
2013, MEA 2005, TEEB 2010, UKNEA
2011, Vallés-Planells et. al. 2014). In
this research the landscape services
are grouped into five categories:

Landscapes can provide raw materials
(e.g. wood, stone and fuel) needed by
humans for the construction of flood
adaptation and the reconstructions
needed as a result of flooding. But it
should be taken into consideration
that the harvesting of raw materials
could result in disasters (e.g. erosion
as a result of wood logging).

waste-water treatment and natural
filtration, water storage and supply,
buffer against extreme events, and
erosion control.
Landscapes (e.g. oceans, forests,
lakes, rivers and meadows) can regulate the climate and the air quality.
Both the climate and the air quality
impact humans and other organisms.
The climate can be of major influence
on the occurrence and size of disturbances to a system (e.g. the temperature effect on precipitation). Greenhouse gasses influence the climate
and air quality, landscapes can regulate these gasses by for example carbon sequestration and storing them
in soils, water bodies and vegetation
in a landscape.

The landscape can supply fresh water
for both consumptive uses (for drinking, domestic use, and agricultural and
industrial use), and non-consumptive
use (power generation and transport).
The landscape also provides water
needed for aquaculture (Aylward et.
al. 2005). The provision of food, water and fuel are important aspects in
enhancing adaptive capacity against
Disturbances to the landscape system disturbances such as a flooding (Carcan affect the food supply. Landscapes abine et. al. 2015).
Landscapes can also provide wacan provision food production, which
ter regulation and purification. Cliimproves the food security. Food can (2) Regulating services: Regulating mate change can result in a scarcity
also be produced through agriculture services are the processes in which of freshwater in periods of drought,
and aquaculture. A diversification of landscapes control and modify the or salinization of current freshwater
food productions makes the system ecological and perceptual aspects of sources. Landscapes can be used for
more resilient against disturbances the landscape. They can be seen as waste-water treatment and natural
services that regulate the biotic and filtration to increase the supply of us(e.g. floods and droughts).
abiotic environment. Regulating ser- able freshwater to limit the freshwavices relevant for this research are: ter scarcity as a result of the effects of
climate and air quality regulation, climate change (Aylward et. al. 2005).
carbon sequestration and storage,
(1) Provisioning services: Provisioning
services are generally seen as the capacity of landscapes to provide natural resources; such as food, water,
energy and other primary resources
needed for survival. Provisioning services relevant for this research are:
food production, supply of raw materials and fresh water.
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Landscapes can also be used for regulating water storage, water can be
stored for multiple reasons. The landscape can have a storing and supplying
freshwater function. But it can also be
used as a buffer for floodwater storage to increase flood safety (Barbedo
et. al. 2014).
The landscape can act as a barrier or
buffer against extreme events. Regulating the landscapes can help in the
adaptation in the long-term against
climate change. Landscapes can be
used as flood control infrastructures,
or erosion control through water-land
interactions to mitigate these events
(Aylward et. al. 2005).
(3) Information services: Information
services are generally seen as the
non-materialistic outputs that people
obtain through their interaction with
the landscape. Information services
relevant for this research are: education, aesthetic information, and recreation/ tourism.
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Landscapes can also play a crucial
role in educating people on the natural processes forming the landscape.
Making people more aware about the
processes happening within a landscape could lead to a greater aesthetic valuation of the landscape and its
processes. This awareness could also
lead to a better understanding of the
possible effects and causes of extreme
events, making them more open for
adaptation and mitigation of the possible effects of an extreme event such
as a flooding. Cultural and ecological
knowledge can help in reducing risk
and building adaptive capacity (Aylward et. al. 2005).
The landscape fucntioning as a buffer
against extreme events can also often
be combined with providing space for
recreational activities and tourism
(e.g. canoeing, kayaking, hiking and
fishing). These types of activities can
be more resistant against disturbances such as a flooding without it leading to extensive amounts of damages
and loss of functioning.

(4) Supporting services: Supporting
services or habitat services often
form the base of all other categories
of landscape services. They are necessary for the production of other
landscape services. Two of the main
supporting services the landscape
provides are habitat provision and
maintenance of genetic diversity.
Human influence, extreme events and
climate change can often lead to loss
of habitat. The landscape can provide
potential habitat for a variation of
different species. Landscapes can be
transformed and used to mitigate the
effects of the loss of habitat. Landscapes can provide living space for different types of organisms. The more
living space is available for organisms,
the more diversity in the amount of
different species there is. More living
space increases the chance of more
different types of species finding habitat in the space, thus biodiversity increases.

3.1.7 Conclusions
(5) Carrier services: Landscape can be
seen as the visible result on the surface of the earth of the interactions
between man and nature (Kerkstra
& Vrijlandt 1988). Throughout the
history the landscape has been transformed by humans to support several functions, these are also known as
the carrier services a landscape provides for human activities. According
to Kerkstra and Vrijlandt, the landscape can be divided among three different landscape layers: the abiotic,
biotic and anthropogenic layer. The
type of carrier service being obtained
from the landscape is depending on
the relation between these different layers. The relationship between
the biotic and abiotic layer formed
the base in the past for the decisions
what interventions people made in
the landscape the cultivate it, thus
it can provide benefits for mankind.
Any area on earth can produce a set
of beneficial services that influence
human well-being. Different areas

In order for a system to be resilient it
must be robust. In flood resilience, the
focus must be laid in both the probability of the hazard and the consequences of the hazard. The resilience
of a system can be enhance through
managing diversity within the system
itself or the strategies being used. Also
Most human activities require space the improvement of the redundancy,
and a suitable substrate or medium modularity and connectivity of a sysin order to support the the associated tem could enhance its resilience, by
human activity. The human activities influencing the way it handles disturconstantly change over time, which bances. A large diversity of functions
result in the need of the landscape and strategies also allows for the posto constantly be adapted towards the sibility to find combinations between
needs of humans. That is why the ca- them, resulting in multifunctionality.
pacity of a natural landscape to pro- Besides that, the landscape can provide a carrier function is often limited vide services that can help enhancing
if no alteration is being made. Exam- resilience.
ples of anthropogenic functions that
are being carried by the landscape
are: residential, cultivation, energy-conversion, mining, waste diposal, transportation and tourism facilities.
are connected with each other since
they receive and send several types of
flows of energy, water, organisms and
pollutants and other materials. These
flows influence the production of
services being produced by the landscape (Series 2003).
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3.2 Landscape architectural perspective
The theoretical lens reflects on my
position as a landscape architect towards the research being done in this
thesis. A theoretical lens ‘shapes the
types of questions asked, informs how
data are collected and analyzed, and
provides a call for action or change’
(Creswell 2014). As a student studying
landscape architecture at the Wageningen University, my theoretical lens
on the landscape and landscape architecture is largely formed by my education. In Wageningen, landscape architecture is being taught conform the
‘landscape-based design approach’. I
believe that landscape architects can
achieve a unity of thought and action
between the physical, biological, cultural and aesthetic components of the
landscape (Bell 2012).
During this research it is of importance
to know the role of the landscape architect, what role can a landscape
architect play in climate change adaptation. Landscape architecture in the
Netherlands has always had a deep
relationship with water, the management of our water systems have
always been an important aspect in
keeping the lands safe from flooding.
Within this process there are many
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different disciplines involved, I see
landscape architecture fulfilling an
important role by function as a bridge
between these different disciplines.
In landscape architecture knowledge
on social and natural processes from
different disciplines is required in order to create an integrated landscape
design in which different interrelated
landscape components function as a
complete system, instead of separate
entities.
According to Crewe and Forsyth
(2003) six approaches towards landscape architecture can be distinguished; Design as Synthesis, Cultivated expression, Landscape Analysis,
Plural design, Ecological design and
Spiritual landscapes. Since in the case
of the Fraser River delta many different disciplines are involved, and that
the assumption is made that there
will not be one simple solution to the
problem, I think using the approach of
Design as a Synthesis as the most suitable approach. Within this approach
landscape architecture is being used
as a way to solve problems, by analyzing the problem and synthesizing it
in order to find solutions to the problems. Natural and social sciences are

being used by the landscape architect
in its research and design process.
The relationship between research
and design could best described by
the ‘complex intellectual activity model’ (Fig. 3.6) by Millburn and Brown
(2003). The model describes the design process as an examination of
the design problem through a series
of complex and inter-related compo-

nents. The research provides the tools
for examining the problem components and their relationships, and the
individual synthesizes the component
solutions into a functional resolution.
The elements are not only analyzed
as discrete components but also the
complex relationship between the opponents is being assessed. This results
in a more complete understanding of
the processes going on in the design

Figure 3.6: Schematic diagram of the complex intellectual activity model

3.3 Landscape-based design approach
problem, and creates an integrated
solution which synthesizes the designer’s findings (Milburn & Brown 2003).
The communities of the Fraser River
delta are at an increased flood risk
and are unaware of the danger (Shore
2015). There is an urgent need for adaptations to defend the delta against
the hazard of flooding. During my
study I have learned that nature can
often be used as a source for inspiration and solutions needed for social,
economical and environmental problems. I think the Fraser River delta can
benefit greatly from using natural processes of the landscape to increase
flood safety. Besides flood safety,
landscape can also provide other
benefits that could increase the quality of living in the Fraser River delta.
Landscape architecture can be a great
tool to give insight, to the people of
the Fraser River delta, on the benefits
gained from using a landscape-based
design approach instead of the traditional engineered approach.

Kerkstra and Vrijlandt (1988) described the landscape as the visible
result of the interactions between
man and nature on the surface of the
earth. They created a model known
as the ‘triplex landscape’ in order to
explain the interactions between the
different landscape layers. This model formed the early basis of the landscape based design approach being
taught at Wageningen University. The
model exists out of an anthropogenic,
a biotic and an abiotic layer (Fig. 3.7).

model laid the foundation of the landscape based design approach which
is currently being taught in Wageningen. ‘The landscape approach balances creativity with conservation, shaping with managing, and transcends
both a compositional approach to
design and a typological approach to
design analysis. Instead of a formal
type, a landscape approach models
after process and type using nature’s
generative and adaptive strategies’
(Koh 2013).

Duchart (2007) described in her research that in order to increase the
understanding of the driving forces
underlying the visual landscapes it
was needed to intertwine the triplex
landscape model with the ‘sociophysical-organisation model’ of Kleefmann
(1992). The model described the relationship between social and natural
systems, processes of both system
intertwine forming the landscape as
it is. The combination of both models
resulted in the ‘Duchart model’. This

Figure 3.7: Triplex landscape model
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Time is an important element in landscape architecture, a design is never
a finished end product. Designing a
landscape means designing a process. When designing a landscape to
adapt to climate change you have to
take time into consideration. In order
to handle climate change, projections
t1future
are being made. Most future projec?
tions deal with a large amount of unt2future
certainty. In order to deal with this
?
uncertainty, landscape designs should
be flexible. Leaving room for flexibility in a landscape design provides op- Biotic subsystem
tions to adapt to the ever changing
Abiotic subsystem
processes in a landscape. When designing for flood safety, a good design
Cultural subsystem
should still be working under a range
Political
subsystem
of different future projections for cliEconomical subsystem
mate change. The landscape model of
present
t
of Duchhart (2007) lacks the aspect of
time, the model shows the current relationships between the different subsystems at a given time. In order to be
able to use the model for flood adaptation, the aspect of time is needed.
t past
For this research the aspect of time
and future uncertainty have been
Time
added to the model, in which a good
landscape design works under different unknown future circumstances
(Fig. 3.8).
Figure 3.8: Landscape model with the addition of time and flexibility
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?

t3future

3.4 Problem statement

3.5 Research objective

3.6 Knowledge gap

Sea level rise in combination with
higher fluctuations of river discharges
as a result of climate change result in
a need for coastal adaptations in order decrease flood risk. The current
approach the Fraser River delta is using, exists out of constructive adaptations that are in practice a combination of hydraulic and civil-engineered
solutions, such as dikes, levees and
pumps. Little attention is being paid
to the coherent landscape system
and its natural processes, that is surrounding these adaptations, resulting
in very technical, monofunctional and
expensive solutions.

The objective of this research is to
explore alternative flood adaptation
options that improve the flood resiliency of the Fraser River delta. This
as an alternative for the current engineered focused approach the Fraser River delta is using. The emphasis
of this research will be on using the
systems of the landscape in order to
adapt to the predicted climate change
effects and population growth, focusing on using the natural processes of
the delta. In this thesis I will focus on
the role of landscape architecture in
developing landscape interventions
which will improve the flood resiliency of the Fraser River delta, while
providing additional functions which
might be beneficial to the delta. Special attention will be given to the use
of the landscape-based design approach in integrating spatial interventions for flood adaptations within the
landscape of the Fraser River delta.

Climate change results in the need
for the Fraser River delta to adapt,
in order to maintain safe from flooding. Currently the municipalities in
the Fraser River delta are focusing
on ‘keeping their feet dry’ by using
the traditional approach of creating
and raising dike structures. The focus
of the municipalities is often limited
to their own land without taking the
entire landscape system of the Fraser
River delta as a whole, into consideration. There is currently a limited understanding of how the current landscape system of the Fraser River delta
is working.
The Netherlands is known for their
expertise in adapting and living with
the changing circumstances of water.
The Netherlands have been building
dikes to reclaim land and to prevent
erosion and floods since the Middle
Ages (Netherlands Water partnership 2009). Recently a shift happened
in which the traditional approach of
building dikes and ‘keeping their feet
dry’, slowly changes towards ‘living

with water’. In this approach dikes
have been relocated or removed in
order to give more room to the water.
Nature has become a major inspiration in order to find adaptive interventions to mitigate the negative effects
of climate change (Zevenberg et. al.
2012). The landscape-based design
approach, of using the landscape system, has been used successfully in the
development of climate change adaptations in the coastal and riverine areas of the Dutch landscape. But there
lays a gap in if the Dutch ‘landscape
system’ approach, regarding flood
management, can be used to improve
flood safety in a Canadian setting.
Is it possible to apply landscape-based
adaptations, found in flood-related
projects, such as in the Dutch ‘Room
for the River’ approach of giving the
water more space to flow, can also be
applied in the Fraser River delta. Can
the natural processes in the landscape
be used in order to improve flood
safety and enhance flood resilience in
the Fraser River delta.
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3.7 Research and design questions

Research for design
Research on design

Main research question (MRQ):
Can the Dutch ‘landscape system’ approach regarding flood management,
contribute to a landscape strategy enhancing flood resilience in the Fraser
River delta?
Sub-research questions (SRQ’s):
(1) How does the landscape system in
the Fraser River delta work?
(2) What are the main problems that
the Fraser River delta currently faces,
and what can be expected in the future
(3) What knowledge and design tools
can be derived from current related
landscape-based flood adaptation
projects in the Netherlands?
Main design question (MDQ):
How can landscape interventions enhancing flood resilience be integrated
in the landscape of the Fraser River
delta?

Reference cases

Theoretical framework
+
Philosophy

Design interventions

Design tools

Design guidelines

Preconditions

Research through design

Landscape strategy
Fraser River delta
Zoom-in transitation
area Fraser River delta

Conceptual models

Zoom-in riverine area
Fraser River delta

Conceptual models

Zoom-in coastal area
Fraser River delta

Conceptual models

Recommendations

Detailed design +
Technical detail

Master plan

Conclusion

Figure 3.9: Research and design process
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Landscape analysis
+
Problem analysis

Landscape
structure plan

Discussion

3.8 Method
In the following chapter an elaboration will be made on the used research and design methods. A crucial
part during the research is the actual site visit of the Fraser River delta.
During the research different research
methods are being used in order to
find an answer to the research questions and to understand the processes
which form the base of the landscape
system of the Fraser River delta. The
landscape-based design approach
and the adapted landscape model
of Duchhart (Fig. 3.8), form the basis
for the research. The model is being
used to explore and analyze the different layers of the landscape and its
underlying relations between the natural and human landscape systems.
Besides the Duchhart model, several
other methods are being used in order to find an answer to the research
questions. During this research, the
relation between research and design can be distinguished as following:
(1) Research for design, (2) research
through designing, and (3) research
on design. In (1) research for design,
research is being done to support the
design or design process. In (2) research through designing, designing is
actively used as a research tool. And

(2) Literature study
During the research I will make use
of literature found in scientific books,
journals, websites. The literature will
be used to create a better understanding of the context of the problems
found in the Fraser River delta and to
get an overview of the knowledge currently available on flood adaptation,
which forms the basis of the design
process. The literature study will also
be the main tool to be used for creating the theoretical framework. When
performing a literature study it is important to keep in mind the relations
between different sources and topics,
(1) Landscape analysis
and see if they show any similarities
The landscape analysis forms the ba- or discrepancies. Since I cannot fully
sis for the design process, by using the rely on scientific literature only I will
expanded landscape model of Duch- also look at public documents such as
hart, explained in the chapter 3.3, an newspapers or website, these can give
exploration is made in order to create an insight in current developments of
a greater understanding of the del- the area. While performing a literata, including the underlying process- ture study it is of vital importance to
es within the landscape. During the always remain critical to the informalandscape analysis I will make used tion presented within the literature.
of a variation of different research
methods, the main focus will lay on (3) Observations
analyzing existing maps in order to Throughout the past the research
understand the relations between the technique of making observations
different layers of the landscape and have been used to create the knowlits underlying processes.
edge foundation of disciplines. There
in (3) research on design, a design is
the object that is being researched, in
order to develop new knowledge (van
den Brink et. al. 2016), this knowledge
will be used within this research as a
support for the design and design
process. Within these different types
of relationships between research
and design, several research methods
are being used. The most important
research methods are; (1) landscape
analysis, (2) literature study, (3) observations, (4) interviews, (5) reference
study, and (6) research-through-designing as a method.

are several kind of ways to make observations depending on the results
you wish to obtain. For example mapping and observation techniques can
be used to describe the locations of
certain activities and their relation to
the biotic layer of the site. Throughout the research this method will be
further defined and developed depending on the results wished to be
obtained (Deming & Swaffield 2011).
The main tools being used to make observations in this research are a camera to make photos and a notebook to
make sketches and fieldnotes. The observations are used to document the
landscape and its related processes
and issues.
(4) Interviews
Throughout the research different
actors will be interviewed, differing
from an in depth interview to a short
exploring interview at the site location. For my thesis I wish to conduct
interviews in both the Netherlands as
in Canada. In Canada the aim of the
interviews is to get more information about the processes and developments going on in the Fraser River delta. It is also important to know
which stakeholders are involved, and
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3.9 Significance of study
if there are any active related projects
running. In the Netherlands the focus
will lay more on obtaining knowledge
about flood adaptations. A part of the
thesis will also be to review the made
designs by experts to see if the designs are feasible or if they could be
improved. The interviews have been
set-up by creating a set of questions in
order to guide the interview. If possible the interview will be recorded and
described, if that is not possible notes
will be taken during the interview.
(5) Reference study
In order to create a better understanding of the latest developments
concerning flood adaptations it is of
importance to look at other related
projects. The reference study in combination with a literature study will
provide a better overview of what
possible spatial interventions could
work, which help to find suitable flood
adaptations. During the thesis I will
analyze some related Dutch projects
and if available other related projects
in other coastal areas of countries.
The reference studies will help with
exploring and generating new ideas
for flood adaptations measurements.
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(6) Research-through-designing
During the research the method of
‘research-through-design’ will be used
in other to generate new knowledge
and to integrate the found knowledge
into a landscape design (Lenzholzer,
Duchhart & Koh 2013). By sketching
and designing new insights and ideas
can be generated which could lead
to reformulating the research questions or discovering new relevant
research topics which needed to be
researched. Throughout the entire
process of the thesis, a combination
of research and design is being used.
Illustrative and conceptual models are
being made throughout the research.
These models are being used as a basis for interviews with experts and
stakeholders as a tool for communication in order to find new knowledge
and ideas. Within the design process
research has two key roles; ‘influencing the concept generation process
and the application of the concept
on the site.’(Milburn & Brown 2003)
Throughout the thesis a balance is
sought between researching and designing.

Social and environmental relevance:
The residents of the Fraser River delta
are more often experiencing the effects of climate change. There is an increased future risk in the intensity and
the amount of floods happening due
to sea level rising, increased river discharges and subsidence. The increase
in floods combined with socio-economic growth results in higher flood
risks. Since the municipalities in the
region of the Fraser River delta are at
the start of developing adaptive plans
to mitigate the effects of flooding, and
the need for changing the water management, this research is highly relevant for municipalities, companies
and persons who are concerned with
climate change adaptation, in exploring the different pathways that are
possible to adapt to.

towards adaptations towards climate
change, and how a landscape based
design approach could be used in mitigating and preventing the effects of
climate change.

Landscape architecture discipline relevance: The Dutch landscape architecture always had a connection with
water, for centuries water has been
an inspiration for practitioners of the
fine arts such as landscape architects
(Metz & van den Heuvel 2012). Water management is interwoven in the
discipline of landscape architecture
in the Netherlands, the Dutch are
experts concerning flood risk management. This research is relevant for
the landscape architecture discipline
since it generates new knowledge
about flood adaptation which could
help and inspire other landscape arScientific relevance: The significance chitects in related assignments. Mulof the research will not only be limited tiple landscape architecture firms
to the chair group of Landscape Archi- have been researching and designing
tecture of the Wageningen University. flood adaptation measurements, for
The landscape based design approach example LOLA, Delva and LINT. The
has been proven to work for the Dutch collected knowledge deprived from
landscapes but limited information this research could be used in other
is known about its functionality in a design assignments in both national
Canadian landscape setting. The pos- and international settings.
sible result of this research will be relevant for current and further research

3.10 Limitations of study

3.11 Conclusions

The research will be limited towards
the areas that are connected with the
Fraser River. Due to time constraints,
other areas such as floodplains of
other rivers in the delta, are being left
out. However, in a follow-up research
these should be taken into consideration, since they might influence the
current researched areas.

Within this chapter the theoretical
framework was created. Within the
theoretical framework, the concept
of resilience was being explored.
Through a literature study, several
design guidelines for resilience were
formed. The design guidelines help in
creating designs in which flood resilience is being enhanced. The focus of
the research will be to use the landscape system in order to provide a
solution for the predicted increase in
flood risk. In order to understand the
landscape system of the delta, a landscape model is being used. However,
when dealing with climate change
and flood risk, you also have to deal
with high levels of uncertainty in time.

Also the tools and data was missing
for calculating the effect the proposed
landscape interventions will have on
flood safety, but also on other related processes in the landscape system
of the delta. For that reason, several
assumptions have to be made during
the design process. This resulted in
the proposed designs to be seen as
illustrative, giving an indication of the
Since this resarch is part of a study principles that are important in the
program in landscape architecture, design.
the main focus will be on the physical
landscape of the Fraser River delta. The goal of the research is to explore
In order to improve flood safety and the different possible options that can
find solutions to other related prob- be used in the Fraser River delta to imlems, spatial structural interventions prove flood safety, by using the Dutch
are being used. Other non-structur- approach of creating landscape interal interventions are not taken into ventions, taking the landscape system
consideration. Also the costs and the into consideration. For that reason
political procedures of implementing the proposed conceptual models indithese adaptations are not part of this cate the different directions in which
research. However, when actually im- flood adaptations can be integrated
plementing these designs, non struc- into the landscape, while taking othtural interventions should be taken er relevant issues into consideration.
into consideration as well.
The proposed conceptual models
sever as a start for the development
During this thesis there are several of a design that will be implemented
limitations for the research. There was to improve flood safety. In order to
a lack of data for precise groundwater implement a conceptual model, additables and height elevations. This re- tional research would be required.
sulted in not being able to make designs based on accurate information.

Since in the current landscape model
of Duchhart (2007), time was lacking,
the landscape model was adapted in
order to cope with this uncertainty.
This is done by adding the component
of flexibility to the model. A design
should be flexible enough to adapt to
unpredicted changing circumstances.
Following from the problem introduction given in the first two chapters,
were the research and design questions, which in this research an answer is being tried to be found. The
next chapter (Ch. 4) goes into further
depth on the differences between
flood management in Canada and the
Netherlands.
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4.
Canadian and Dutch flood management
Within this chapter, a comparison is made between the Canadian
and the Dutch approach on flood management. In order to find
out if the Dutch approach on flood management can contribute
to the enhancement of flood resilience in the Fraser River delta. It
is of importance to know the current approach, Canada is using.
And to see if elements that are being used in the Dutch approach
on flood management, can be of use in a Canadian setting.
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4.1 Flooding
Since the first moment people settled
in the Fraser River delta, they had to
deal with the consequences of flooding (Fig. 4.1). The floods that affect
the Fraser River delta can be divided
into four different types (Honegger
& Oehy 2016); the first type is a (1)
pluvial flood. These types of flooding
are caused by torrential rainfall and
are often characterised by a short but
intense period of rain. Most of these
floods in flat areas are caused by the
accumulation of rainwater which
leads to inundation of the land. In urban areas the sewage systems can be
overburdened by the large amounts
of stormwater it needs to process,
what could lead to potential damages from the excessive water. In areas
with more elevation differences, the
rain can also trigger flash floods.

of rainfall can cause high water discharges in the river, also known as
the freshet flooding. The third type
of flood happens on rare occassions
when there is a (3) dam failure. A dam
failure causes large amounts of water
flowing through the river or flooding
the lands.

The fourth type of flooding is the
(4) coastal flood, these can happen
because of several reasons. Coastal
floods can be caused by (4A) storm
surges and sea level rising. Coastal
floods can also be caused by the effects of (4B) landslides or earthquakes
near coastal areas, major earthquakes
could result into the creation of a tsunami which can do serious harm to
coastal areas. The last cause is (4C)
dike failures as a result of natural or
human influences, dike failures and
The second type of flood is a (2) flu- the other effects of earthquakes will
vial flood, caused by high water flows be further ellaborated in chapter
in the rivers. Most of the fluvial floods 5.5.4 and 5.5.5.
occurring in the Fraser River happen
during Spring or Summer period, also
called Spring freshet. The accumulated snow pack in the mountains created during the winter starts to melt
when the temperatures rise during
the Spring. The melting of the snow
pack in combination of high amounts

1894

1948

1972

1975

1982

2007

2012

Figure 4.1: Historical fluvial/pluvial floods Fraser River
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4.2 Canadian flood management
The fluvial and pluvial floods poses
the largest potential damages, since
they occur more often in comparison
to coastal floods. There is no clear distinction between fluvial and pluvial
floods since they often coincide with
each other (Honegger & Oehy 2016).
Further down the delta, a combination between different phenomenoms result in an increased flood risk,
often a combination between a freshet and seasonal high tides.
Until now there have been two major and some smaller floods recorded
by men in the Fraser River basin (Fig.
4.1). In 1894 and 1948 two major (fluvial) floods inundated the lower Fraser Valley and other parts of the Fraser
Basin. Scientists predict that there is
a one-in-three chance that a flood of
similar proportions will occur within
the next 50 years. If a flooding similair
to the ones of 1894 and 1948 would
happen nowadays, it could lead to potential damages of more than $2 billion (Calbick et. al. 2004).
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In the early 1870’s the first flood management programs started to appear
in order to provide protection against
floods. Currently flood management
policy in Canada has been divided
among three layers of governmental
institutes: the federal government,
the provincial government and the
local government. Since 1975, the
Canadian flood control policy has fallen under the Federal Flood Damage
Reduction Program (FDRP). The program was created under the Canada
Water Act which was created after
extensive flood damages throughout
the country in the early 1970’s (Institute of Catastrophic Loss Reduction
2013). The purpose of the program
was to implement land use planning
and zoning as effective tools for flood
management, however most of the
funding was used for structural projects instead of non-structural projects
such as floodplain mapping. The Program also did not prevent the rapid
growth of urban development in the
Fraser River delta, since flood maps
were not available, resulting in highly
urbanized areas along the floodplain
(Lyle & Mclean 2008).

A second Federal government policy
involved in flood management is the
Federal-Provincial Disaster Financial
Assistance Arrangement (DFAA). The
DFAA exists out of guidelines for Federal and Provincial governments to
share costs of disaster payments (Institute of Catastrophic Loss Reduction
2013). In the current situation most
citizens and local governmental institutes rely on payments received from
the Federal government, to finance
the recovery after a disaster occurs.
The payments are financed by all Canadian taxpayers, regardless of the
amount of flood risk every citizen is
under. So every time a flooding occurs, every Canadian is responsible
for sharing the costs of the damages.
In 2003 the Provincial government has
started to shift some of its powers related to floodplain development and
the construction and maintenance of
its dike system towards local individual municipalities. Even though this
shift has provided the municipality
the authority and responsibility to develop floodplain management plans,
still very few have actually developed
them. Most Local governments’ decisions tend to be temporary, reactive
and often take place in response to a
potential flooding.

Most municipalities lack the knowledge to understand the complex
system of processes connected with
flooding problems. Municipalities are
therefore focused on short-term funding, providing aid to develop traditional flood protection measures (e.g.
dikes), since these measurements are
most accepted as a solution towards
flooding, even though the traditional measurements are not always the
most beneficial for the economy and
environment (Lyle 2001).
In the past, flood management in
Canada has been based on the hazard-based model. In the hazard-based
model a flood return period (e.g.
in most Canadian areas the ‘design
flood’ is once in a 200 year) is being
used as the basis for decision-making
on flood protection and public infrastructure (Jakob & Church 2011). The
hazard-based model is taken as a base
for policies which have a focus on separating people and its assets from the
flood hazard itself. Structural measurements such as dikes, dams and
pumps are used to reduce flood risk
towards the designated ‘design flood’.
Disaster-assistance programs, such as
the ones provided by the DFAA, are
there to provide compensation for

4.3 Dutch flood management
communities and people affected by
flooding (Henstra & Thistlethwaite
2016).
In the hazard-based approach the emphasis lays mostly in reducing the likelihood of an event to occur, little focus
has been laid into the possible consequences of a flooding. Literature has
provided a couple of weaknesses of
this approach to flood management.
Structural flood control works have
immense amount of building and
maintenance costs. In general, the approach is being used on a small scale,
resulting in conflicts and missing connections between flood management
being done upstream and downstream of a river.
The creation of structural protection
could also result in a false sense of
safety, leading to an increase of urban
development in flood-prone areas.
Also the compensation programs provided by the DFAA, encourage people
to take risky decisions that they would
not have taken otherwise if they were
not compensated in case of damages.
The emphasis on compensating communities and people to restore their
properties to pre-flood state without
any additional measures to mitigate

any future flooding, does not contribute to reducing flood risks in the future (Henstra & Thistlethwaite 2016,
Jakob & Church 2011).
The hazard-based approach uses a
design return period for river floods,
these design return periods are fixed,
even though circumstances considering land use and climate change are
not fixed. The consequences in terms
of life loss or economic losses increase
as the floodplains remain developing,
increasing its density, resulting in an
increase of consequences in case of
flooding (Jakob & Church 2011).
Hazard management in Canada can
be comprised out of four main components (Public Safety Canada 2011).
The first component is (1) ‘prevention
and mitigation’, Prevention and mitigation include structural measures
(e.g. dikes and dams) and non-structural measures (e.g. building codes
and land-use planning). Prevention
and mitigation can be used independently or combined.

quences. Examples are awareness
programs and emergency response
plans. The third component is (3) response, to manage the consequences
of a hazard, response measures help
to act during or before and after a
hazard takes places. Communication
systems and emergency medical assistance and evacuation systems are
there to minimize the consequences
of a hazard.
The fourth one is (4) recovery, recovery measures focus on repairing
or restoring situation to acceptable
pre-hazard conditions. Disaster-assistance programs play an important
role in the financing of the recovery.

In 1953 a storm surge along the coast
of the Netherlands resulted in the
breach of several dikes. Large areas
along the Dutch coast were inundated
with meters of water, damaging properties and resulting in the death of
1.800 people. As a result of this flooding, the Dutch government set up the
first Delta Committee whose purpose
was to prevent any future disasters.
The committee created the first Delta Programme in which it planned
the reinforcement and construction
of levees and dikes, which formed
the base of the current flood protection system comprising coastal dunes,
dikes and storm surge barriers, called
the Delta Works (Kabat et. al. 2009).

The second component is (2) preparedness, this includes measures being taken prior to an event to respond
to a hazard and manage its conse42

4.3.1 Room for the River
In the past the Netherlands focused
its flood management mostly on possible floods coming from the ocean.
But in 1993 and 1995, the Netherlands was hit by flooding from behind
its coastal defenses. The Dutch rivers
swelled up to high water levels, resulting in large agricultural areas being inundated and the evacuation of
250.000 people and large amounts of
livestock. What followed was the creation of the ‘Room for the River’ approach (www.ruimtevoorderivier.nl).
The focus of the approach is to bring
back the river’s natural floodplain in
areas where flooding can be the least
harmful, in order to prevent flooding
in higher valued areas. Besides the
restoration of the old river floodplains
for the purpose of water storage, the
projects also provided other social,
environmental and economic benefits. Figure 4.2 show the different
locations of the ‘Room for the River’
projects in the Netherlands. Chapter
6 (Possible design tools for flood adaptation) further ellaborates on the
different adaptations that are being
used in the ‘Room for the River’ approach.
In 2009 the Dutch government formed
the second Delta Committee. The
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committee was asked to formulate
recommendations for strategies for
long-term flood protection and freshwater management. The main recommendations were that the government should prepare and implement
a second Delta Programme, in which
it aimed to improve the flood safety and freshwater availability in the
Netherlands (Verduijn et. al. 2012).
A key element of the second Delta
Programme is resilience. A balance is
sought between protection, prevention and preparedness. This is in line
with the focus points created in the
EU Flood Directive (Zevenbergen et.
al. 2012). In Europe there had been a
paradigm shift from the hazard-based
management approach towards a
risk-based management approach.
In 2007, the European Union created the EU Floods Directive, which required all EU members to asses if all
their water courses and coast lines
are at risk from flooding. To what extent areas are prone to flooding, and
which assets and humans are at risk,
and to take measurements in order to
reduce flood risk. The flood risk-based
management approach focuses on reducing the likelihood a flooding might
occur and to reduce the possible con-

Figure 4.2: Room for the River projects

sequences. The European Commission mentions the following elements
as part of the approach: prevention,
protection, preparedness, emergency
response, and recovery and lessons
learned. (Commission of the European Communities 2004). Even though
these different elements are all included to some degree in the second
Delta Programme, the classification
of the elements of flood risk management are often done differently in
the Netherlands compared to the EU
Flood Directive.

4.3.2 Multi-layer safety approach

4.3.3 Adaptive Delta Management

In the Netherlands, flood risk management is divided among three layers in the ‘multi-layer safety’ (MLS)
approach (Fig. 4.3) (Tsimopoulou et.
al. 2013, Kolen & Kok 2013, Rijksoverheid 2009):

The second Delta Programme has
had a time horizon to the year 2100
(Jeuken et. al. 2015). In order to deal
with such long-term planning, the
approach of ‘adaptive delta management’ is being used. Adaptive delta
management stimulates the use of
an integrated and flexible approach
to land and water management. The
approach can be characterized by four
main guidelines (Klijn et. al. 2015,
Marchand & Ludwig 2014):

(1) Prevention (bottom layer): this
layer is concerned with flood protection, measurements are being taken
in order to decrease the probability
of a flooding to occur. This is done by
building flood defenses or preventing
high river discharges.
(2) Sustainable spatial development
(middle layer): this layer concerns
the use of spatial planning and the
adaptation of structures in order to
decrease the consequences in case of
flooding.
(3) Disaster management (top layer): the focus of this layer is on the
organizational preparations in case a
flood occurs. Preparation includes the
development of disaster plans, risk
maps, early warning systems, evacuation routes, temporary physical protection measures, and medical help.

scenario, decisions resulted in being
stuck into one direction, not being
able to adapt to change direction. In
a lock-out scenario, decisions have
resulted in not being able to choose
certain directions due to the choices
you have made (van Rhee 2012).

(3) Avoidance of over- and under investments and regrets by seeking for
more flexibility in individual measures
and comprehensive strategies, since
these allow to speed up or slow down
(1) Connecting short term invest- when making decisions.
ments with long term challenges. The
decisions made on the short-term (4) Create synergies by connecting
should contribute to long-term objec- public and private (investment) agentives.
das, this could lead to reducing the
likelihood of regret since other bene(2) Path dependency and adaptation fits could be achieved.
pathways. Instead of aiming for a final
situation at some point in the future,
the focus should be laid in searching
for adaptation pathways with successive decision points in time. This will
allow for more adaptation over time,
and allow more flexibility, preventing
certain lock-in or lock-out scenarios
due to the changing social and climatological conditions. In a lock-in

Figure 4.3: Multi-layer safety approach
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4.4 Comparison Canadian and Dutch flood management
As mentioned in the theoretical
framework, flood risk exists out of
the probability of a flooding and the
consequences of a flooding. In the
Netherlands a shift is happening from
the old discourse of ‘keeping our feet
dry’, towards a new discourse ‘living
with water’. The new discourse focuses more on the consequences of
flooding. By adapting the landscape
in order to accommodate floods in
a controlled way, flood safety can be
improved. Dikes are being removed
or relocated in the ‘Room for the River’ program in order to provide more
space for the river to flow. In the
coastal areas the approach of ‘building with nature’ has gained more attention. Natural processes are being
used to improve flood safety along
the costline (Zevenberg et. al. 2012).
Canada differs in their approach towards flood management, while the
Netherlands is using flood risk management to cope with water safety,
Canada is using a hazard-based approach. While flood risk management
focuses on both the probability and
the consequences of a flood, hazard-based management primarily
focuses on the probability of a flooding. Protection strategies have been a
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Figure 4.4: Comparison different components flood management Canada - Netherlands

main element in their approach, this
combined with recovery strategies. Disaster-assistance programs have been
important in Canadian flood management. They provided the needed finances to pay for flood damages and
to restore properties and landscape
to their previous form. Since people
are relying on the flood disaster relief provided by the Canadian government, there is a probability of low
incentive for the residents when they
are struck by a flood, to adapt the affected area afterwards in order to prevent or decrease the chance of future

floods. In many situations the damaged properties are restored again to
their previous pre-flood state without
any further adaptation to limit any
possible future damages.
While the strategies used within the
different components of flood management of Canada and the Netherlands are quite similar, the degree of
attention paid to certain components
varies between the two. Canada has
put a lot of focus on the hazard itself,
preventing the hazard by reducing its
probability. But also what to do during

a hazard, preparedness and response
management. As mentioned before,
in Canada there also has been a lot
of focus on recovery. The Netherlands has put minimum focus on the
recovery of a flooding. In their MLS
approach, the aspect of recovery has
even been left out. The main focus of
the Netherlands has been on preventing a flood from happening and minimizing the consequences of when a
flood happens by focusing on sustainable spatial development and disaster
management. Figure 4.4 illustrates
the different components of Dutch

4.5 Conclusions
and Canadian flood management and objectives. Coastal hazards are manto which part of flood risk they are re- aged separately instead of an intelated to.
grated approach to manage multiple
hazards such as floods, erosions and
In my perspective I think that Canadian droughts. There is a limited collaboflood management can be improved ration between the different municiby shifting from a hazard-based man- palities and other organisations in the
agement approach towards a risk- delta. In Canada, flood management
based management approach. When at a regional scale does not currentlooking at the Fraser River delta, ly exist. Flood management is being
dikes are being built according to the arranged by individual municipalities,
standard ‘design flood’, this is most- often applied for one river. The crely 1:200. This standard is being used ation of dikes along the rivers higher
for most dikes throughout the delta, upstream in the Fraser River delta
without taking into consideration the could for example result in an increase
different values lying behind the dike in water being channeled through
structures. High valued areas such as the river towards Richmond (Sinoski
cities lay behind the same dike as low 2014). A watershed-based approach
valued agricultural lands. By shifting is needed that approaches flood mantowards a risk-based approach, the agement on a regional scale, benefits
aspect of consequences will be tak- could be gained by creating synergies
en into account. A differentiation will between different private and public
be made between the different dikes parties (Jakob & Church 2011).
protecting different value, and dikes
will be upgraded accordingly to the The current plans municipalities creamount of values they are supposed ated in order to increase flood safety
to protect.
in the future, are mainly focused on
structural protection measures such
In the current management approach as the creation or adaptation of dikes.
there is a focus on individual manage- This in contrast with the Netherlands
ment objectives separately instead of where they are currently shifting
a combination of a wide range of en- away from the traditional approach of
vironmental and social management raising and creating dikes, and put our

Within this chapter a comparison was
made between the flood management of Canada and the Netherlands.
The main focus in Canadian flood
management has been hazard-based,
reducing the probability of a hazard to
occur. The Dutch risk-based approach
focuses on both the probability of the
hazard and on its consequences and
adapts to them accordingly. Canadian flood management might benefit from adopting guidelines such as:
giving the river more space to flow to
improve flood safety, and give preference to the natural systems. Also the
guidelines of the adaptive delta management, might be beneficial to be
used within the Canadian flood manIn my perspective Canada could ben- agement approach, the use of a more
efit from a flexible approach, focusing flexible approach by designing for difon both the short-term and the long- ferent time periods, leaving enough
term objectives. Adaptations should space for growth and change and to
be made for both the coastal areas anticipate for uncertainty. The key
and the river areas by using an inte- findings of the ‘adaptive delta mangrated approach that combines both agement’- approach and the ‘room
social and environmental objectives. for the river’- approach, form importIn the chapter 6 we take a closer look ant input for the shaping of flood adat the different types of adaptations. aptation solutions for the Fraser River
delta. In the next chapter (Chapter 5:
The landscape system of the Fraser
River delta), we will take a closer look
at the landscape system of the Fraser
River delta.
focus more in measurements in order
to accommodate floods. The creation
of dikes is a solution that is effective
on the short-term, but since climate
change does not stop after 2100, possible adaptations need to be made in
the Fraser River delta again to keep
providing flood safety. The current decision-making is based on short-term
periods and is using a predominantly
re-active approach to manage hazards
after they occurred, but instead shift
towards a proactive and long-term
strategy to manage hazards and remain a certain degree of flexibility in
order to change decisions based on
the ongoing climate change impacts.
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5.
The landscape system of the Fraser River delta
Within this chapter, the landscape system of the Fraser River delta
is going to be analyzed. In order to use the landscape system to enhance flood resilience, it is of importance to know what substantial
key elements are within the system. The creation of an understanding of the landscape system of the Fraser River delta, substantiates
possible solutions enhancing flood resilience. Besides the different
processes occurring in the landscape system, it is also of importance to know the current problems the delta is facing, and what
the possible effects are now and in the future.
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5.1 Geology Fraser River delta
In the last 9000 years, the Fraser River
has been building its delta by depositing sediment into the Strait of Georgia
(Fig. 5.1) (Williams & Roberts 1989).
The sediments deposited by the Fraser River originate from the Fraser
River basin. The Fraser River basin
can roughly be divided into fourteen
watersheds (Fig. 5.1), the Fraser River drains water from these watersheds resulting in the large cumulative amount of water coming through
the mouth of river at the Fraser River
delta. The focus of this research lays
on the Lower Fraser watershed. The
Lower Fraser watershed is the most
densely populated compared to the
other watersheds (FBC 2017b). The
Lower Fraser watershed begins after
Hope till the mouth of the river ending in the Strait of Georgia, the Fraser
River delta is a part of the watershed.
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Nechako
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West Road
Quesnel

Chilcotin

Lillooet
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North
Thompson

Thompson

Harrison
Strait of
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Study area 0 30 km

N

Figure 5.1: Fraser River basin watersheds
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0 2 km
Figure 5.2: The landscape of Fraser River delta

N

rock

As explained in chapter two, the landscape of the Fraser River delta and
its surroundings have been formed
through three geological processes,
which resulted into three main geological areas. The three different areas
are: (1) the lowlands, existing out of
modern sediments. (2) The uplands,
existing out of Ice Age sediments and
(3) the mountains, existing out of bedrock (Fig. 5.2).
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5.2 Hydrology Fraser River
Average Temperature

snow pack in the mountains start to
melt gradually over the period of Spring
and Summer. The melt water starts to
accumulate in small creeks and rivers within the different watersheds of
the Fraser River basin. Most of these
creeks and rivers end up connecting to
the Fraser River, the melt water is resulting in the Fraser River having high
discharges of water during the period
of Spring and early Summer (Fig. 5.5).
This is causing high water levels in
the Fraser River. This phenomenon is
also described as the ‘Spring Freshet’
(Mclean et. al. 1999, Moore & Wondzell 2005, Rosenau & Angelo 2007).

As the winter shifts towards Spring,
temperatures start to rise (Fig. 5.4). As
a result of the rising temperatures the

Average Precipitation per Month
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32.2 °C
26.6 °C

Temperature °C

The hydrology of the Fraser River basin is being dominated by snow accumulation and metling processes,
this means that the river discharge
is characteristically low during Fall,
Winter and early Spring. During the
end of October till the end of March
the winter precipitation consisting
out of snow is being accumulated
and stored in the mountain areas.
As the winter passes the snow pack
keeps growing till April/May (Fig. 5.3).
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Figure 5.4: Average temperature at Hope
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Figure 5.3: Average precipitation per month at Hope (Dotted line represents average snowfall)
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Figure 5.5: Average discharge Fraser River at Hope
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5.3 Historical discharges Fraser River
Fraser River
Basin: 220,000 km2
Discharge (Hope):
Average: 3.475 m3/s
Maximum: 17.000 m3/s
Minimum: 575 m3/s

Figure 5.6: The Fraser River (Canada)

Rhine
Basin: 185,000 km2
Discharge (Lobith):
Average: 2.200 m3/s
Maximum: 12.600 m3/s
Minimum: 620 m3/s

Figure 5.7: The Rhine (The Netherlands)
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The high volumes of river water
during the Freshet can result in floods
throughout the Fraser River basin, examples of Freshet floods are the major
floods of 1894 and 1948. The river discharges are peaking in early June, afterwards they are gradually declining
till late August when it reaches more
consistant lower river discharges. The
average discharge of the Fraser River
(Fig. 5.6) lays around 3.475 m3/s, this
is significantly higher if you compare
it with the Rhine (Fig. 5.7), that has
an average discharge of 2.200 m3/s. A
comparison between the two rivers is
made in figure 5.6 and 5.7 (McLean,
Mannerström & Lyle 2007, Rijkswaterstaat 2007).

Ever since humans have settled near
the Fraser River, they had to deal with
the consequences of Freshets of the
Fraser River. As mentioned before,
there were two major floods known
to man that caused lots of damages
in the Fraser River delta. Since 1948
there has not been a flooding in the
Fraser River delta that had a similar
magnitude, although the Fraser River
has experienced situations of high water levels and small floods. Figure 5.8
shows the maximum historical peak
discharges that have been measured
in the Fraser River.

The 1:200 AEP is comparable with
the flooding of 1894, the maximum
daily discharge was estimated around
15.200 m3/s, however some municipalities use higher safety standards
such as 1:500 or even 1:1,000. These
standards are signifcantly lower when
compared with for example the Netherlands, where an AEP of 1:10,000 is
being used for the sea dikes protecting the major cities (BC Ministry of
Forests, Lands and Natural Resource
Operations 2014).
Location

Year

Hope

Mission New Westminster
(Port Mann)

Throughout the history dikes have
been created in the delta to keep the 1894 17.000 18.900 19.650
lands from getting flooded, over the
years dikes have been upgraded to 1948 15.200 15.500 provide flood safety. In the 1970’s the
province started using an annual ex- 1967 10.800 13.500 ceedance probability (AEP) of 1:200
for an event to occur as the minimal 1972 12.900 14.400 dike design standard (BC Ministry of
Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Figure 5.8: Historical peak moment discharg3
Operations 2014). An annual exceed- es Fraser River (m /s) for Hope, Mission and
New Westminster
ance probability is the chance of an
particular event to be exceeded in any
one year, it is also known as the return
period of an event, e.g. 1:200 means
once every 200 year.

5.4 The river system of the Fraser River delta
Within the delta, the Fraser River is being merged with several other smaller
rivers. The further downstream the
river you go, the higher the discharge
volume of the river gets. Figure 5.9
gives an overview of the rivers that
merge with the Fraser River. To give an
indication of the size of the rivers, the
coherent maximum daily discharges

are shown. The Northwest Hydraulic
Consultants Ltd. (NHC), did research
for the British Columbia Ministry of
Forests, Lands and Natural Resource
Operations, to model the different
discharges the river has among several AEP’s. For figure 5.9, the AEP of
1:50 is used to illustrate the flow dynamics of the Fraser River.
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Chilliwack River
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Figure 5.9: Maximum daily discharges (m3/s) Fraser River delta (AEP 1:50)
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5.5 Problems

5.5.1 Effects climate change on the Fraser River

The Fraser River delta is experiencing
several problems. These problems are
caused by both human and natural influence. In the following chapters, the
different types of problems that are
relevant for this area, are further explained and elaborated.

The Fraser River delta is a river-dominated, tide-influenced delta. This
means that the water levels within
the delta are mainly influenced by
water coming of the Fraser River. As
mentioned before the Fraser River is
dominated by the snow accumulation
and melt processes. Temperature and
precipitation have a major impact on
the Fraser River’s hydrology (Shrestha
et. al. 2012).

could start as early as May (Church
2016, Islam, Déry & Werner 2017).
This shift of river discharges is being
shown in figure 5.10.

Higher temperatures also affect the
winter precipitation patterns, during
the Fall and the Winter the precipitation will fall more in the form of rain
instead of snow due to the higher temperatures. This results in the increase
of river discharges during the Winter
As stated in the introduction, IPCC and the Fall in the Fraser River (Islam,
have made several scenarios on cli- Déry & Werner 2017). The decrease
mate change. Changes in air tem- of winter precipitation in the form of
perature and precipitation can have a snow results in a decrease in total size
major impact on the snowmelt-driven of the snow pack stored in the higher
runoff in the Fraser River basin. IPCC elevated areas of the Fraser River ba(2014) predicted temperature rise sin. A decrease in the size of the snow
and an increase in precipitation in the
fall and winter for the region of Can8000
ada.

pack leads to lesser amounts of snow
available to feed the melt water runoff
during the spring period. This results
in a decrease of the average discharge
of the Fraser River during spring, because of the decrease in melt water.
But on average the total amount of
water discharge in the Fraser River
will increase, because of the increase
in the amount of precipitation. A higher total amount of discharge but with
lower average discharges (Morrison,
Quick & Foreman, 2002).
However, throughout scientific literature there is uncertainty about the
amount of snow runoff (Bennett,
Werner & Schnorbus 2012). Higher
temperatures result in more rainfall

Discharge (m3⁄s)

6000
Temperature rise affects the snowmelt of the snow pack in the Fraser
4000
River basin. Higher temperatures will
be reached earlier during spring, re2000
sulting in earlier melting of the snowpacks. The earlier melt of the snow
0
pack results in a shift of the peak disJan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug Sep
Oct
Nov Dec
Winter
Spring
Summer
Fall
charges of the Fraser River. Instead
of the Spring Freshet occurring in the Figure 5.10: Average discharge Fraser River at Hope, current (black) and possible future (red)
beginning of June, the spring Freshet situation
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instead of snowfall, this would lead
to a decrease in the size of the snow
pack, thus a decrease in discharges
during Freshet. But the prediction for
an increase in precipitation in total,
could result in an increase in snowfall
as well. But it is uncertain what the
actual amounts will be. IPCC (2014)
also predicts more extreme weather
events, the average discharge of the
Fraser River could decrease but extremer weather events could lead to
higher peak discharges in the future.

5.5.2 Predictions future discharges Fraser River

5.5.3 Sea level rise

The Northwest Hydraulic Consultants
Ltd. (NHC) analyzed the possible effects of climate change on the river
discharges of the Fraser River and its
tributaries, and the different ocean
water levels when taking into account
several climate change scenarios.
In their study they used two climate
change scenarios, a moderate and
an intense climate change scenario.
The moderate climate change scenario is based on B1 climate change
scenario created by IPCC, the intense
scenario is based on the A1B scenario (BC Ministry of Forests, Lands and

The water levels within the Fraser River delta are influenced by both the
amount of river discharge coming out
of the Fraser River basin and the sea
level of the Strait of Georgia. The sea
level height in front of Richmond is
largely influenced by its tides, with a
maximum tidal range of 4.11 meter,
Richmond is experiencing low and
high tides twice a day. The tides are
mainly the result of the Moon being
at its clostest distance to the Earth in
its 28-day elliptical orbit. Twice a year
it occurs that the springtide coincides
with the Moon’s perigee, creating a
perigean spring tide also known as
‘king tide’, the highest water levels are
being reached during this ‘king tide’
(Province of British Columbia n.d.).

Natural Resource Operations 2014).
The NHC calculated the maximum
daily discharges for the Fraser River
at Hope for different AEPs (Fig. 5.11).
An AEP of 1:200 corresponds with the
discharges during the flood of 1894,
the 1894 discharge is being taken as
the design level for dikes in the Fraser River delta. Within this research
we will use the maximum daily flow
during a freshet in the moderate climate change scenario as the basis for
the analysis. This means an increase
in discharge of 2,900 m3/s for an AEP
of 1:200.

Even though there is uncertainty
about the height of the average discharge of the Fraser River, there is a
coherent understanding that there is
a shift of the Fraser River peak runoff towards winter and early spring.
This could form a threat for the supply of irrigation water. During the end
20.700
of winter and early spring the water
demand is at its lowest and most water storage is already on its capacity. During the summer period when
there is a higher demand for water,
the supply coming from the Fraser
river is lower (Islam, Déry & Werner
2017). Although the changes in temperature could also result in the shift
of water demand for irrigation water Figure 5.11: Maximum daily discharges Fraser River for a range of AEPs (historic, moderate,
earlier in the year.
intense, winter)

The second process influencing sea
level height is the occurance of a storm
surge. In a storm surge, storm-force
onshore winds can push the water
against the coast line causing water
levels to rise (wind setup), and could
eventually lead to water flowing over
the land, flooding the area. Also the
winds generated by the storm could
have effect on waves, increasing their
height (wave setup), leading to waves
overtopping the dikes (Fig. 5.12).
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5.5.4 Dike failures
The height of the waves are determined by a few factors: (1) the wind
speed, (2) fetch, which is the length of
water over which the wind can blow
a wave, and (3) the water depth also
determines the wave height (Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations 2012).
The last process influencing the water
levels is sea level rising. As mentioned
in the introduction, sea level rise is the
result of several processes, some of
the most important processes are: (1)
the increase of seawater volume by
glacier melt, estimated sea level rise
of between 1.12 and 2.24 mm a year.
(2) Thermal expansion of seawater,
estimated sea level rise of between 1
and 2 mm a year. And (3) subsidence,
the Fraser River delta is estimated to
sink with a rate between 0.7 and 1.35
mm a year (Church 2002).

However, these numbers are estimates and they vary along different
sources of literature. For the year
2100, sea level rise has been estimated to be between 0.35 and 1.20 meter
for the Fraser River delta (Bornhold
2008). The NHC provided estimates of

The result of sea level rising and the
increase of river discharges lead to an
increase of pressure being put on the
current dike system, this could result
in potential failure of the dike. A dike
can be breached through several different ways (Fig. 5.14). The first one
is (1) overflow and overtopping. This
happens when the water levels or
the waves are exceeding the height
of the dike, causing water to overflow
the dike. The water flows can cause
erosion on the land side of the dike.
The second way is (2) erosion on the
water side, the dike could experience
damage through waves hitting the
dike. The third one is (3) piping, this
is caused by water seeping under the
dike creating tunnels that weaken
the dike structure. The last one is (4)
sliding, part of the dikes slides down
Figure 5.13: Ocean water levels for a range of AEPs (Sea level rise (SLR):0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 due to a breach in the dike, this can
meter)
be caused by human influence or by
natural causes such as earthquakes
(FLOODsite Consortium 2009).

Storm surge Wave setup
Wind setup

Sea level rise
High �de
Low �de

Figure 5.12: Processes influencing sea level height
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the water levels for the outlets of the
Fraser River. The water levels were
calculated for several AEPs with a
varying sea level rise of 0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5
and 2.0 meter (5.13) (BC Ministry of
Forests, Lands and Natural Resource
Operations 2014).

5.5.5 Earthquakes

1

2

3

4

The same geological forces which
created the Fraser River delta can
also form significant potential hazards, damaging earthquakes can result from the tectonic movements
of plates (Groulx & Mustard 2004).
Along the west coast of Canada, small
earthquakes are a regular thing which
pose no major threat towards the Fraser River delta. But on rare occasions
the Fraser River delta can be struck by
a Cascadia subduction quake, which
have an impact greater than a magnitude of nine. These devastating earthquakes could have a huge impact on
the area.

Experts predict there is a probability of 12% that such earthquake will
hit the delta within the next 50 years
(Munro 2014). The earthquake could
result in a tsunami which can reach
five meter or higher, possibly flooding the lower laying areas in the delta
since the current flood defense systems are not suitable to withstand
such excessive amounts of water (Fig.
5.15) (Wagstaffe 2011). Earthquakes
can also lead to potential damages to
the flood defense system itself. The
devastating forces released during an
earthquake could lead to dike breaches or dam failures resulting in flooding
of the delta (Atukorala et. al. 2014).

Another phenomenom which can occur during an earthquake is liquefaction. Liquefaction is the transformation that occurs when the shaking of
an earthquake causes saturated sandy soils to lose its strength and starts
behaving as a liquid, causing major
damage to buildings and structures
(Groulx & Mustard 2004, Youd & Perkins 1978).

Earthquake sensitivity
levels:
Extreme

Figure 5.14: Dike failure mechanisms
Very high
High
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Very low
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Figure 5.15: Earthquake sensitivity map Fraser River delta
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5.5.6 Subsidence

5.5.7 Coastal erosion

The lowest laying areas of the Fraser
River delta are also experiencing subsidence (Mazzotti et. al. 2009). Subsidence is a common cause of amplified
relative sea level rise, flooding and
erosion of coastal areas (Mazzotti et.
al. 2014). Within the delta the consolidation of deltaic sediments is the primary cause of subsidence. Subsidence
rates of the deltaic soils are ranging
between 0.5 to 3.5 millimeter a year
123°20'0"W

123°10'0"W

(Fig. 5.16) (Meckel et. al. 2007), with
an average between 1 to 2 millimeter
a year (Mazzotti et. al. 2009). The subsidence rates are dependable on the
different types of facies involved. It is
common for a delta to naturally sink,
the load of its own sediments pushes
down on the delta, causing the soil to
become more compact since water
and air are being pushed out of the
pores in between the sediment par-

123°0'0"W

122°50'0"W

122°40'0"W

122°30'0"W

ticles (Ertolahti 2014). Under natural
circumstances, new sediment is being
brought to the top layer of the delta through flooding. Ever since men
started to build dikes in order to prevent flooding, the inland areas were
cutoff from the sediment supply. Resulting in sediments being deposited
into the Strait of Georgia, with no accummulation of sediment on the deltaic lands (Hales 2000). Subsidence is
resulting in a relative increase of sea
level rise (Mazzotti et. al. 2009).
49°20'10"N

10"N

Fraser Delta Uplift Rates (mm/yr):
< -3.5
-3 +/- 0.5
-2 +/- 0.5

49°10'10"N

10"N

-1 +/- 0.5

Fraser Delta
Uplift Rates
(mm/yr)

Sedimentation processes have been
an important factor in shaping the
Fraser River delta. The delta is being fed by sediment being transported through the Fraser River ending
in the Strait of Georgia (Williams &
Roberts 1989). Along the Fraser River
delta, tides influence the flow of water. During flood tides, water will flow
northwest, these flows are typically
stronger and last longer compared to
ebb tides that flow southeast (Atkins
et. al. 2016). This results in a net sediment transport to the north of the
delta (Dashtgard 2011, Luternauer et.
al. 1998). Tidal forces tend to deflect
the main arm of the Fraser River and
its plume north as it advances westwards (Pharo & Barnes 1976). The
southern part of the delta front (SDF)
is considered as the updrift and the
northern part (NDF) as the downdrift
(Fig. 5.18) (Ayranci 2014).
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-1 +/- 0.5
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Figure 5.16: Subsidence in the Fraser River Delta
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Reference:
Subsidence and Relative Sea Level Rise in the Fraser River Delta, Greater Vancouver, British Columbia, from Combined Geodetic Data, 2008,
Lambert, A., S. Mazzotti, M. van der Kooij, A. Mainville, Geological Survey of Canada Open File 5698, p. 44.
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Caption:
InSAR vertical velocities (smoothed over 100-m radius) are shown by the colour basemap. Vertical velocities of the
permanent GPS stations and levelling benchmarks are indicated by coloured squares and filled circles, respectively.
Colour codes are similar for all three techniques. Light green stars show the locations of tide gauge stations.
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The natural development of the delta which occurred over the last 9000
years have been limited since the arrival of the first settlers in the 1800’s
due to human activity. Human activities have influenced the sediment
supply for the Fraser River delta. The

activities that have the most significant impact on the sediment supply
are (Atkins, Tidd & Ruffo 2016, Isfeld
et. al. 1996):
(1) Channelization and diversion of
the river
(2) Construction of dikes and jetties
(3) Dredging
(4) Land use and infrastructure
changes
(5) Other types of river training
The Sturgeon Bank and the Roberts
Bank are dependable on the process
of sedimentation since otherwise
they can become vulnerable towards
erosion (Wood 2014). Since 1906, the
residents of Richmond, have been
working on the construction of their
dike system. The dike system has been
an significant influence on the dispersion of sediment by the tides. The natural process of deltas exists out of the
occurance of regular flooding and the
deposit of sediment for land aggradation. The dike system and river training have been restricting the delivery
of sediment to the banks along the
delta (Atkins et. al. 2016).

In 1911, the Steveston Jetty was constructed along the north side of the
main arm of the Fraser River (Richmond Archives 2015). The jetty resulted in sediment being directed away
from the Sturgeon banks. In 1978 the
jetty was being altered by creating
small gaps in the jetty, this allowed for
finer sediments, water and fish to go
through the gaps towards the banks,
but sand is still being limited this way
(Atkins et. al. 2016).
Besides the Steveston Jetty, another jetty was created along the north
arm of the Fraser River in 1917. The
construction of both jetty’s limited
the sediment deposit on the north
and south side of the Sturgeon Bank
immensely. The current sediments on
the Sturgeon Bank slope, consists almost entirely out of very fine-grained
sandy mud, the delta has an average
slope gradient of 1° to 3° (Luternauer et. al. 1998). However it is currently by no means clear that either the
sediment starvation or sea level rise
is responsible for the erosion of the

Sturgeon Bank (Fig. 5.17). At the Roberts Bank, the marsh is still growing,
even though it is at a lower elevation
and this has higher water levels. The
exact reason for the loss of marsh on
the Sturgeon Bank remains unclear
and is still up for investigation (Church
2017).

Marsh extent:
2010-2015
2005-2009
2000-2004
1995-1999
1990-1994
1985-1989
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Figure 5.17: Erosion on the Sturgeon Bank
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5.5.8 Dredging
Most of the land in the delta is created by sediment from the mountains
which has been eroded and transported by the river and has been deposited at the front of the delta. This
process has been going on for ages
until the last centuries when humans
began with the dredging of the Fraser river beds (Turner, Clague & Groulx
1998). Throughout time, sediments
such as silt and sand build up on the
river bed (Fig. 5.19.1). The built up
sediment results in a decrease of the
total amount of discharge a river can
hold, a consequence of this decrease
is the increase in flood risk during
heavy rain (Fig. 5.19.2). To counterbalance this , diggers or vacuum pumps
are used to remove the sediments to
increase the rivers discharge capacity
(Fig. 5.19.3). In order to maintain the
river’s discharge capacity, the process
of dredging needs to be repeated every once and a while since a reduction
in river flow after heavy rain, results in
the accumulation of sediment on the
river banks (Fig. 5.19.4).

Point Grey
Jetty

Ebb tide

Sturgeon Bank
North arm

NDF
Strait of Georgia

Middle arm

Jetty
Sands Head

Main arm

George Massey tunnel

SDF
Sediment plume
Flood tide

Roberts Bank

Figure 5.18: Plume of sediment coming from the Fraser River being deposited into the Strait of Georgia
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Prior to 1912, the water depth across
the intertidal delta plain was 2.5 meter. After 1912, the river beds have
been dredged continuously in order to

access the main port of Vancouver by
boat, the Vancouver Fraser Port Authority has a dredging management
program which maintains a depth of
11.5 meter, which dredges up to 13.5
million cubic meters of silt and sand
per year. In the future the port wishes
to increase its depth to 13.5 meter in
order to fully load the large cargo vessels (Pemberton 2013, McLean & Tassone 1990). Currently the Port of Vancouver is not being able to increase
the depth of dredging of the Fraser
River due to the George Massey tunnel. The George Massey tunnel is located between the island of Richmond
and the city of Delta. The tunnel was
created in 1957 and carries around
80,000 vehicles a day between Delta
and Richmond. Since a couple of years
there has been a plan to remove the
tunnel and replace it with a bridge.
The creation of the bridge should reduce traffic jams and would also allow
the Port of Vancouver to dredge to a
lower depth allowing larger container vessels to be moved in the Fraser
River. However there have been some
resistance to the plan of the Port of
Vancouver. ‘Fraser Voices’ is a small
group unified in its opposition against
the removal of the tunnel (Andersen

2016). They are scared that the removal of the tunnel and the creation
of the bridge would have a devastating effect on the environment and
would increase the erosion of the salt
marshes even further. Because if the
Port of Vancouver wants to dredge
deeper, it would result in more sediment taken out of the Fraser River,
meaning less sediment would reach
the coastal mudflats and marshlands.
Even though there is resistance to the
plans of the Port of Vancouver, they
still continue with carrying out their
plans to remove the tunnel and create
a bridge (Bennett 2017).

and Sand Heads (Fig. 5.18). And the
last way it is being stored is via in-river
transfer pits, in which the material is
temporarily being stored prior to being pumped up and used again for onland purposes (FREMP 2006). The ex1
tensive dredging program is resulting
in the erosion of the shoreline since
there is a decrease in the amount of
sediment
deposited.
Silt builds up being
on the river
bed over time
There
are several reasons why dredg3
1
ing is being used. The main reasons
for dredging are:

Diggers or vacuum pumps can be used to remove silt and
(1)Silt
Against
flooding,
dredgbuildsthe
up river
on the
river bedcapacity
overthrough
time
increase
discharge
ing the depth of the river is increased,
3
Currently the Port of Vancouver allowing
it to transport a higher disdredges the Fraser River for a length charge.
of 36 km upstream up to New Westminster (FREMP 2006). The dredged (2) River transport, the depth of the
Diggers or vacuum pumps can be used to remove silt and
material is generally being disposed river
is the
being
increased
increase
river discharge
capacity in order to alin four different ways. A part of the low bigger boats to travel up the river.
material is being disposed on land,
it is then either used for on-land de- (3) Construction material, this process
velopment in which the material is is called borrow-dredging. Sediment is
being used for pre-load and fill. Or it being dredged from the river bed so it
is being stored on-land so it can be can used inland for construction pursold again for commercial purposes. poses.
The other way it is being disposed is
at sea and in-river disposal sites. The
main disposal sites are at Point Grey
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5.5.9 Salt wedge
As mentioned before, future predictions have been made about the
amount of river discharge of the Fraser River and the amount of sea level
rise. Both these processes have influence on the location of the salt wedge
in the Fraser River. Figure 5.22 explains
the influence of the amount of river
discharge and sea level rise (SLR) on
the location of the salt wedge. The
predicted sea level rise and lower rivThe location of the salt wedge is main- er discharges in the summer result in a
ly influenced by; river flow, tidal fluc- shift of the location of the salt wedge,
tuations and channel depth (Wood to move further upstream. Also the
2015). During the freshet when the
river discharges are high, the salt
wedge is being pushed back almost
into the Strait of Georgia. While during
low river discharges or high tides, the
salt wedge can penetrate the river up
to Annacis Island (Fig. 5.21) (Stephens
2015). The tidal effects on the water
level of the Fraser river can be noticed
as far as Mission (Government of Canada 2016).
The Fraser River is being influenced by
the tides in the form of a salt wedge
(Fig. 5.20), this occurs when a rapid
flowing river discharges its water into
an ocean which has weak tidal currents. Since freshwater is less dense
than salt water, the fresh water will
float above the salt water creating a
sharp boundary, this phenomenom is
called a ‘salt wedge’ (NOAA 2008).

process of dredging can result in the
salt wedge moving further (Jang et. al.
2012).

salt wedge moves further than the
pump. In order to prevent salinated
water being used as irrigation water, the pumps are being shut down.
Climate change is also resulting in an This development is posing a sincere
increase of drought in the summer, threat towards the future of agriculfarmers have to rely more and more ture in the Fraser River delta, during
on their irrigation systems in order the summers when irrigation water is
to provide water for their crops (CBC needed the most, water scarcity starts
News 2015). The fresh water for their to increase since the water from the
irrigation systems is being drawn from Fraser River gets too salinated (Delta
the Fraser River using irrigation wa- Optimist 2015, Sinoski 2015).
ter pumps. In some occasions these
pumps are being shut down when the

Vancouver

Richmond

Annacis Island

Strait of Georgia
Salt wedge

0
Figure 5.20: Salt wedge in front of Richmond
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Figure 5.21: Location salt wedge in Fraser River under low river discharge conditions (850 m /s)
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Figure 5.22: Shift in location salt wedge as result of sea level
rising (SLR) during freshet, normal, and summer situation
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5.5.10 Coastal ecosystems
Besides the man-made flood defense
system, the Fraser River delta also has
a natural flood defense system existing out of areas of Sturgeon Bank,
Roberts Bank and the Boundary Bay.
These areas are basically a large complex of interconnected marine, estuarine, freshwater and agricultural habitats (IBA n.d.). The banks protect the
cities and its land by absorbing the
storm surges (Fig. 5.23).
An important function of the salt
marshlands is to provide wave energy dissipation. Waves approaching a
shoreline which is vegetated loses its
wave energy due to the obstucting
vegetation. By absorbing its wave energy, the shores are less affected by
coastal erosion and the wave height is
being reduced, resulting in the need
of less higher flood protections (Jadhav et. al. 2013).

extremes, during low tides these areas are exposed to air and during high
tides these areas are inundated with
salt water. This rapid change between
extremes result in an important system which provides habitat and food
for different animal species. The mud
flats provide an important function
during low tides for the nourishment
for different animal species, but it also
provides food for human consumption such as oysters (Gaudry 2010).

Middle Arm

Sturgeon Bank

Low

Main Arm
Lowlands (Modern sediments)

Apart from its function as flood protection, the banks also have two other important functions. Especially the
Sturgeon Bank is a popular destination for recreation and tourism. The
area between the high tide line and
the low tide line is called the intertidal
zone, this interdial zone is a complex
system since it is exposed to different
63
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Figure 5.23: Coastal areas of the Fraser River delta
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5.5.11 Coastal squeeze
The biggest threat on the ecosystems in the intertidal zone is coastal
squeeze. The location of the intertidal zone is affected by the location
of high and low tides. Sea level rise
is causing the tides to shift more upwards towards land. In a natural system the ecosystem of the intertidal
zone would simply shift upwards, but
hard structures such as dikes prevent
the intertidal zone to move further
upwards, causing the intertidal zone
to dissappear.

The coastal areas have always been
part of an important ecological system, the coastal areas provide habitat
for fish, birds and other mammals.
The Banks are part of the so-called
‘Pacific Flyway’, the Pacific Flyway is
one of the major flyways for migratory birds flying from North to South
and vice versa (Fig. 5.24). The coastal
squeeze in the Fraser River delta also
has a major effect on the Pacific Flyway. The coastal areas of the Fraser
River delta is being used by up to 1.4
million migratory birds, and 0.5 million resident birds.

Photo: Arthur Morris/Vireo
http://www.audubon.org/fieldguide/bird/western-sandpiper

Figure 5.25.a: Migratory birds: Western
Sandpiper

Photo: http://www.gpnc.org/dunlin.
htm

The intertidal zone is being used by
both migratory birds and resident
birds. Migratory birds (Fig. 5.25.a-c)
will remain in the area only seasonally, and will migrate to different areas
Figure 5.25.b: Migratory birds: Dunlin
depending on the season. While resident birds (Fig. 5.26.a-c) remain in the
same habitat for the entire year.
Photo: Glenn Bartley/Vireo
http://www.audubon.org/fieldguide/bird/black-bellied-plover

Photo:
http://hughvandervoort.
com/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/
Great-Blue-Heron-2016-11.jpg

Figure 5.26.a: Resident birds: Great Blue Heron

Photo:
http://vignette2.wikia.nocookie.net/guardiansofgahoole/images/9/99/Barn_Owl_in_flight.png/
revision/latest?cb=20111220014119

Figure 5.26.b: Resident birds: Bard Owl

Photo: http://farm4.static.flickr.
com/3188/5754722483_847ebdc154.jpg

Figure 5.24: Pacific Flyway
Figure 5.25.c: Migratory birds: Black-bellied
Plovers

Figure 5.26.c: Resident birds: Bald Eagle
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5.6 Conclusions

5.5.12 Fraser River ecosystem
Apart from the nourishment function,
the birds also use the coastal areas as
a source for drinking water, shelter,
social interactions, breeding, nesting
and rearing their young. The value of
an ecosystem to a specific bird species
is affected by the timing and duration
of flooding and the presence of surface water. Also the depth and quality
of water, the presence or absence of
predators are important factors that
decide the suitability of an ecosystem
for a specific bird species (Stewart
1996).

The Fraser River delta is also an important habitat for different fish spePhoto: https://abirdingnaturalist.
cies such as sturgeon and salmon.
files.wordpress.com/2015/11/chinook-01.jpg
The Fraser River is one of the most
important salmon rivers in the world,
it also provides habitat for over 30
other fish species. All five species of
the Pacific salmon use these coastal
areas for passage, food, shelter and
to acclimatize to the salt water. The Figure 5.27.a: Local fish: Chinook Salmon
reproduction of fish within these habitat is of critical importance for the
ecosystem. For example the Chinook
and the Chum salmon (Fig. 5.27.a,c)
Photo:
both have important spawning runs
http://media.npr.org/assets/
img/2017/01/12/granny_custom-3bdBesides the pemenent loss of ecosys- that move up the Fraser River. These
d596a6ae0035a27a80dd15651d620af95dtems due to coastal squeeze, degra- types of salmon are an important prey
c2a-s900-c85.jpg
dation and fragmentation of habitats for the killer whale (Fig. 5.27.b), which
also form a major, intermediate threat is a red-listed species. Conservation of
to the ecological integrity of the coatal the habitat for animals is crucial for
areas. Important bird areas, such as the existence of certain animal speagricultural, estuarine and marine cies (Ministry of Forests, Lands and Figure 5.27.b: Local fish: Killer Whale
habitats have been lost due to frag- Natural Resource Operations n.d.,
mentation caused by urban develop- Williams et. al. 2009). The quality of
ment. Future population growth will the terrestrial and aquatic habitat is
increase the pressure even more on negatively affected by water runoff
http://yukonriverpanel.com/salmthese coastal habitats. Also the indus- from urban, industrial and agricultural
on/wp-content/uploads/2009/02/
trial developments such as the expan- activities (IBA n.d.).
chum_school.jpg
sion of the Port Metro Vancouver and
infrastructure related developments
(e.g. highways, bridges, railways, airports and jetties) (IBA n.d.).
Figure 5.27.c: Local fish: Chum Salmon
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Within this chapter we explored the water system of the Fraser River delta and
the current and possible future threats
it is facing, figure 5.28 gives a summary
of the most relevant processes affecting
the system of the Fraser River delta. The
biggest threat the delta is facing, is that
of flooding. Flooding can come from
the ocean, the river or heavy precipitation events. In the coastal zones the
biggest threat comes from sea level rising. The Fraser River delta has a natural
flood protection system, marshes and
tidal flats form the first layer of protection against flooding. Sea level rising
is causing the marshes and tidal flats
to be permanently inundated, resulting in coastal squeeze. Besides coastal
squeeze the marshes is also affected
by coastal erosion, coastal erosion is
increasing as less sediment is being deposited on the marshes to limit coastal
erosion, also the higher sea levels result
in higher waves damaging and eroding
the marshes.
Besides the effects of sea level rise, the
Fraser River delta is also under the influence of the river. Higher peak discharges are predicted as a result of extremer
weather events, putting more pressure
on the dikes of the Fraser River. Also the
freshet is predicted to arrive earlier as
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Figure 5.28: Summary of the current and possible future issues of the Fraser River delta
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6.
Possible design tools for flood adaptation

Photo: Joop van Houdt/Rijkswaterstaat
https://www.infraflex.nl/media/uploads/nl/projects/big/
Project_2.jpg?_=1431091516
In chapter 4 (Canadian and Dutch flood management), several important guidelines were found that could be beneficial for enhancing flood resilience in the Fraser River delta. Within this chapter,
an exploration is made on the different types of flood adaptation
strategies that are relevant for the Fraser River delta. By analyzing current related landscape-based flood adaptation projects, an
overview is made of the different possible design tools for flood adaptation, that can be used in the Fraser River delta. Design tools for
flood adaptation are sought for both coastal and fluvial flooding.
For fluvial flooding, the ‘room for the river’- projects in the Netherlands, mainly form the base for the development of the design tools.
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6.1 Flood adaptation

6.2 Flood adaptation strategies

In order to provide flood safety, men
can make use of several different
types of flood adaptations. The Fraser River delta is under the influence
of both the ocean and the river. Sea
level rise and higher river discharge
fluctuations result in the need for using a diversity of different flood adaptations focused on the coastal areas,
the riverine areas or transition areas
which area under the influence of
both. Within this chapter we explore
the different design tools there are for
flood adaptations in coastal and riverine areas.

Throughout the ages mankind have always been battling the water in coastal areas and its deltas. In the delta’s
lower-lying areas where inland elevations are lower than the surrounding
sea levels, flood protection systems
are essentially important to protect
the inlands from flooding. The traditional flood protection system, which
has been used by mankind for many
centuries, exists typically out sea
dikes, dunes, estuarine river levees,
dams, sluices, etc. (Van, van Gelder &
Vrijling 2010). Failure of one of these
elements in the flood protection system often leads to flooding of land
and can cause some serious damage.

Secondly, (2) storms and high tides
can cause water to swell up, for example against a dike. The swell-up
against the dike could lead to higher water levels which could result in
flooding caused by water overtopping
the dike. Also storm-induced waves
could increase in a height exceeding
the current dike level, causing waves
to overflow the dike (Wratt et. al.
2004).

tems, such as dike breaches, or by waterlevels exceeding the dikes because
of high river discharges, resulting in
overtopping of the dikes. In order
to protect themselves, people have
been using a range of different types
of adaptation strategies.

There are many different ways in
which the range of adaptation strategies could be categorized (Burton
1996). The province of British ColumThe third way coastal flooding could bia is using a range of different spatial
occur is via a (3) breaching of a flood strategies for adapting to hazards creprotection, for example a dike collaps- ated or increased by climate change
ing. Dike failure could have multiple (Ausenco Sandwell 2011). The provreasons such as erosion, earthquakes, ince is using the following categorizaliquefaction, ice drift, piping or other tion for the adaptation strategies they
Most coastal flooding can happen external factors such as human or an- use (Fig. 6.1):
mainly via three different ways. The imal influences (van Baars & van Kem(1) Avoid
first cause is (1) direct inundation as pen 2009).
(2) Protect
a result of water levels exceeding the
levels of the flood protections. Direct Besides coastal flooding the delta can (3) Accommodate
inundation can be caused by the sea also be struck by flooding caused by (4) Managed (planned) Retreat
levels exceeding the height of the intense rainfall (pluvial) or high river
flood defenses. The sea levels near a discharges (fluvial). Rainfall can cause
delta are influenced both by sea level land within the delta to be inundated.
rise or by river discharge fluctuations Fluvial flooding can happen through
failures in the flood protection sysoccurring near the edge of a delta.
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(1) Avoid, this strategy basically implies the prevention of developing in
areas that are considered at a moderate to high risk to flooding. The two
most common measures that are
being used are ‘zoning’ and the creation of ‘setbacks’. Zoning implies to
designate certain areas as undevelopable because the areas are prone
to flooding. Setbacks are meant to
place structures above a certain level
in which they are out of the reach of
the negative effects of sea level rise,
ocean tides, waves and storm surges.

Within soft protection measures,
the inspiration and knowledge often
comes from mimicking natural structures to protect land, it adapts to and
supplements natural processes, examples are beach nourishment and
dune restoration. It focus lays in making flexible and no-regret decisions
to deal with climate change. Adaptations that are reversible and can be
modified to the uncertain conditions
resulting from climate change (Hofstede 2011).

In the last couple of years a third ap(2) Protect, throughout the history of proach has emerged, the ‘living shorehazard management the main focus lines’. This protection strategy is being
has been on the strategy of protec- described as ‘a suite of bank stabilition. Within the strategy of protec- zation and habitat restoration techtion, spatial protective structures have niques to reinforce the shorelines,
been built in order to protect valued minimize coastal erosion, and mainland and assets from the negative im- tain coastal processes while protectpacts of water. In general two types of ing, restoring, enhancing and creating
flood protection measures are being natural habitat’ (Harman et. al. 2013).
used; the so-called ‘hard’ structural measures and the ‘soft’ structural (3) Accommodate, within the stratemeasures. The hard protection mea- gy of accommodate the land-based
sures are often the man-created civil structures, areas and activities are
engineered structures, such as dikes, being adapted towards the effects
seawalls or erosion protections mea- of climate change in order for them
sures (e.g. riprap revetments).
to tolerate flooding and inundation

while preventing or limiting possible
water-related damages. The emphasis lays on the conservation of ecosystems in combination with maintaining
the use of vulnerable areas and adaptive management responses. Examples of accommodate measurements
are spatial planning to avoid worst impacts, and flood proofing.
(4) Managed (planned) Retreat, this
strategy focuses on relocating or
abandoning certain valuable land uses
or assets that are at a high risk of being impacted by coastal hazards. Managed retreat often happens at various
scales, such as small scale relocation
within the area itself, relocation outside the area or large scale relocation
of for example entire settlements or
infrastructures, this could be done by
conditional phased-out development
or by withdrawal of government subsidies (Linares 2012).

(1) Avoid

(2) Protect

(3) Accommodate

(4) Retreat
Figure 6.1: Spatial flood adaptation strategies
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6.3 Flood adaptations coastal areas
Flood adaptations used within the different strategies are often split into
structural adaptations and non-structural adaptations. The non-structural
approaches are generally focused on
information, policy, capacity building
and institutional functions. Non-structural adaptations often include measures which encourage behavioral
change in order to reduce flood risk
(Jones, Hole & Zavaleta 2012). Examples are information, education and
communication tools, building regulations, flood insurance, emergency
response plans and other spatial planning tools such as the relocation and
acquisition of property.
Structural adaptations use specific
technology and actions that involve
physical goods, in order to reduce
flood risk. The protect and accommodate strategies are often examples of
structural adaptations. Structural adaptations often include engineered
and infrastructure-based interventions such as dikes and dams, these
are often referred to as hard structural adaptations (Jones, Hole & Zavaleta
2012).

6.3.1 Hard structural flood adaptations
Besides the hard structural adaptations (6.3.1), there are also soft
structural adaptations (6.3.2). Soft
structural adaptations often take inspiration from natural processes.
They often provide environmentally-friendly flood protection. Examples
are beach nourishment and dune
restoration (Blanca Cisneros Linares
2013). There are also structural flood
adaptations that are in between hard
and soft adaptations, these hard/soft
flood adaptations (6.3.3) often use artificial physical goods to mimic natural elements or to stimulate a desired
natural process to occur.
Flood adaptations often provide several types of protection. The types of
protection can be divided among: (1)
storm surge protection, (2) erosion
control, (3) wave attenuation, and
(4) water storage. Besides the type of
protection, the flood adaptations also
differ in location. Flood adaptations
can be located: (1) along the coastline, (2) inland, or (3) in-water. Figures
6.2-6.4 give an overview of the main
coastal protection adaptations.

Dike
Location: coastline, inland
Type of protection: Storm surge protection

Dam
Location: in-water
Type of protection: Storm surge protection,
wave attenuation
Storm surge barrier (Floodgate)
Location: in-water
Type of protection: Storm surge protection,
wave attenuation
Sea wall
Location: coastline
Type of protection: Storm surge protection,
erosion control, wave attenuation
Revetments
Location: coastline, in-water
Type of protection: Erosion control, wave
attenuation
Bulkheads
Location: coastline
Type of protection: Storm surge protection,
erosion control
Flood wall
Location: coastline
Type of protection: Storm surge protection
Figure 6.2: Coastal protection adaptations (hard)
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6.3.2 Soft structural flood adaptations

Figure 6.3: Coastal protection adaptations (soft)
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6.3.3 Hard/soft structural flood adaptations
Submerged Aquatic Vegetation
Location: in-water
Type of protection: erosion control, wave
attenuation

Breakwaters
Location: in-water
Type of protection: erosion control, wave
attenuation

Wetlands
Location: coastline, inland
Type of protection: erosion control, wave
attenuation, water storage

Jetty
Location: in-water
Type of protection: erosion control, wave
attenuation

Maritime Forest
Location: coastline, inland
Type of protection: erosion control, wave
attenuation

Groins
Location: coastline/in-water
Type of protection: erosion control

Reef
Location: in-water
Type of protection: erosion control, wave
attenuation

Artificial reefs
Location: in-water
Type of protection: erosion control, wave
attenuation

Dune
Location: coastline, inland
Type of protection: storm surge protection,
erosion control

Floodpolders
Location: inland
Type of protection: water storage

Beach
Location: coastline
Type of protection: erosion control, wave
attenuation

Land reclamation
Location: in-water
Type of protection: erosion control, wave
attenuation

Barrier island
Location: in-water
Type of protection: erosion control, wave
attenuation

Shell crag
Location: coastline
Type of protection: erosion control
Figure 6.4: Coastal protection adaptations (hard/soft)

6.4 Flood adaptations riverine areas
Flood adaptations in the riverine areas usually influence the discharge
velocity and/or the flow area capability, allowing for a higher river discharge to pass through the river. Examples of adaptations increasing the
discharge velocity are: lowering the
groins, the removal of obstacles in the
river or river channelization. The discharge velocity is depending on the
amount of water coming through the
river, the material of the riverbed and
the shape and gradient of the river
(Rosgen 1994).
The flow area capability is the amount
of space the river has to flow through.
Adaptations made to increase the
flow area of a river can be divided vertical and horizontal alterations (Fig.
6.5). Examples of vertical alterations

6.4.1 ‘Room for the River’ adaptations
are: raising of the dikes, dredging of
the river bed. Vertical alterations increase the amount of water the river
can discharge by expanding in height
or depth. For this thesis the main
focus will be on the horizontal alterations, made to increase the flow area
capacity. However vertical alterations
are also taken into consideration since
they form the basis of the current
system. By dredging and raising the
dikes, the flow area capability of the
river is being expanded. Horizontal
alterations result in lower water levels within the river by giving the river more space to flow. The ‘Room for
the River’ approach is an example in
which the flow area capability of the
river has been increased in order to
have lower water levels in the river
during times of high water discharges.

For centuries, the Dutch people have
been building their dikes higher and
higher to keep the water of their
lands. A large part of the Netherlands is prone to flooding. The year
1993 and 1995 made the Netherlands
aware that the risk of flooding did not
only come from the ocean but also
from the rivers. Future predictions
on climate change shifted the Dutch
approach on creating dikes to moving
the dikes back in order to make room
for the swelling rivers.

The ‘Room for the River’ adaptations
can be divided in different categories
of functioning; the (1) reduction of
the flow of water, (2) water storage
along the rivers and (3) discharge of
water via the rivers (Silva et. al. 2001).
Currently the approach comprises out
of nine different adaptations, these
are further explained in figure 6.6.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.5: (a) Vertical and (b) horizontal alterations to the flow area
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Removing obstacles
Second water channel
Dike reloca�on

Lowering the ﬂood meadow
Lowering the ﬂood meadow

(1)
Lowering
flood meadow: By removing soil from certain parts in
Deten�on
areas in the the
ﬂood meadow
the flood meadow, more room is created for the river when water levels
Raise dike
are
rising.

Deten�on areas in the ﬂood meadow
Depoldering

Raise dike

(6)
Raise dike: The dikes are strenghtened at locations where ‘Room for
Deeper channel depth by dredging
the River’ options are not possible.
Removing obstacles

Reten�on areas for river
Reten�on areas for river
Deeper channel depth by dredging
(2)
Retention areas for the river: When there are large volumes of river
water
flowing to the sea, certain wet areas can serve as an extra area of
Second water channel
temporary water storage, to lower water levels in the river.
Lowering of groynes
Lowering of groynes
Depoldering
Deten�on areas in the ﬂood meadow

DikeDepoldering:
reloca�on
(3)
The dike on the riverside of a polder is being removed
or relocated further away. The new depoldered flood meadow enables
water from the river to flood this area during times of high water.

Second water channel
Dike reloca�on
Depoldering

(7) Dike relocation: The dike is being relocated further away from the river,
resulting in a wider flood meadow to give the river more room.
Lowering the ﬂood meadow
Deten�on areas in the ﬂood meadow
Raise dike
Removing obstacles
Reten�on areas for river

(8) Removing obstacles: Removing obstacles out of the flood meadow
and stream bed increases the river velocity and increases the maximum
amount of water it can discharge.
Deeper channel depth by dredging

Second water channel
Removing obstacles
Deeper channel depth by dredging
Raise dike

(4) Deeper channel depth by dredging: The summer bed is being made
deeper by taking away sediment of the stream bed. The lower stream bed
increases the capacity for river water.
Lowering the ﬂood meadow

Lowering the ﬂood meadow
Lowering of groynes

(9) Lowering of groins: Perpendicular groins ensure that the river does
Depoldering
not
alter its course or lose depth. However, at times of high water, groins
Deten�on areas in the ﬂood meadow
slow down the flow of the water. Lowering the groins increases the velocReten�on areas for river
ity of the water being transported and the amount of discharge.

Depoldering
Second water channel

(5) Second water channel: A high water channel is being formed between
two dikes, the high water channel transports part of the river water via
another route during times of high water.
Reten�on areas for river
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Removing
Deten�on obstacles
areas in the ﬂood meadow

Removing obstacles

Figure
‘Room
the River’ adaptations
Deeper 6.6:
channel
depth by for
dredging
Lowering of groynes

Second water channel

6.4.2 Alternative ‘Room for the River’ adaptations
The coastal flood adaptations are not
limited to be only used in the coastal areas, certain coastal flood adaptations can also be used to provide
protection in the riverine areas. Besides the nine adaptations given in
the ‘Room for the River’ approach, I
wish to expand the overview of adaptations by adding five more alternative adaptations that increase the
flow area capability of a river, these
are further explained in figure 6.7.

Deten�on areas in the ﬂood meadow

(1) Detention areas in the flood meadow: When there are large volumes
of river water flowing to the sea, certain dry areas can serve as an area of
temporary water storage.
Deeper channel depth by dredging

Deten�on areas outside the ﬂood meadow
Deten�on areas outside the ﬂood meadow

(2)
Detention
in the floodplain outside the flood meadow: When
Deten�on
areas outside areas
the ﬂood meadow
there are large volumes of river water flowing to the sea, certain dry areas
outside the dikes can serve as an area of temporary water storage.
Depoldering

Backwaters in ﬂood meadow
Backwaters in ﬂood meadow
Backwaters in ﬂood meadow

(3) Backwaters in flood meadow: In the flood meadow, ponds, scrapes
and oxbow lakes can be dug that can be used during high water levels to
serve as water storage.
Removing obstacles

Bypass culverts
Bypass culverts
Bypass culverts

(4) Bypass culverts: During high water levels, water can be stored in underground bypass culverts in order to lower the water levels in the river.
Lowering the ﬂood meadow
River widening
River widening

River widening

(5) River widening: By widening the stream bed of the river, the water
levels will remain lower since the river has more space to flow.
Reten�on areas for river
Figure
6.7: Adaptations to increase the flow area capability of a river (horizontal alterations)
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6.5 Location-based flood adaptations
In the paradigm of ‘living with water’,
the focus on flood protection strategies shifts more towards accommodate and retreat strategies. Flooding
of land is being done in a controlled
way in order to increase water safety, examples of this are the ‘Room for
the River’ adaptations that focus on
horizontal alterations to the flow area
to increase the amount of discharge,
flowing through the floodplain in a
controlled way. This controlled way of
flooding often happens in less populated areas such as nature and agricultural lands. Even though there are less
buildings situated there compared to
urban areas, these still need to be
adapted to decrease damages in case
of flooding. In figure 6.8, several adaptation strategies are shown in which
buildings and structures can adapt in
order to prevent or limit damages of
flooding.
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6.6 Conclusions
The adaptations to structures or
buildings lead to three types of
groups: (1) Flood tolerant buildings/
structures, these buildings/structures
allow to be flooded but are in adpated in such a way that they minimize
the flood damage. The second type
is (2) buildings/structures adapted
to not be flooded at all, this is either
done by creating surrounding protection (e.g. dike ring), by elevating the
structure or by relocating it. The third
type is making an (3) adaptive structure, when the structure is flooded
it adapts to the current flood level to
avoid flood damages by for example
making the structure float.

Within this chapter an overview was
created of the different possible flood
adaptation design tools which could
be relevant in the flood safety assignment of the Fraser River delta. In general the flood adaptation design tools
can be divided in flood adaptations
that can be used in the coastal areas,
providing storm surge protection,
erosion control, wave attenuation and
water storage. And flood adaptations
that are being used in the riverine and
transition areas, which focus on decreasing water levels inside the river
by increasing the stream bed of the
river or by providing water storage.
However the different flood adaptations are not only limited in its use
for specifically coastal or riverine and
transition areas. Certain flood adaptations can be used in both types of areas depending on the circumstances.

Lastly, an overview was made of location-based flood adaptations that
can be used for adapting the current
structures in the Fraser River delta
against flooding. In the next chapter,
the first steps are being made in creating a landscape strategy for the Fraser
River delta, making use of the flood
adaptations found within this chapter.

Wet floodproofing

(1) The structure is constructed using flood-damage resistant material, this in combination with flood vents allows water to pass
through the strucuture without causing major damage.

Elevated structure
Dry floodproofing

(2) The structure is made resistant against the pressure and infiltration of water loads pressing on the sides. The outside structure
of the building is created using flood-damage resistant material,
preventing water from coming in.

Floating structure
Elevated structure

(3) The structure is being elevated on poles above flood level preventing the water to do damage. This structure allows water to
pass below the building.

Dry floodproofing

Dike ring
Floating structure

(4) The structure is being surrounding by a dike ring preventing
the water to flood the perimeter around the strucuture.

Wet floodproofing

Elevated land
Dikefloodproofing
ring
Dry

Elevated
land
Relocate structure

Floating structure
Relocate

(5) The strucuture is being moved on top of a mound with a certain elavation above the flood level height, keeping the structure
safe during times of high water levels.

(6) The structure is being moved out of the flood-prone area towards a higher elevated or more flood safe area.

(7) The structure is constructed in such a way it is able to float on
top of the water, the structure stays safe from flooding since it
can adapt to varying water levels.

Figure 6.8: Location-based flood adaptation
for buildings and structures
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7.
Fraser River delta landscape strategy
Within this chapter, an exploration for a landscape strategy for the
Fraser River delta is being made. This chapter explores river water
storage for the riverine and transition areas of the Fraser River delta, and flood adaptations for the coastal area. The landscape strategy forms the base for the development of the landscape structure
plan for the Fraser River delta.
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7.1 Flood safety assignment
The main assignment for the Fraser
River delta is flood safety, this assignment can be split up into three related
Hope
segments (Fig. 7.1). The first segment
is flood safety in the (1) coastal area,
the coastal area is directly affected by
the effects of the ocean in the Strait
of Georgia. The second segment is
Barnston island
the (2) riverine area, this contains the
Richmond
Mission
floodplain areas of the Fraser River.
And the third segment is the (3) tranGeorge Massey
sition area, this area is on the boundTunnel
ary between the coastal and riverine
Sumas Lake
areas. The transition area is under
0 4 km N
the influence of water from both the
ocean and the river. To provide flood
safety, a range of different flood adaptation strategies should be used, the needed protection. The raising
depending on the circumstances for of the dikes result in an increase of
Coastal area
Transition area
Riverine area
each area.
the amount of discharge capacity the
Fraser River can withstand without Figure 7.1: Three segments of the flood safety assignment
To improve flood safety in the Fraser resulting in floods. A potential risk of
River delta, the delta should be ap- raising the dikes is the possibility of
proach as a complete system instead more water being channeled to the sides the traditional approach of rais- In the coastal areas a strategy will be
of individual parts of the river. Adap- lower parts of the delta, leading to ing dikes, a strategy is being proposed. used that makes use of a combination
tations made higher upstream in the an increased flood risk for the lower Within this strategy more water will between hard and soft flood adaptasystem have consequences in the low- parts of the delta such as the areas be stored higher upstream in the del- tion options, in order to improve flood
ta during times of high flood risk due safety and provide protection against
er parts. Predictions have been made laying in the transition area.
to high river discharges. Taking inspi- the effects of sea level rise and coastal
that the Fraser River has a chance to
experience higher amounts of river In order to prevent an increase of riv- ration from the Dutch ‘Room for the erosion. The focus of both the coastdischarges. The municipalities within er discharge reaching the lower delta, River’ approach, more space should al, riverine and transition area will be
the delta are currently focusing on up- and to give an alternative approach be created for the river to allow for on using nature- and landscape-based
adaptations to provide flood safety.
grading their dike system to provide for the municipalities to consider be- higher river discharges.
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7.2 ‘Room for the River’ approach for the Fraser River
Predictions have been made stating
the peak discharges of the Fraser River could have higher extremes in the
future due to climate change (BC Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations 2014). In order to
prevent these higher river discharges
extremes from causing damage, several flood adaptation options can be
used that give the Fraser River more
space to flow. In general there are
three different types in which the Fraser River can be adapted to provide
more space for the river to flow (Fig.
7.2). The first adaptation is to (1) increase the flood meadows of the Fraser River, this allows the Fraser River
to store higher amounts of river water. The second adaptation is to (2)
increase the stream bed of the river,
by deepening or widening it, allowing more water to flow through the
stream bed area.
The third one is via (3) water storage
outside the Fraser River’s stream bed
and flood meadow. In order to prevent the dikes from overtopping when
water levels are exceeding the height
of the dikes during those peak discharges, water could be stored inside
designated areas within the floodplain. Storing water in the floodplain
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(1) Increase water storage in flood meadow
(2) Increase water storage inside stream bed
(3) River water storage in the floodplain
outside the flood meadow

3
2

2
1

Stream bed
Flood meadow
Flood meadow
Floodplain
Figure 7.2: Three types of flood adaptation that give the river more space to flow

during the peak times result in lower
water levels within the river, preventing possible overtopping of the dikes.
In order to give the Fraser River more
space to flow during peak discharges,
additional land is needed that can be
used to give the river more space.

able since the lower the room for the
river area is, compared to the river,
the higher the amount space the river
has to store its water.

The floodplain of the Fraser River is
the area adjacent to the river that
stretches from the river to the highThe most important aspect for find- er elevated outer edges of the valley.
ing possible suitable areas that can Throughout history the floodplain has
be used to give the Fraser River more been experiencing flooding on a reguspace is the elevation of the area com- lar base, before men created the dikes,
pared to the river. The room for the the floodplain would flood regularly
river areas should be close to the river during times of high river discharges.
and the internal ground level should Once men started building dikes next
be below the flood level, so that the to the river, the floods in the floodarea could be filled up with water nat- plain reduced significantly. Nowadays
urally by the use of gravity, meaning the floodplains would only flood in
none or little engineered structures case of a dike breach or overtopping
are needed to transport the water or due to heavy rainfall. Within this
into the designated area. The lowest thesis the floodplain is considered as
elevated areas will be the most suit- the total area which can be flooded

Floodplain

by the river in a situation where there
are no dikes present to stop the river
from flooding. The flood meadow is
part of the floodplain, however flood
meadows experience flooding on a
regular base since these areas are not
protected by dikes.
Even though floodplains do not flood
regularly anymore, they are still suitable for storing river water due to
their low elevated location compared
to the water level heights of the Fraser River. In order to find suitable areas
within the Fraser River delta to give
the river more space, we will limit the
analysis to the already naturally lower
elevated floodplain areas of the Fraser River. The research area is limited
along the Fraser River up to the village
of Agassiz, since there was a lack of information on the floodplains further

upstream. The floodplain of Surrey
was not taken into account in the research since it is not connected with
the Fraser River anymore. Also the
floodplain surrounding Pitt River has
been left out, this is due to the low influence the Pitt River has on the river
discharge of the Fraser River. Figure
7.3 shows the research area and the
floodplain in the Fraser River delta.

for the River’ approach the term ‘water retention’ is being used for both (a) Deten�on area
concepts. In this thesis the following
distinction is being made; water de- (a) Deten�on area
tention is referred to as the process
of temporarily storing water in a ‘dry
pond’ (Fig. 7.4 (a)). In water retention
the water is being stored in a ‘wet
pond’, a wet pond is an area which in- (b) Reten�on area
cludes a permanent pool of water in
(b) Reten�on
comparison to a dry pond which does Figure
7.4:area
(a) Water detention and (b) water retention
When looking at the options for riv- not include water (Fig. 7.4 (b)) (Miner water storage there is a distinction istry of Environment n.d.). The way
being made between ‘water deten- of calculating the possible amount of
tion’ and ‘water retention’. Within the water being stored when using water Bypass culverts
literature these concepts are often detention is different from water rebeing mixed up. Within the ‘Room tention.
Bypass culverts

Pitt River
River widening

New Westminster
Richmond

Agassiz

River widening

Mission
Surrey’s floodplain

Floodplain area

Sumas Lake

Research area

Figure 7.3: The floodplain of the Fraser River delta
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7.3 Water detention - Water retention
As mentioned earlier, water storage (a)Water retention
can be done in two ways, via water
detention or water retention. The
amount of water that can be stored Water
retention
is calculated in differently for both height
ways. In water retention, water is being stored on top of an existing water
body. The amount of water that can
be retained depends on the current
water levels of the retention area and
the maximum possible water level of
the retention area. When there is a (b) Water detention
low water level, the amount of water
retention is higher since it can store a
larger volume to reach the maximum Water
Above soil
detention
water height of the retention area.
Within soil
When the water levels within the re- height
tention area are high, there will be
less volume available for water storage (Fig. 7.5).

Max. water level
Current water level
Ground level

Max. water level
Ground level
Current groundwater table

Figure 7.5: (a) Water retention and (b) water detention

Within the approach of water detention, water is being stored both in and
above the soil. How much water can
be stored within the soil layer depends
a combination between the type of
soil and its water table. The soil and
the groundwater table give information about the amount of water which
can be detained within the unsaturated zone. The unsaturated zone is the
top layer of soil above the groundwa-
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ter table (Massop et. al. 2015). The
soil in this zone contains both air and
water in its pores. In the saturated
zone, the air pores are mostly filled
with water (USGS 2016). The amount
of water that can be contained in the
soil, depends on the type of soil. The
size of particles within a soil and the
amount of organic material decides
the amount of space there is within
pores between the particles. These

spaces can be filled with air or water.
The amount of air within the soil indicates how much water can be detained. The water detention volume
within the soil can be calculated by
calculating the volume of soil that is
unsaturated, and multiply this by the
percentage of possible water detention per m3.

Max. water level (m) = the maximum height
of the water level (m) which is allowed
during the flooding of the area.
Water retention height (m) = Max. water
level (m) - Current water level (m)
Water retention volume (m3) = Water retention height (m) x Water retention area (m2)

Max. water level (m) = the maximum height
of the water level (m) which is allowed
during the flooding of the area.
Water detention height (m) = Water detention height above soil (m) + Water detention
height within soil (m)
Water detention height above soil (m) = Max.
water level (m) - Ground level (m)
Water detention volume above soil (m3) =
Water detention height above soil (m) x Water retention area (m2)
Water detention volume within soil (m3) =
(Ground level (m) - Current groundwater table (m)) x Water detention area (m2) x (Possible percentage water detention amount per
m3 /100)
Water detention volume (m3) = Water detention volume within soil (m3) + Water detention volume above soil (m3)

The amount of possible water detention within the soil layer depends on
the water holding capacity of the soil.
The soil texture influences the water
holding capacity, the soil texture is the
proportion of three particles: clay, silt
and sand. Clay has the highest holding capacity, sand has the lowest and
silt is in between (Jagtap n.d.). Clay
particles are the smallest compared
to silt and sand, clay also has many
small pore spaces providing clay with
the highest holding capacity, but the

small pores also result in having poor
drainage causing the water to move
slower between the particles (Losco
& Valentine 2003).

with smaller particle sizes. Gravel sandy soils have the highest water infiltration rates, while clay has the lowest
infiltration rate and silt is in between
(Minnesota Stormwater Steering
Committee 2005).

Witkowska-Walczak 2002). But since
peat soils often have a high saturation
of water due to high water tables,
these soils are not well suited for water detention. But under the condition
When using an area for storage for
that the peat soils are lower elevated
peak river discharges, it is important
than the water level height of the Frathat the water infiltrates into the soil Besides the particle size, the amount ser River, the soils might be suitable
as fast as possible. Slow water infil- of organic matter also influences how for water detention above the soil
tration can result in the accumulation much water can be detained within a layer. Figure 7.6 shows the location of
of water on top of the soil. Soils with soil. An increase in the amount of or- the different types of soils within the
larger particle sizes are on average ganic matter results in an increase in floodplain.
better for water infiltration than soils water detention (Walczak, Rovdan &

Pitt River
Agassiz
New Westminster

Peat
Clay/Silt

Richmond
Mission
Surrey’s floodplain

Gravel/Sand
Sand/Silt

Sumas Lake

Research area

Figure 7.6: Different soil types in floodplain of the Fraser River delta
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7.4 Flood tolerant areas Fraser River delta
When storing water on land in the
floodplain and the flood meadow, it
is important that the current land use
is appropriate. The land use should be
tolerant to inundation without causing large amounts of damage. In order
to store large amounts of water, the
area should have the least amount of
structures and buildings on it. Since
in order to allow flooding in a certain
area, existing structures and buildings require protection, adaptation or
might have to be relocated in order to
prevent flood damages.

In areas with high urban densities
there will be a large quantity of buildings that will require protection or
adaptation in order to create suitable
water storage areas without causing
massive amounts of damages. Also
the costs for relocating large amounts
of buildings and structures will be
immense. Areas with low urban densities will be the most suited to store
water since the amount of protection,
adaptation or relocation needed in
those areas will be limited. In order to
find the areas that contains the least

amount of structures and buildings,
an analysis has been made to find areas with the lowest urban densities
(Fig. 7.7).

considering adapting these for water
storage. With certain areas or infrastructures there could be high costs
connected to them in case of adapting them for water storage. However,
Besides buildings and structures there some of these high valued areas or
are also areas that have high valued infrastructure, water storage would
land or critical infrastructure, exam- have a limited negative effect. For
ples are airports and First Nation res- example flooding could have little imervation lands, or infrastructure such pact on the natural areas of the First
as the highways and the railroads. Nation reservation lands, and thus
Due to the high value connected to would be suitable even though they
these areas and infrastructure, spe- are considered as high valued areas.
cial attention should be given when

High urban density
(>1 dwelling / Ha)

Pitt River

Medium urban density
(0.1 - 1 dwelling / Ha)

New Westminster

Agassiz

Richmond

Low urban density

(0.1-0.03 dwelling / Ha)

Lowest urban density

Mission

(<0.03 dwelling / Ha)

High valued land
Surrey’s floodplain

Railroad

Sumas Lake

Highway

Figure 7.7: Urban densities and valuable infrastructure and land in floodplain of the Fraser River delta
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Figure 7.8: Example dwelling
Method used for calculating urban densities:
• Choose the area for the calculation of
the urban density on an aerial photo
(e.g. Satellite images of Google Maps)
• Overlay a randomly picked location on the
aerial photo with a square of 100 ha (1 km2).
• Count the amount of dwellings within
the square.
• Divide the area by the amount of dwellings.
• In order to create more accuracy, the
process is repeated three times. The average is taken of the three calculations.
• The density is the amount of dwellings
per ha.

In order to get an estimate of the
urban densities in the area, a rough
calculation is made to estimate the
dwelling densities. Within this research one dwelling is roughly defined
by a farm/house/building including its
side buildings such as barns, sheds
or other structures on its compound
(Fig. 7.8). The numbers for urban densities are estimates and are not precise. They have been calculated to
give an indication of the densities, not
the exact density.

Within this approach the urban density and the presence of high valued
land uses are used as an indicator for
the suitability of water storage within
that area. The lower the urban density and the less amount of high valued
land uses that are presence within
the area, the more suitable the area is
for water storage. This approach has
a few limitations. The first limitation
is the economic value of certain agricultural and natural land uses are not
taken into account due to a lack of information. Certain land uses can have
a much higher value and are less suitable for water storage than some areas with high urban densities, these
are not taken into consideration.

The second limitation is that the different economic value of agricultural
lands and its businesses are not taken
into consideration. The found suitable
water storage areas might contain
overseen high valued dwellings (e.g.
agricultural businesses) in areas with
the lowest urban density. Within this
approach the amount of dwellings in
an area is taken as the criterion for the
amount of value of the area. Twenty dwellings are considered to have
more value than one dwelling, while
in practice the one dwelling in a low
urban density area could have been
worth more than the other twenty
dwellings in a higher urban density
area.
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7.5 Suitable room for the river areas
As mentioned in chapter 7.2, there
are three different types of flood adaptation that gives the river more
space to flow. They are adaptations
that (1) increase the size of the flood
meadow, measurements that (2) increase the size of the stream bed, and
adaptations that (3) provide more river water storage outside the stream
bed and flood meadow.
Within this research we will focus on
the existing land inside the floodplain
that can be used as ‘room for the river’
areas. The focus will be on the transition and riverine areas. Coastal areas
are not taken into consideration, an
assumption is being made that storing river water along the coast would
have a limited effect on the water
levels within the Fraser River. This research is focused on areas that can be
adapted in such a way they have impact on the water levels in the river.
The areas which are most suited to
give the river more space to flow are
the areas in which a possible flooding
leads to the least amount of negative
effects on the people and the assets
within an area. For that reason areas
with lower building densities or with
the least amount of people living
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eas. The areas mainly exist out of natural areas of tree patches and grass
fields, which would result to minimal
If the municipality decides to trans- damages in case of flooding. Critical
form land into water storage area, it infrastructure within the water storis often needed for the municipality age areas is allowed in certain cases,
to buy the property. British Colum- the infrastructure is already elevated
bia was using the following average towards a level that it is not prone to
property values for the years 2010 flooding, or the infrastructure could
till 2012. We will use these numbers be adapted to prevent flood damage.
as reference. For agricultural lands a
value was used of $CAD 22/m2, for In order to find areas that are suitable
residential $CAD 850/m2 and for com- to be adapted in order to (1) increase
mercial and industrial $CAD 400/m2 the stream bed of the river, to allow
(British Columbia Ministry of Forests, more river water storage, a set of
Lands and Natural Resource Opera- several criteria points is being used.
tions 2012). From these values, the Due to the excavation of parts of the
assumption is made that areas with area or in some cases the entire area,
the lowest dwelling densities have the it is important to have a minimum
lowest property values and thus most amount of buildings and structures losuitable to be used as room for the cated within the area. For that reason,
(a) areas with the lowest urban denriver areas.
sity (<0.03 dwelling / Ha), and that are
The flooding occurring in room for (b) clear of critical infrastructure, are
the river areas could result in possible most suitable. The areas should also
damages. In order to keep the costs be (c) located within the stream bed.
of damages at minimum, river water will not be allowed in high valued For storing river water during the pelands such as; airports. Within this re- riods of peak discharges within the
search most of the First Nation reser- river it is needed that the flood wavation lands are considered to be re- ter infiltrates quickly in order to insilient against flooding, due to the low crease the pace in which water can
amount of structures within these ar- be stored. Gravel and sandy soils are
there, are the most suitable ‘room for
the river’ areas.

most suited to infiltrate flood water
relatively quick. But water detention
will also be possible in other types of
soil depending on their water table.
Since improving the flood safety is the
main assignment, no distinction will
be made in types of soils that can be
used to store floodwater on. Although
gravel and sandy soils are preferred
the most because of their high drainage capability, but other soils such as
clay, silt and peat are also accepted
areas to give the river more space to
flow.
In order to calculate the amount of
water that can be detained within the
soil of the river water storage areas,
information on water tables within
the floodplain is needed. This information is lacking within this research,
which limits the research only to analyze possible water detention above
the soil layer and not the amount of
water contained within the soil.
To increase the river water storage, areas can be adapted to (2) increase the
size of the flood meadow or to (3) store
more river water outside the stream
bed and the flood meadow. Within
this research, (a) areas with a dwelling
density of one or below (dwellings per

hectare), are considered suitable areas for river water storage. Areas that
are (b) directly connected to salt water (coastal zone) are considered not
suitable for water storage, since water
storage could lead to salinization of
the land. The areas that are (c) not directly connected to the ocean, but are
still under the influence of the ocean
(transition zone), are suitable for river water storage under the condition
that measurements are taken to prevent salt water intruding the areas.
During times of high river discharges,
the salt wedge is being pushed out
towards the Strait of Georgia, this will
not lead to any problems. But during
times of low river discharges and high
tides, the salt wedge penetrates the
Fraser River further upstream. Measurements should be taken to prevent
salt water from entering the river water storage areas, and salinating the
soil. If the water being stored in the
floodplain contains too much salt, it
could lead to damages to the natural
or agricultural lands.

river. The areas should be adaptable
in such a way, (b) a continuous flow
of water can enter but also leave the
area at the same time. These areas
can be adapted either by lowering the
current flood meadow, or by increasing the size of the flood meadow by
depoldering or relocating the dikes
surrounding the flood meadows.

Areas that are suitable to (3) store river water outside the stream bed and
flood meadow, are areas that can be
adapted in such a way, (a) river water
can enter the area in a natural way,
making use of gravity. Since it is possible that these areas have a limited
possibility of letting the water flow
back into the river again, it is necessary that (b) the flow of water, entering the river water storage area, can
be stopped once the area reaches full
capacity. It should also be possible to
take measures, (c) allowing the water
to leave the water storage area, once
the water levels in the river have descended, either through gravital or
mechanical ways.
Areas that are suitable to (2) increase Besides the possible increase in exthe flood meadow and thus allow treme peak discharges, it is also prefor a higher river discharge without dicted that the summers are going to
flooding, are areas that are (a) directly be more dry. The agricultural lands
connected with the stream bed of the will be most affected by the droughts.

Criteria suitable ‘room for the river’ areas:
Criteria for areas suitable for increasing river water storage (1) inside
stream bed:
(1) Use the lower-lying areas of the floodplain, located in or along
the stream bed of the river.
(2) Lowest urban density (<0.03 dwelling / Ha).
(3) Clear of critical infrastructure
Criteria for areas suitable for increasing river water storage (2) in
flood meadow:
(1) Use the lower-lying areas of the floodplain.
(2) Low to medium dwelling density (<1 dwelling/Ha).
(3) Not directly connected with salt water.
(4) Able to prevent salt water intrusion, in case needed.
(5) Directly connected with the stream bed.
(6) A continuous flow of water can enter and leave the area
simultaneously.
(7) River water can enter and leave the area in a natural way,
making use of gravity.
Criteria for areas suitable for river water storage (3) in the floodplain
outside the flood meadow:
(1) Use the lower-lying areas of the floodplain.
(2) Low to medium dwelling density (<1 dwelling/Ha).
(3) Not directly connected with salt water.
(4) Able to prevent salt water intrusion.
(5) River water can enter the area in a natural way, making use of gravity.
(6) Flow of river water entering the area can be stopped.
(7) Allows the water to leave the area either through gravital or
mechanical ways.
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In order to limit the damages as a result of droughts, water can also be
stored to be used again during those
periods of droughts. Water storage
can also be created to provide a supply of irrigation water in the summers.
If floodwater is being stored for the
purpose of later being used as irrigation water, it is needed to keep the
water within the water storage area
as long as possible. Clay soils are most Figure 7.9: (1) Suitable areas for increasing river water storage inside the stream bed
suitable for this since they have the
highest water holding capacity and
also their water infiltration rate is low,
thus water drainage occurs a lot slower compared to gravel and sandy soils.
The less amount of water that is being
drained away, the more water is available to keep the soil moist, or to serve
as irrigation water storage to be used
during periods of drought.
Figure 7.10: (2) Suitable areas for increasing river water storage in the flood meadow

Suitable areas
Research area
Figure 7.11: (3) Suitable areas for increasing river water storage outside stream bed and flood meadow
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7.6 Flood protection in the coastal area
By looking at the landscape of the
Fraser River delta, using different sets
of criteria, suitable areas, different
areas were found in which river water storage could be increased in different ways (Fig. 7.9, 7.10 & 7.11). In
order to create a landscape strategy
for the Fraser River delta, a selection
must be made of which type of flood
adaptation will be used inside which
type of area (stream bed, flood meadow, or outside the stream bed and
flood meadow). The preference lays,
to first use adaptations that increase
the river water storage, that are located within the stream bed or the
flood meadows. They are preferred
over, water storage adaptations outside the flood meadow or stream bed,
since they provide a constant increase
in the river water storage capacity of
the river. River water storage adaptation outside the stream bed and flood
meadows can only be used for a specific amount of time.

Within this research, the focus will
be on finding possibilities for flood
adaptation along the coastline of
Richmond. Due to time constraints
the other coastal areas of the delta
are being left out. The coastal area
of Richmond has been chosen since
the area is more complicated than
the other coastal areas. Along the
coast of Richmond there is a lack of
space due to the residential areas
laying directly along the dike protecting Richmond (Fig. 7.12). Along
the dikes in the other coastal areas

there are less obstructions near the
dike. The main land use in these areas is agriculture, which allows more
room for possible flood adaptations
along the coast. Since the residential
areas of Richmond lay directly along
the dike, there is little space available
to create flood adaptations. Within
the landscape strategy, coastal flood
adaptations have to be used that can
be implemented in front of the coastline onto the tidal flats or marshlands.
Since the main focus of this thesis is
on using the ‘landscape system’ and

its natural processes, nature-based
landscape interventions for flood adaptation are preferred above the hard
structural flood adaptations (technical
engineered solutions). The landscape
strategy for the Fraser River delta can
be found in chapter 7.7.

Figure 7.12: Residential areas next to the West Dike of Richmond
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The coast of Richmond (Ch. 10)
The island of Richmond (Ch. 9)

New Westminster

Barnston island (Ch. 8)
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Mission

Sumas Lake (Ch. 8)
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Floodplain areas for river water storage outside
the flood meadow
New flood meadow areas for riverwater storage
Flood meadows suitable [to increase size stream bed]
or [for adaptations that increase river water storage]
Salt marsh
Coastal flood adaptation
Dike
Dike relocation
Water retention area
Bridge transformed into a dam
Gravital water inlet
Drainage pump
Drainage pump integrated
in gravital water inlet
Flow direction river
Adapt bridge to prevent
possible bottle neck
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Figure 7.13: Fraser River delta landscape strategy

Flood adaptation for infrastructure
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7.7 Fraser River delta landscape strategy
The landscape strategy for the Fraser River delta exists out of the use of
several flood adaptations. In order to
increase the maximum amount of discharge the Fraser River can have without overtopping the dikes, adaptations are made to increase the stream
bed of the river. The stream bed of
the Fraser River can be increased by
excavating land of the flood meadow
to increase the width of the river, or
by removing objects laying inside the
stream bed of the river. Also parts
of the Fraser River can be dredged,
creating a deeper river depth which
would allow the Fraser River to discharge more water. Parts of the current flood meadows can also be excavated, this increases the width of the
Fraser River. The total amount of river
water that can be stored inside the
flood meadow can also be increased.
This can be done by excavating certain
parts of the flood meadow, which allows for more water storage, creating
small ponds in the flood meadows.
The size of the current flood meadows can also be increased, this can
be done by relocating dikes further
inland. In this way the Fraser River is
allowed more space to flood in a controlled way, maintaining lower water
levels near the dikes. Furthermore,
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secondary river channels can be created, dividing the total amount of
river discharge between the different
water channels, lowering the water
level of the Fraser River.

some cases the areas can be drained
in a natural way, making use of gravity. However in some cases, a drainage pump is required. Within areas
in which the drainage pump can only
be located on the location of the inlet,
Furthermore, river water storage, a construction will be made in which
outside the flood meadow and the a water drainage pump is integrated
stream beds, is being proposed. within the water inlet.
These areas are currently often used
as agricultural or natural land, they Areas that are being used for river waare often not directly connected with ter storage, can contain important inthe Fraser River and are mostly sep- frastructure such as railways and higharated by dikes surrounding the Fra- ways. These should be adapted in such
ser River. During times of need, these a way they can withstand being floodareas can be flooded in a controlled ed or are protected against flooding.
way by making use of inlet in which Along the Fraser River, several bridges
water can flow through in a gravital are located, allowing infrastructure
way. However since they are often to cross the Fraser River. These strucsurrounded with residential or agri- tures can form a bottle neck, having a
cultural areas, it is of importance to significant lower amount of river dishave a controlled inlet of river water charge at that point due to blockage
which can be put to a halt once full of the structure of the bridge. Howcapacity has been reached, this can ever it is currently unknown what the
be done by a flood gate which can be effect of the bridges are on the Fraser
closed. This in order to prevent the River. Additional research would be
river water storage area to exceed its required in order to find out if adaptcapacity which could lead to unwant- ing the bridges would impact the river
ed flooding in certain areas. Once wa- discharge.
ter levels inside the Fraser River have
been lowered, it must be possible Besides the bridges that are crossing
that the water storage areas can be the Fraser River, there are also several
drained of their stored river water. In other bridges that can be adapted for

water retention. In certain cases the
bridges can be adapted, transforming
them into dams which can control the
amount of water being let into the
Fraser River. When stopping the flow
of water through the dam, water can
be stored behind the dam, resulting in
an increase in water retention. Locations which might be suitable for this
adaptations are the bridges crossing
the Chilliwack River and the Harrison
River. Besides functioning as water retention reservoirs, the dam can also
be used in order to generate electricity through hydro power. However
further research would be required to
see if such adaptations would be possible and what the impacts are on the
area.

7.8 Conclusions
Within this chapter an analysis has
been made of the Fraser River delta
to find suitable areas that can be used
to give the Fraser River more space
to flow. A distinguish was made between three different types of flood
adaptations that would provide additional space for the river to flow. The
first type contains adaptations that
increase the river water storage within the stream bed of the Fraser River.
The second type contains adaptations
that would increase the river water
storage within the flood meadow. And
the last one are adaptations that increase the river water storage outside
the stream bed and flood meadow.
For each type of adaptation, different criteria was being used in order to
find suitable areas. Concluding from
the found suitable areas, a landscape
strategy was made for the Fraser River delta.
A large part of the suitable ‘room for
the river’ areas has an agricultural
function. Using these areas for river
water storage will have certain effects
on the current agricultural lands, land
uses, buildings and structures might
require adaptation or relocation in order for the area to be used for floodwater storage. In order to see what

the impact would be of transforming
an area into a ‘room for the river’
area, a closer look will be given to several found areas. At first, the riverine
areas will be further explored. As can
be seen in figure 7.13, the amount of
space available for the Fraser River
is significantly less between Mission
and New Westminster due to its surrounding mountains. The surrounding
mountains result in the creation of a
natural bottleneck in the Fraser River
starting at Mission, compared to other parts of the Fraser River delta. For
that reason, the decision is made to
first explore the riverine area further
stream upwards of the bottleneck, in
order to see if the issue of flood safety can be solved there, before exploring the areas further downwards of
the delta. First a closer look is given
to the area of Sumas Lake. On the location of the former Sumas Lake, an
exploration will be made, to see what
impact river water storage inside the
floodplain, will have on the current
rural landscape. Afterwards a short
exploration will be done on the impact of increasing the flood meadow
of the Fraser river at Barnston island
(Chapter 8).

What follows is an exploration of the
island of Richmond in the transition
area of the delta (Chapter 9). What
impact would the adaptation of either
river water storage or the increase in
flood meadow have, on the current
landscape of the island of Richmond,
taking into consideration the possible
effect of a salt wedge.
Lastly, the coastal area of Richmond
will be explored (Chapter 10). In the
coastal area a different approach is
needed then in the riverine and transition area. Since the City of Richmond
is located directly against the current
dike system, there would be no opportunities to accommodate flooding. For that reason, an exploration is
made on the different possibilities of
using the coastal landscape’s system
and its natural processes in order to
improve flood safety. Since there is little space for new flood adaptations on
land, an exploration is made on what
flood adaptations can be created in
front of the coastline of Richmond,
along the edges of salt marsh and the
aquatic areas of the tidal flats.
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8.
Room for the Fraser River (Riverine area)
In 1924, the Sumas Lake was completely drained in order to make
space for agriculture. In order to improve flood safety, river water
can be stored in the old lake, to lower the water levels of the Fraser
River. This chapter explores the possibilities of river water storage
in the historical Sumas Lake.
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Sumas Lake & Barnston Island

8.1 The history of Sumas lake
Located between the Sumas mountains and the Vedder mountains, and
in between the cities of Chilliwack and
Abbotsford use to lay the old historical lake of Sumas (Fig. 8.1). The lake
was part of the lands used by the First
Nation to live on. It was used for fishing and hunting of waterfowl, besides
that it was also used by the First Nation to travel on by the use of the canoe. The lake was also an important
location for migratory birds to stay
during the spring and the summer
(Cameron 1997).
The residents of Sumas lake situated
their houses both on the edges of the
lakes or even on top of the lake by
the use of reed stilts. In the summer
time they would live on the lake, to
escape the large amounts of mosquitoes living in the area. During winter
times they would go back to shore to
live there. The size of the lake would
vary across the different seasons. It
was fed by the Chilliwack and Vedder River system and by the Nooksack. During the freshet period the
lake could expand to a size of 121 km2
(British Columbia Institute of Technology 2007). This resulted in land being
often flooded.

Since the late 1800’s the first settlers
from Europe arrived in the area. The
areas surrounding Sumas Lake were
being used for agriculture by the ever
growing amount of settlers. In order
to protect their lands the farmers
pressured the government to solve
this problem. In 1907 the British Columbia Electric Railway planned to
build a railway between New Westminster and Chilliwack. As a solution
to the flooding and to provide suitable land for the new railway, a plan
was made to drain Sumas lake. In
1917 they started the preparations
for the drainage of the Lake and in
1924 they successfully drained Sumas
lake (Smith & Verstraten 2013, Cameron 1997). On the next page a brief
description is given on the history of
the draining of Sumas Lake.

ty. The First Nation lost their main
source of food as the lake was drained
(Cameron 1997). They did not get
any land back from what was gained
from draining the lake, the patches

of land were being sold by the Dyking
Commission to new farmers, the First
Nation was compensated $7 for an
acre, while the normal price that time
would have been $200 (Archer n.d.).

After the lake was completely drained,
new farmers moved to the old lake,
now named Sumas Prairie. For them
the drainage of the lake meant new
opportunities. Unfortunately this was
not the case for the First Nation. Their
homes were destroyed, the lake used
to be the center of their communiFigure 8.1: Location of historical Sumas Lake
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History of the draining of Sumas Lake:
1878: Farmers threatened by regular
flooding of the lake and surrounding
rivers pressure the government to
solve the problem, resulting in the Sumas Dyking Act.

1924: Sumas Lake is now the Sumas
Prairie — the lake bed is dry. A total of
33,000 acres of farmland is created.

Fraser River

1924-25: Government begins to sell
the land, but the price deters potential
1907: British Columbia Electric Rail- farmers. A marketing plan is begun to
way plans to lay train track between increase sales.
New Westminster and Chilliwack. The
railway supports the idea of draining 1980-83: A new pump house and dam
the lake because it would result in lev- are constructed. A pump house is
el ground for the tracks.
still used today to prevent the Sumas
Prairie from flooding.” - (Smith & Ver1917-1918: The land settlement straten 2013)
board proposes to drain the lake using
a system of ditches, dams, canals and
pump houses.

Sumas mountains

Chilliwack River

Agriculture

1920: The provincial government accepts the proposal, agreeing to fund
the $1.5 million project. It ended up
costing $3.7 million — nearly double
the initial estimates. Farmers were
forced to pay this additional cost
through increased taxes.
1923: Using the newly built system of
canals and pumping stations, the water from Sumas Lake is pumped into
the Fraser River.
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Figure 8.2: Current situation of Sumas Prairie
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8.2 Current landscape of Sumas Lake
The location of the former Sumas lake
came out of the analysis as one of
the locations suitable for water storage. The natural depth the old Sumas
Lake has, provides a large amount of
potential space to store water from
the Fraser River, the Sumas River and
the Chilliwack River that are connected to the area (Fig. 8.2). Figure 8.3
shows the current elevations within
Sumas Lake, the elevations clearly indicate the location of the old lake. The
former lake is also still visible in the
current landscape. Especially along
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+4

+3

+2

+2

the roads you can experience several
height differences, indicating the location of the old historical lake (Fig. 8.4).

the edges of the agricultural fields
(Fig. 8.6) and surrounding dwellings in
the area (Fig. 8.5).

The Sumas Lake is currently mainly
used for agriculture, the agricultural fields are formed along a grid of
roads, with buildings located along
the roads (Fig. 8.2). The current landscape of Sumas Lake can be seen as
an open landscape, with far-extended
views towards its surrounding mountains (Fig. 8.5). Trees and other forms
of vegetation can only be found along

The lower parts of the Sumas Lake
still experience regular flooding due
to accumulation of rainwater on the
agricultural lands (Fig. 8.7). The current area is being drained by a channel passing through Sumas Lake. The
channel ends at the Barrowtown
Pumping Station, which pumps out
the water into the Sumas River. The
pumping station is still an important
part of the flood control system of the
Sumas area (Fig. 8.2).On the other
side of Sumas Lake you will find the
Chilliwack River, which merges with
the Sumas River, right before it ends
in the Fraser River. In order to keep

+3

Sumas Lake from being flooded, dikes
have been build along the Chilliwack
River (Fig. 8.8). During the flooding
of 1894, water inundated large parts
of the floodplain. A vast amount of
the Sumas Lake and the surrounding
floodplain were flooded, resulting in
the evacuation of the people living
there. The floodplain and the lake
provided substantial flow storage,
this storage significantly reduced the
peak flow at Mission, when compared
to Hope (NHC 2008). During the time
of the 1894 flood, the Sumas Lake
still existed. The storage of floodwater only affected a limited amount of
people living in the area. However, in
its current state, a similar flood would
cause a lot more damage.

+4

+1

Figure 8.3: Elevations within Sumas Prairie

Figure 8.4: Elevations visible in the landscape
of the old Sumas Lake

Figure 8.5: Vegetation along dwellings,
mountains enclosing the landscape
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8.3 Exploration water storage possibilities in the old Sumas Lake

Figure 8.6: Open landscape with vegetation
along the edges of agricultural fields

Within this chapter we will further
explore the different ways in which
the old Sumas Lake can be adapted
to store floodwater, taking into consideration the current land uses and
their residents. To give an indication
of what it could look like to restore
the old lake of Sumas figure 8.9.a and
8.9.b give an example, figure 8.9.a
shows the current situation and 8.9.b
a possible future situation with the
restoration of the lake. Even though
the area has a low urban density, the
area still contains dwellings of farmers
living in the area. If the Sumas Lake
would be used for flood storage in the
current situation, it will cause a lot

of houses to be flooded, resulting in
major flood damages. In order to use
the elevations of the old Sumas Lake
for flood storage, adaptations must be
made. The flood adaptation options
from chapter 6.5 will be used in order to adapt buildings and structures
to prevent flood damages. Within the
different conceptual models the main
priority is:

detention. The lake can be filled up
again permanently with water, and
can be used as a retention basin for
water coming from the Fraser River
during times of high river discharges.
Water can also be stored via water detention, within water detention certain designated areas will be designed
in such a way that they can withstand
being flooded without resulting in
high damages as a result of flooding.
Further the choice has to be made
Floodwater storage
on the intensity in which the water
Floodwater storage: Floodwater stor- storage area is going to be used, will
age is the main priority within each they be used every year during high
concept. Floodwater storage can be river discharges of the freshet, or will
done via water retention and water it only be during intense freshets happening only once every 200 years.

Figure 8.7: Accumulated rainwater in lower
parts of the Sumas Prairie

Figure 8.8: Current dikes surrounding the
Chilliwack River
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Figure 8.9.a: Aerial photo of the current
situation of Sumas Prairie

Figure 8.9.b: Possible future situation in
which Lake Sumas is restored

Besides the main assignment of floodwater storage, there are also other
topics that play an important role in
the area. The current land use within the area of Sumas Lake is primarily agriculture. In order to adapt the
agricultural landscape to be able to
store floodwater, decisions need to
be made on the agricultural functions within the area. Will they maintain their agricultural functions or
does the landscape shift its focus to
provide new opportunities for other
functions. Along the different concep-

tual models a different focus on topics
has been used in designing the concept. The focus within the conceptual
models have been varying along the
following topics:
Recreation
Future-proof agriculture
Ecology
Urban development

Recreation: The area is located between the cities of Abbotsford and
Chilliwack. In the current situation
there is a limited availability for recreational routes and destinations within
the floodplain of Sumas Lake. With the
populations growing of both the cities, the demand for recreational functions and routes increases. A higher
population could lead to more pressure on the current recreational and
touristic facilities. The adaptations
made in Sumas Lake could provide an
impulse for the creation of new recreational opportunities in the area.

delta could experience more droughts.
The increase in droughts result in the
increase of the reliability on the use
of irrigation water. In the current situation, the river adjacent to the area
are a source for irrigation water during
the dry periods of summer. The river
discharges are predicted to be lower
during the summer period when irrigation water is needed to most. Extracting irrigation water from the rivers
result in an even lesser amount of river
water available for the agricultural areas in the lower parts of the delta. In
order to prevent this, flood water can
be stored during freshets to be re-used
again as irrigation water. Besides storing floodwater and re-using it again as
irrigation water, the water storage areas can also provide opportunities for
new agricultural practices (e.g. aquaculture) to make the agricultural sector
more resilient against the chances in
the future.

Ecology: Coastal squeeze is threatening the habitat for several animal species along the coastline. In the past
the Sumas Lake was of great ecological value for the delta. It was provided
Future-proof agriculture: The predic- habitat for a variation of different spetions made on climate change esti- cies of fish and birds. Within the conmate that in the future the Fraser River cepts attention can be given in order

to provide new opportunities for na- could be integrated into the design.
ture development in order to create By connecting the different topics
additional habitat for animals.
into the design, the likelihood of regret could be reduced. The design
Urban development: The population should remain flexible so it can adapt
within the Fraser River delta is ex- according to future changes. This flexpected to maintain growing during ibility would avoid over- and under
the following century. This growth will investments. The approach on how
put a pressure on the current housing floodwater is being stored also varmarket. In order to provide a suffi- ies, in certain designs the area is becient amount of housing for the grow- ing flooded every year while in others
ing population, new houses must be only during intense floods. The five
created. The Sumas Lake can provide conceptual models are: (1) Lake and
space for new urban developments. rural terps, (2) Water storage cells, (3)
The profits made by these urban de- Urban lake ring, (4) Network of terps,
velopments can be used to cover the and (5) Floodpolders.
costs of the flood and water storage
adaptations that are being made. The Limitations: Since there was no acprofits can also be used to compen- curate information available on the
sate farmers on their possible loss of elevations of the floodplain area, the
agricultural lands or possible flood total volume of water storage could
damages on their crops as a result of not be calculated. Instead the area
flooding.
size is given as an indication of the
total amount of flood water that can
In the conceptual models on the fol- be stored. Also the technical aspect
lowing pages, an exploration is made of how the water enters the area and
how these different topics can be in- how in certain cases it will be pumped
tegrated in a design for the floodplain out again into the river, has been
of Sumas Lake. This has lead to the left out of the scope of this research
creation of five conceptual models, due to time constraints. The models
each model varying in their approach should be seen as illustrative models,
on how to deal with the existing situ- indicating the different approaches in
ation and the way the different topics flood adaptation that can be used.
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8.3.1 Conceptual model I: Sumas Lake and rural terps
In order to increase the flood safety
for the lower parts of the delta, the
old lake of Sumas will be restored
again (Fig. 8.13). During times of high
water discharges in the Fraser River,
the Sumas Lake can be used for extra
riverwater storage (Fig. 8.14). This will
increase the flood safety of the areas
further down stream since a reduced
amount of river discharge will pass
through the river in those areas. The
area of the old lake will be partly excavated in order to increase the water
storage capacity. The excavated earth
will be used to build new terps. The
farms located within and along the
location of the new lake will be relocated to these terps (Fig. 8.10& 8.15).
The current agricultural functions on
the location of the lake are removed
or relocated. But part of the old agricultural lands can still be used for agriculture, the areas will only be flooded
during an intense freshet. Through the
creation of the new terps, the farmers
will remain safe from flooding.

surrounding the lake that will only
flood during intense freshets. The
land uses within the flood zone are
adapted thus they experience low
damages due to flooding. An example
of a project in which such adaptations
were created, is the Noordwaard (Fig.
8.11). The new design also provides
several other benefits for the area.

the Fraser River in order to create
more room for the Fraser River, and
be re-used again to create spawning
grounds within the new Sumas Lake.

Future-proof agriculture: The lake can
be used to store freshwater for agricultural functions. Even though the Figure 8.10: Housing located on terps,
area is not affected by a salt wedge, Schokland, NL
such is the case in the lower parts
of the delta. Droughts can still affect
the area, having their own freshwahttps://www.deingenieur.nl/
ter storage makes the farmers in the
uploads/media/561b81daa5farea less dependable on other exterba/Noordwaard.jpg
nal systems for their irrigation water
during periods of drought.

Recreation: The lake can provide opportunities for new recreational functions such as fishing, swimming and
small boat recreation (Fig. 8.12). The
floodzone can provide space for new
recreational routes and functions. The
recreational routes can connect local
farms along which the farmers can Proposed landscape interventions:
sell their local produced products in (1) Elevated land: Terps are created
using excavated earth obtained from
order to increase their income.
the deepening of the Sumas Lake.
Ecology: The lake provides habitat
for resident and migratory birds, the (2) Water retention: Water can be
edges of the lake can be used for stored in Sumas Lake, by increasing its
nature development to create extra depth this amount is being increased.
habitat for certain animal species.
The lake could be connected with the (3) Water detention: The buildings
Floodwater storage: In total an area Fraser River by implementing a fish along the edges of the lake in the
of 22.39 km2 will be created for wa- ladder. Fish species can use the lake flood zone are adapted. This results
ter storage, 10.49 km2 of this will be for spawning ground, salmon spe- in the lake being able to flood the arfor water retention on the lake, the cies often require gravel to be used eas surrounding the lake, increasing
rest for water detention within the as spawning grounds. Gravel can be the amount of riverwater that can be
floodzone. The floodzone is the area excavated from the gravel islands in stored in the area.
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http://schoklanddoordeeeuwenheen.nl/images/apr14/
aanzicht%20Middelbuurt%20
vanuit%20het%20oosten%203.
JPG

Figure 8.11: Floodwater storage areas, ‘Room
for the River’-project Noordwaard, NL

http://canadianlakes.org/
wp-content/uploads/2015/12/
beach-crop-1200x675.jpg

Figure 8.12: New recreational functions
along the edge and on the lake
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Figure 8.13: Model I during normal situation

0 0.5 km
Figure 8.14: Conceptual model I: Sumas Lake and rural terps
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Pro:
- By bringing back the lake, the design
restores the historical identity of the
place. New terps can provide a new
stimulus for the identity of the area.
Providing view points from on top of
the terp, over the lake.

4
3
2
1
0

- The floodwater storage areas can be
multifunctional by connecting and integrating multiple functions, this way
the design would still provide benefits
even if water storage would not be
needed and thus making it more flexible.

4
3
2

0

- The lake and its edge provide additional habitat for different flora and
fauna.
- The design can remain flexible since
the different elements such as the
lake and terps can still be implemented and provide benefits even if floodwater storage is no longer needed.

- Large amounts of the area can be
used for floodwater storage, having a
- The design uses the natural eleva- big impact on the discharges further
tions of the historical lake within the down the river, thus increasing flood
area, for floodwater storage. By using safety for the lower parts of the delta.
the natural elevations, little adaptation of the landscape is required.

AA

1

- Part of the agricultural practices can
remain functioning within the design.

Figure 8.15: Principle section-cut AA-AA’
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- The lake can functions as a source of
irrigation water for the surrounding
agricultural lands during periods of
drought. The lake could also discharge
parts of its volume in the Fraser River
during periods of low discharges, increasing the amount of discharge in
the lower parts of the delta. Certain
farmers that depend on the river for
their source of irrigation water could
benefit from this process if the low
water levels of the Fraser river impact
their availability of irrigation water.

Con:
- A large amount of the buildings within the floodzone need to be relocated, either to the new created terps or
outside the floodzone. This could lead
to resistance from the current residents living in the area.
- The farmers need to be compensated for the land that is required for
floodwater storage, this in combination with the relocation of buildings
could lead to high costs.
- For the design, agricultural land will
be lost due to the restoration of the
lake, this has a negative effect on the
agricultural sector, which could lead
to possibly reduction of jobs, and decreases the food production of the
region.

AA’

8.3.2 Conceptual model II: Water storage cells
In order to increase flood safety a system of levees is created to create water storage cells (Fig. 8.19). The water
storage cells make use of the natural
elevations of the old historical lake.
During the freshet period or during
times of high water levels within the
Fraser River, water can be stored in
the area . Each flood cell can operate
independently from each other, making the decision to flood the cell or
not (Fig. 8.16 & 8.22).

protection for the current structures
and buildings within the area. Farms
will be surrounded by levees protecting it from being inundated. The system of levees are created by using excavated material from the permanent
inundated floodpolders and the river
beds of the Fraser River in order to
increase its discharge capacity. During
a freshet water can be stored within
the floodpolders using a system of
drains and pumps. As the freshet becomes more intense, the decision can
Floodwater storage: The maximum be made to increase the amount of
water storage area is 11.32 km2, the floodpolders to be flooded.
entire capacity will only be used during
intense freshets (Fig. 8.20). During the The floodpolders provide opportuninormal yearly freshet 4.94 km2 of the ties for alternative types of agriculwater storage areas is being used (Fig. ture such as aquaculture (Fig. 8.17).
8.21). Some floodpolders are inundat- The permanent flooded polders can
ed permanently to provided different to farm fish, aquatic plants and algae,
beneficial functions. The permanent and other aquatic organisms such as
inundated polders have an area of shrimps and freshwater mussels. The
1.04 km2 (Fig. 8.19). The new design flooded polders can also be a locaalso provides several other benefits tion for floating agricultural practices,
for the area.
which are adapted against flooding
(Fig. 8.18). This provides an alternaFuture-proof agriculture: The cre- tive way of making income for the
ation of a network of levees forming a farmers and prevents possible flood
range of floodpolders, provides flood damages to their crops if decided to

maintain practicing traditional forms
of agriculture instead of switching to
alternative agricultural practices that
are more resistant to flooding.

http://www.xrgeomembranes.
com/hubfs/2015-dev/applications/aquaculture-pond-liners.
jpg?t=1501766833138

The floodpolders can also be used to
store freshwater for agricultural functions. Even though the area is not affected by a salt wedge, such as the Figure 8.16: Impression of different flood
case is in the lower parts of the del- cells that can operate independently from
ta. Droughts can still affect the area, each other
having their own freshwater storage
makes the farmers in the area less dehttp://www.worldfishing.
pendable on other external systems
net/__data/assets/imfor their irrigation water during periage/0037/794395/Aquabel.jpg
ods of drought.
Proposed landscape interventions:
(1) Floodpolders: A system of levees is
created in order to form floodpolders
which can be used for riverwater storage.

Figure 8.17: Transition towards aquaculture

https://www.designboom.
com/wp-content/dbsub/348084/2015-05-17/
img_2_1431875067_
55946c0a2befb2acd309b0e18bf32fed.jpg

(2) Dike ring: Buildings and certain
areas are protected from flooding
through the creation of surrounding
levees. The earth needed for the creation of these levees can be obtained
by excavating the floodpolders which Figure 8.18: Impression flood adaptive agricultural practices
are permanently flooded.
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0 0.5 km N
Figure 8.19: Model II during normal situation
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0 0.5 km N
Figure 8.20: Model II during an intense freshet

AA’

0 0.5 km
Figure 8.21: Conceptual model II: Water storage cells, during its yearly flooding

N

Pro:
- The design could turn the development for floodwater storage into
a positive development for the agricultural sector, by providing new opportunities and innovations for agriculture. This could lead to improving
the food security of the region and
making the agricultural sector more
future-proof and adapted to possible
changes.
4
3
2
1
0

- The new created landscape could result in a new stimulus for the identity
of the area, which could possibly increase the amount of visitors visiting
the area, providing a new recreational
destination which could lead to extra
income for farmers selling their products within the area.
- The design is flexible since the implementation can begin using a small
area and if needed it can be further
expanded.
AA

- By providing several different functions that can be implemented within the water storage cells, the design
is flexible and able to adapt towards
possible changes in the future.

Con:
- A large amount of buildings need to
be relocated or removed within the
floodzone.

- The amount of water that could be
detained is relatively low compared to
the other conceptual models.

- The high amount of levees that will
be created within this design would
- The water storage cells can provide
lead to extensively higher amounts of
irrigation water for the surrounding
maintenance and maintenance costs.
agricultural lands during periods of
If these costs are the responsibility of
drought.
the farmers within the area, it could
- The design could have a negative have a major effect on the profit mar- The floodwater storage could have effect on the current agricultural sec- ges of these farmers.
a positive impact on the flood safety tor. There is a chance that the design
further down the delta by reducing could lead to possibly reduction of - Little amount of synergies are made
the discharge of the Fraser river. The jobs, and decreases the food produc- between the different topics, the
floodwater storage capacity is flexible tion of the region.
main focus is on agriculture, increassince it can be increased by raising the
ing the likelihood of regret.
height of the levees of the different - Large amounts of earth have to be
cells, making it easy to adapt to future used in order to create the complex
changes.
system of levees. Also the pumps attached to the system could make the
design highly complex and costly.
- Farmers need to be compensated for
the land that is required for floodwater storage, this in combination with
the relocation of buildings could lead
to high costs.

AA’

4
3
2
1
0

Figure 8.22: Principle section-cut AA-AA’
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8.3.3 Conceptual model III: Urban lake ring
Sumas Lake will be restored again, to
be used as water storage during times
of high river discharges (Fig. 8.26). This
will increase the flood safety of the
areas further downstream, since it reduces the river discharge. An example
of this adaptation is the Lake Volkerak-Zoommeer (Fig. 8.23). Parts of the
lake are being excavated, the excavated earth is being used to create a dike
ring surrounding the flood zone of the
lake. All the farmers located within the
floodzone are relocated towards the
edges of the lake (Fig. 8.29).
Floodwater storage: The total water
storage capacity area is 22.16 km2, this
will only be used during intense freshets
(Fig. 8.27). Every year during a freshet,
water will be stored within the area,
having an area of 18.05 km2 for yearly
water storage, 10.49 km2 of the total water storage area will be for water retention on the lake, the rest for water detention within the floodzone (Fig. 8.28).
The floodzone is the area surrounding the lake that is prone to flooding.
Urban development: The new created
dike ring provides opportunities for urban development (Fig. 8.24). Farmers
can use their land at the edges of the
lake to create new houses. The farmer
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takes on a role of developer in order to
compensate for the losses due to the
creation of the new lake. The new development exists out of new residential houses, in order to provide houses
for the increasing housing demand as
a result of population growth. Besides
normal residential houses, farmers can
also create more recreational functions, such as holiday homes, bed &
breakfasts, or campings.
Recreation: The lake can provide opportunities for new recreational functions such as fishing, swimming and
small boat recreation. Within the floodzone and on top of the dike ring new
recreational routes can be created (Fig.
8.25). The new lake will be an attractive
landscape, attracting visitors from nearby cities. Certain buildings are located
within the floodzone, these buildings
are built in such a way that they are
adapted or resistant to flooding. Examples of this are hybrid floating buildings or buildings on stilts. Since part of
the floodzone is being flooded once a
year, the visitors and residents can experience the effects of water, this could
improve the connection people have
with the water and result in people
learning to live with floods instead of
being separated of the water by dikes.

Ecology: The floodzone provides opportunities for new types of nature
development. Since parts of the floodzone are annually inundated, interesting types of nature can be created.
This result in a diversity of different
habitats, ranging from areas permanently inundated, once a year or only
during an intense freshet.
Proposed landscape interventions:
(1) Dike ring: A dike ring is created along
the boundaries of the floodzone of
the lake. Buildings are located among
the dike ring to be protected against
flooding. The earth needed for the creation of the dike ring can be obtained
by excavating earth from the lake.
(2) Water retention: Water can be
stored in Sumas Lake, by increasing its
depth this amount is being increased.
(3) Water detention: The dike ring surrounding the lake creates a large riverwater storage area. The floodzone surrounding the lake, up to the dike ring
can be used for water detention.
(4) Floating structures: The buildings
within the floodzone can be adapted
towards hybrid floating housing, which
are adapted to float during flooding.

https://beeldbank.rws.nl/Photos/3568/535322.jpg

Figure 8.23: Water storage in Lake Volkerak-Zoommeer, NL

https://s-media-cacheak0.pinimg.com/736x/57/
f5/97/57f5975174c4828c5bdd6947ac64306a--houses-in-usa-village-houses.jpg
Figure 8.24: Impression urban dike ring surrounding the lake

https://i1.wp.com/averagejoecyclist.com/wp-content/
uploads/2016/05/Mom-anddaughter-in-Whistler-2.jpg?resize=750%2C500&ssl=1
Figure 8.25: New recreational routes and
functions at the edge and on the lake
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Figure 8.26: Model III during normal situation

0 0.5 km N
Figure 8.27: Model III during an intense freshet
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0 0.5 km
Figure 8.28: Conceptual model III: Urban lake ring, during the yearly freshet
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Pro:
- The design provides new opportunities for recreation and other functions. Nature campings, B&B’s, holiday homes, hiking trails, kayak rental
and other recreational functions can
be created as side-functions besides
agriculture. Farmers will gain more
opportunities to expand or change
their current business by integrating
additional functions. These functions
have more potential to become successful since the creation of the lake
would probably result in an increase
of the amount of people, visiting the
area. Also the new functions could
generate additional income, compensating the farmers for their loss of agricultural land or income due to the
floodwater storage adaptations.

4
3
2

0

- The new urban development can
generate additional income that can
compensate for the loss of agricultural lands of farmers within the floodzone.

Con:
- There is a chance that there will be
no urban development, this would
lead to no additional income to compensate for the expenses of the project. Without the income, the creation
of the dike might form a financial barrier.

- The implementation of the lake
is not flexible and would have high
costs. If the recreational function or
floodwater storage function would be
stopped, it would cost a lot to adapt
the area towards other functions that
do not require the lake.

- Through the urban development
- Farmers surrounding the lake area within the design, more value is being
can use the lake as a source of irriga- added to the area. This will increase
tion water during periods of drought. flood risk since more objects will be
This makes the agricultural sector vulnerable to flooding. The dikes surmore future-proof against droughts.
rounding the lake will have to be monitored extensively due to the high risk
- Large amounts of water can be stored involved, this could lead to high costs.
within the lake, improving the flood
safety of areas further down the river. - A large amount of the current agriThe floodwater storage capacity with- cultural land within the area will have
in the lake is flexible. The capacity can to be removed to make space for the
- Due to population growth the de- be increased by raising the dike struc- lake. This could lead to resistance
mand of housing increases, the new tures surrounding the lake, making form the farmers within the area.
urban development around the edges it adaptive towards future changes.
AA

1

of the lake can form an answer to the
increasing demand of housing.

Figure 8.29: Principle section-cut AA-AA’
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AA’

8.3.4 Conceptual model IV: Network of terps
In order to increase flood safety, the
elevations of the old historical lake
of Sumas will be used during intense
freshets to detain water. During an
intense freshet the area will be flooded by letting in water from the Fraser
River (Fig. 8.34). This will increase the
flood safety of the areas further down
stream since a reduced amount of
river discharge will pass through the
river in those areas. An example of a
project using such adaptations, is the
‘Noordwaard polder’ in the Netherlands (Fig. 8.30).
In order to prevent or reduce flood
damage to the current buildings located within the floodzone as a result
of the intense freshet flooding, terps
are created to provide protection
against flooding (Fig. 8.33). The terps
are created using excavated material
from the river beds of the Fraser River
in order to increase its discharge capacity (Fig. 8.31 & 8.32). The current
residential houses within the floodzone area relocated on these terps.
The higher elevated terps provide
flood protection in times when the
area is inundated. Farmers can decide
weather they want to relocate their
barns and sheds as well or that they
adapt them to be flood proof.

Floodwater storage: The total water
detention capacity area is 22.34 km2,
this will only be used during intense
freshets. The new design also provides
several other benefits for the area.
The way the water detention is being
designed allows the area to maintain
its agricultural function. Since the
area will only be flooded during an
intense freshet, most of the years the
land will be free of inundation. To prevent additional damages as a result of
flooding during those intense freshets
it is important for the farmers to be
informed on possible intense freshets
on time. One main indicator that increase the chance on a intense freshet is a high amount of winter precipitation that is being stored as snow
in the mountains. When farmers
are informed on the odds of intense
freshets, they can adapt their type of
crop accordingly. This provides new
opportunities for farmers to experiment with flood resistant crops and
prevents additional flood damages on
their crops.
Recreation: The creation of terps provide new opportunities for the landscape to create a new identity of the
area. The terps can be designed in
such a way that they have a commu-

nal space in the center between the
houses which can be used as location
for markets on which the farmers can
sell their local produced products.
Proposed landscape interventions:
(1) Elevated land: Terps are created
using dredged material obtained from
deepening the stream bed of the Fraser River.
(2) Relocation: Buildings are relocated
on to the created terps. The terps protect the relocated buildings against
flood damages during the flooding of
an intense freshet.
(3) Wet or dry flood-proofing: Farmers who do not wish to be relocated
can chose to flood-proof their house.
These adaptations lower the flood
damage to the buildings as a result of
flooding.

https://ssl.c.photoshelter.
com/img-get/I0000Ic5GC2HZa9E/s/900/720/SMS20090612-0115-A3.jpg
Figure 8.30: Floodwater storage in Noordwaard polder, NL
http://www.nkv.nl/sites/default/files/styles/large/
public/agenda/Zicht_op_de_terp_van_Hogebeintum_richting_kerk%2C--Archeoregio_7_-_
Hogebeintum_-_20425971_-_RCE.jpg?itok=NuAc9IrW

Figure 8.31: Impression of farms located on
new terps

https://i.pinimg.com/originals/5b/fb/de/5bfbde91a0a6ca0c501cfb3e0ab2a324.jpg

Figure 8.32: Terp village Hegebeintum, NL
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Figure 8.33: Model IV during normal situation
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Figure 8.34: Conceptual model IV: Network of terps, during an intense freshet
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Pro:
- The current agricultural practices
can remain functioning.
- Relatively little adaptations are
needed in order to use the area for
floodwater storage.
- The design uses the natural elevations of the historical lake within the
area, for floodwater storage. By using
the natural elevations, little adaptation of the landscape is required.

4
3
2
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0

- New terps can provide a new stimulus for the identity of the area. Providing view points from on top of the
terp, over the surrounding rural landscape.

AA

Con:
- Large amount of water can be stored - Most buildings within the floodzone
within the area, compared to most need to be relocated, this could lead
other conceptual models. Also the to high expenses.
costs for implementing this design
would be relatively low compared to - The agricultural businesses within
the other designs, making the design the floodwater storage area would
the most cost-efficient for floodwater have major damages as a result of
storage.
flooding.

- Within this design, there is a low
amount of additional synergies made
between functions that can be combined with the floodwater storage
area. This means that in case of a
flooding, the farmers will mostly experience the negative consequences
of the flooding. The floodwater storage does not give the farmers large
- The large floodwater storage capac- - During periods of flooding the terps amounts of benefits besides having
ity would have a positive impact on will only be accessible using a boat, their farms safe from flooding.
the flood safety further downstream reaching the terps by land would be
of the Fraser river.
impossible. This would require to either evacuate the residents of the
terps or make them accessible via the
water.

AA’

4
3
2
1
0

Figure 8.35: Principle section-cut AA-AA’
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8.3.5 Conceptual model V: Floodpolders
In order to increase flood safety water is stored in the former historical
lake of Sumas. A system of levees is
created that form thirteen floodpolders (Fig. 8.39). The floodpolders
make use of the natural elevations
of the old historical lake. During the
freshet period or during times of high
water levels within the Fraser River,
water can be stored in the area (Fig.
8.40). Examples of such water storage projects are the Werkendam (Fig.
8.36) and the Overdiepse polder (Fig.
8.37). In order to prevent damages as
a result of the flooding of the area,
the current buildings are relocated
along the system of levees (Fig. 3.38
& 3.41). The system of levees are created by using excavated material from
the river beds of the Fraser River in
order to increase its discharge capacity. Along the levees ground is being
raised to create platforms to which
the relocated buildings can be placed.
By elevating the buildings on raised
mounds of earth, they are protected
against flooding. The system of levees
is located along the current already
existing grid of roads. The roads will
be elevated to the top of the levees,
this way the infrastructure can still remain functioning in case of a flooding.
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Floodwater storage: During intense
freshets the floodpolders can be
flooded in a controlled way by the
use of drains and pumps, once a flood
polder is full it can be decided to let it
overflow in an extra flood polder. The
maximum water storage area is 17.47
km2, the entire capacity will only be
used during intense freshets. The new
design also provides several other
benefits for the area.

Proposed landscape interventions:
(1) Floodpolders: A system of levees is
created in order to form floodpolders
which can be used for riverwater storage.

Future-proof agriculture: The creation of the floodpolders allows the
area to maintain its current agricultural use, since the floodpolders are
only used during times of intense
freshets or high water levels in the
Fraser River. As described in conceptual model IV, it is also important for
conceptual model V to have the farmers be well informed about possible
intense freshets. So they can adapt
their choice of crops, thus possible
flood damages can be prevented or
reduced.

(3) Relocation: Buildings are relocated
on to the created terps. The terps protect the relocated buildings against
flood damages during the flooding of
an intense freshet.

(2) Elevated land: Terps are created, along the system of levees, using dredged material obtained from
deepening the stream bed of the Fraser River.

https://beeldbank.rws.nl/Photos/3558/533788.jpg

Figure 8.36: Riverwater storage area Werkendam, Biesbosch, NL

https://www.dutchwatersector.
com/uploads/2015/09/dws-rftr-overdiepse-polder-moundsaerial-770px.jpg
Figure 8.37: Flood polder connected to the
river, Overdiepse polder, NL

http://www.bosch-slabbers.nl/
images/1921_l.jpg

Figure 8.38: Farms located on new terps
attached to a dike, Overdiepse polder, NL
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Figure 8.39: Model V during normal situation
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Figure 8.40: Conceptual model V: Floodpolders, during an intense freshet
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Pro:
- Most of the current agricultural practices can remain functioning within
the new design.
- The design remains flexible since it
can alter the amount of floodwater
it stores within the area, since the
floodpolders can be filled up one at
the time. This will control the amount
of flood damage the area has since
there is control over which areas will
be flooded.
- The system of levees could provide
a new stimulus to the identity of the
area. The higher elevated roads result
in having a good view over the rural
lands. Also the farms that are relocated on plateaus attached to the levee
system will gain scenic views from
their farms, which could lead to improving the aesthetic quality of living
on the farms.
AA
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Figure 8.41: Principle section-cut AA-AA’
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- The accessibility of the area will
maintain during periods of flooding.
The system of levees form the base of
the infrastructure, this leads to farms
staying accessible during a flooding.

Con:
- The current structures and buildings
located within the floodpolders would
have to be relocated in order to keep
them safe from flooding. This could
lead to high costs or resistance from
the current residents.

- The design has a limited amount of
side functions for the current agricultural sector. This results in that when
a flooding actually happens, the farmers within the area will have limited
advantages from the flooding and will
only experience the negative consequences. The low amount of synergies
between the different agendas could
result to a high likelihood of regret in
case floodwater storage is not needed
anymore.

- By relocating the farms and the connected buildings towards the higher - The creation of the levee system
elevated plateaus, all buildings will be would have an impact on the current
flood-proof during a flooding.
identity of the area. The views from
within the rural areas could be ob- The decision could be made to keep structed by the new levees.
one of the polders flooded. This way it
could be used as a source of irrigation - The design has low flexibility making
water for the surrounding agricultural it highly dependable on the maintain- - A large quantity of new levees and
lands during periods of drought.
ing need for floodwater storage. If new drainage pumps need to be crethere is no need for floodwater stor- ated. This could lead to high expenses.
- By storing water within the flood- age anymore, high costs are already
polders during periods of high water made to implement the design. These
levels, the areas further downstream hight costs would all be in vain.
the river could experience lower water levels due to the decrease of river
discharge, improving the flood safety
of areas downstream the Fraser river.
AA’

8.4 Conclusions river water storage at Sumas Lake
The old historical Sumas lake within the floodplain of the Fraser River
appeared to be one of the suitable
locations for floodwater storage outside the flood meadow and stream
bed. The main function of the area
was agriculture. Within this chapter,
an exploration has been made on the
different ways in which the area of
the historical Sumas lake, can be used
for river water storage during periods
of high river discharges in the Fraser
river. While also taking into consideration, the current agricultural functions and what possible benefits could
be created for the area, implementing
the floodwater storage area.
By using design as a research tool,
an exploration was made for the different options in which the floodwater storage assignment could be
approached for the old Sumas Lake
area. Within the development of the
different conceptual models, the decision for the use of a certain design
tool for flood adaptation would give
direction to the design. Within each
conceptual model, the aspect of the
‘time when using the are for riverwater storage’ was important. Will
the landscape be used for riverwater
storage during every yearly freshet or

will it only be used in case of emergency during intense freshets, comparable as the ones in 1894 and 1948?
A decision also needed to be made in
the way riverwater was being stored.
Chapter 7.3 (Water retention - Water
detention) explained riverwater storage could be done via water detention, water retention, or a combination between both.
An important question was also how
to deal with the current landscape and
its land users. The main land use in the
area was agriculture. The creation of
the different conceptual models lead
to the question in what way the current land use needed to be adapted
or changed in order to be more flood
resilient and future-proof. Conceptual model IV and V were focused on
maintaining the current agricultural
functions in the area. The landscape
would only be flooded during intense
freshets. Informational systems could
be created in order to keep the farmers alert for possible intense freshets.
This way the farmers could adapt by
changing their choice of crops according to the flood risk for that season,
and pick a crop that would be more
flood resistant or would have limited
flood damage. In certain models in

which the area would flood on a yearly base, the decision could made to
adapt to a more flood resilient practice such as aquaculture.
The way in which was dealt with the
current land users differed in each
model. The current buildings within
Sumas Lake are not protected against
flooding. A decision had to be made
how to adapt the buildings against
flooding. Within the conceptual models this was being done by either protecting the buildings by using a system of levees, moving the buildings to
higher elevated mounds or dike structures, or by relocating the buildings
towards the edges of the floodzone
that are not prone to flooding.
In some models, the buildings were
relocated towards the edges of the
area, in order to create a permanent
lake. The creation of a lake provides
the area with several new opportunities for recreation and nature development. Income generated from
these new functions can be used to
compensate farmers for the loss of
their agricultural lands. An example of how nature development can
generate income, are the projects of
the nature conservation organization

‘Ducks Unlimited’ (www.ducks.org).
In some of their projects the organization bought agricultural land and
transformed it into valuable wetlands.
In order to compensate the costs of
their projects they rent out their land
to hunters, whom hunt the animals
within the nature area in a controlled
way. A similar kind of construction
could be created for the situation of
Sumas Lake.
A different way of compensating farmers for their loss of land is by letting
farmers develop real estate within the
area of Sumas Lake. The additional
houses that are created could supply
the increasing demand for houses as
a result of population growth. At the
same time the farmers generate income that compensates the losses
they have due to the reviving of the
lake. At the location of Sumas Lake,
the adaptation of riverwater storage
outside the flood meadow and stream
bed of the Fraser River, was being explored. In the next chapter (Chapter
8.5: ‘Room for the river’- adaptations
at Barnston island), riverwater storage
adaptations in the flood meadow of
the Fraser River, are being explored.
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8.5 ‘Room for the River’- adaptations at Barnston island
Barnston island is a small island located in the stream bed of the Fraser River (Fig. 8.43 & 8.42). The island has no
direct connection with the mainland
and can be reached via a ferry northwest of the city Surrey (Fig. 8.44)
(Western Pacific Marine 2017).
The main land use function of the island is currently agriculture (Fig. 8.45
& 8.47). The repetitive flooding of the
area by the Fraser River has resulted
in the deposit of high fertile soil existing out of silt and clay. In the middle of the island lays a patch of peat
(Turner et. al. 1998). The island is
currently protected against flooding
by a dike ring, surrounding the entire
island (Fig. 8.46). The rural landscape
inside the island is mainly open, with
on the edges lines of vegetation along
its dike structures. And a patch land
with a high density of trees, which belongs to the First Nations.

Richmond

Sumas Lake

0 5 km

http://www.wpm-1.com/
wp-content/uploads/2010/07/
DSCN8559.jpg
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Figure 8.43: Location Barnston island in the Fraser River delta

1

Figure 8.42: Aerial photo of Barnston island

Barnston island

Figure 8.44: Ferry to reach Barnston Island

2
https://www.vancouvertrails.
com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/barnston-island-bike-ride-600x400.jpg

Figure 8.45: Agriculture on Barnston Island

3

http://4.bp.blogspot.com/muzptwPYm34/UWSdN-jYfwI/
AAAAAAAAAC4/FPTPsHMoPxM/s1600/P1040033.JPG

Figure 8.46: Current dike Barnston Island
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Figure 8.47: Current land use of Barnston island (+ location photos figure 8.44-8.46)
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8.5.1 Conceptual model I: Terps in the flood meadow
The focus of this model (Fig. 8.48) is,
besides flood safety, to maintain the
current function of agriculture on the
island. The island of Barnston remains
protected against flooding during the
yearly freshet, by its surrounding dike
system. Only during intense freshets,
the model allows for agricultural areas
to be flooded. Within this model the
current buildings and structures are
AA
raised on top of new created terps. So
during an intense freshet, the flood
damage is only limited towards damages to crops. By creating terps, the
current buildings in the area are protected against damages from flooding.
The existing terps are build towards a
certain height, so they can withstand
the highest water levels of the Fraser
River (Fig. 8.49). Certain parts of the
dike systems are adapted so that they
are lower than the rest of the dike
system. At the lower parts of the dike,
the dikes are adapted so they can be
overtopped during an intense freshet.
By reinforcing these places, they are
more resistant against the forces of
water overtopping the dike. The blue
AA’
arrows in figure 8.50, indicate the
places where river water can enter Figure 8.48: Conceptual model I: Terps in the flood meadow, during normal situation
and leave the area.
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Figure 8.50: Conceptual model I: Terps in the flood meadow, different phases during an
intense freshet
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Figure 8.49: Principle section-cut AA-AA’
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8.5.2 Conceptual model II: Broadened dike
The main focus in this model (Fig.
8.51) is to give the Fraser River more
space to flow. This is done by expanding the flood meadow area of
the river. By removing the dikes surrounding Barnston Island, the Fraser
River will flood the area during times
of high water levels. In order to provide protection against flooding, for
the current residents, buildings are
relocated towards the southern dike.
By broadening the foot of the dike,
an elevated zone is created, which
provides safety against flooding (Fig.
8.52). Since within this situation the
lower lying areas of Barnston Island
will flood more frequently, a decision
can be made to change its current agricultural function. By transforming
the area into a more natural area with
a permanent pond, opportunities for
recreation and nature development
are provided. Figure 8.53 gives a general indication of the different phases,
occurring during the flooding of Barnston island.

AA

AA’
0 0.1 km
Figure 8.51: Conceptual model II: Broadened dike, during normal situation
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Figure 8.53: Conceptual model II: Broadened dike, different flooding phases during the yearly
freshet
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Figure 8.52: Principle section-cut AA-AA’
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8.6 Conclusions river water storage in riverine area
The flood safety assignment for the
Fraser River delta exists, as mentioned
in 7.1, out of three parts. In the chapter 7 (The Fraser River delta landscape
strategy), the conclusion was made
that flood storage within the rural areas of Richmond would not be sufficient in order to have a significant reducing effect on the total amount of
flood discharge the Fraser River delta is
facing. In order to successfully reduce
the amount of river discharge coming
through the Fraser River, an analysis
was made in chapter 8 to find areas
that are suitable for river water storage.
From the analysis came an overview of
the areas inside the flood meadow or
stream bed, or areas outside the flood
meadow and stream bed, which would
be suitable for river water storage. A
significant amount of the suitable areas
had agriculture as its prime function.
Within this chapter an exploration was
made on what the impact would be on
using agricultural land and its current
functions. And how could the water
storage adaptation become more multifunctional so the area can benefit
from the flood adaptation and that it is
not only to improve flood safety for the
regions further down the river. In order
to explore and create such adaptations
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several models were made for the river
water storage adaptations in the flood
meadow area at Barnston Island, and
for an area outside the flood meadow
and stream bed, at the location of the
former Sumas Lake.
The main conclusion from the conceptual models made for the Sumas Lake
area and Barnston island is, that in order to create water storage in rural areas in the Fraser river delta. Different
synergies would have to be created by
connecting the different agendas of
agriculture, recreation, urban development, nature and flood safety. This will
make the design more flexible since it
creates more adaptation pathways, in
case one of the agendas changes or
disappears. If the design would primarily focus on flood safety, there is a
high likelihood of regret since it offers
no other benefits to the area. In a scenario in which no river water storage
would be needed or a significantly lower amount, the water storage would be
less required, leading to high costs due
to over investments in the creation of
water storage areas. The combination
of different agendas would result in
the design maintaining beneficial for
the area even though certain functions
within design would change, making

it more attractive for a rural area to
implement the idea of water storage.
By creating functions attached to the
floodwater storage area that can be
changed over time, the adaptivity of
the design increases, thus making it
more cost-effective and flexible.
Due to the lack of precise spatial data
of the area of Sumas Lake and Barnston island, the conceptual models
that were created in this chapter,
should be seen as illustrative designs.
The conceptual models illustrate different spatial principles indicating the
different ways in which riverwater storage can be implemented. Since there
was a lack of data, the actual effect,
each conceptual model has on flood
safety, are based on rough estimations
and personal evaluation. The assumption is made that the conceptual models work the way they are described in
this research. However, in case of actually implementing the ideas of the conceptual models, additional research
would be required. The proposed
conceptual models often have a major impact on the current agricultural
functions in the area. If the municipality decides to actually implement one
of the models, the current land users
(e.g. farmers), should be involved into

Flood meadow
Water
Natural river water storage area
outside flood meadow and stream bed
Rural river water storage area
outside flood meadow and stream bed
Vegetation outside the floodplain
Vegetation on the edges
and inside the floodplain

Indication of buildings
Indication of hybrid floating buildings
Bridge
Flood defense structures
(dike, breakwater, jetty)

the design process, since they are often the owners of the involved land,
and the adaptations have the most
impact on them. For that reason, the
conceptual models can be seen as
starting notions on which a participation process can be started, involving
the current land users of the area. The
conceptual models can form the start
of discussions, on what the most desired direction for the farmers would
be, in case of implementing riverwater storage on to their land. Since the

0 0.1 km N
Figure 8.54: Indication master plan of the implementation conceptual model III at Sumas Lake

0 0.1 km N
Figure 8.55: Indication master plan of the implementation conceptual model II at Barnston island

farmers often do not directly benefit
from the flood adaptation, in reference
to flood safety. The proposed conceptual models can give ideas, in which
riverwater storage adaptations can be
combined with other functions, making them more appealing for the farmers in the area since the adaptations
can have benefits for them as well.

the largest riverwater storage capacity, the decision can also be made to
not implement the lake and continue
its current farming practice. For the
riverwater storage area can be chosen to only use it in times of need,
making the design highly flexible. For
Barnston island, model II is preferred,
since it gives an idea of an alternative

Even though, additional research (e.g.
involving farmers in a participation
process) would be required to analyze
which conceptual model, would be
most suitable. The conceptual model III (Sumas Lake) (Fig. 8.54) and II
(Barnston island) (Fig. 8.55), are chosen as most preferred. The Sumas Lake
model is chosen, since besides having

approach Barnston island can use,
besides raising their dikes, by making
use of the natural system of growing and shrinking rivers. In the next
chapter, ‘room for the river’- adaptations are being explored in the transition area of the Fraser River delta.
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9.
Room for the Fraser River (Transition area)
Within this chapter an exploration is made of applying ‘Room for
the River’- adaptations for the island of Richmond. The chapter explores different ways the ‘Room for the River’-adaptations can be
combined with solutions for other relevant issues in the area.
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The island of Richmond

9.1 The island of Richmond

9.2 History of Richmond

One of the areas affected by climate
change is the island of Richmond. The
island largely exists out of the city
Richmond and its agricultural lands.
The assignment for flood safety in
Richmond is complicated, since the island is under the influence of both the
Fraser River and the Strait of Georgia.
Within this chapter we explore different alternatives the inland area of
Richmond has for dealing with the effects of climate change.

Richmond has been known for its
diverse population. Before the first
European settlers arrived, Richmond
was being used by people of the First
Nations as a location for fishing and
to collect berries. In the 1860’s the
first settlers came to the island, these
were often farmers. The first settlements were located among the river
banks, large parts of Richmond were
wet peat lands that were hard to
cross. Because of this the Fraser River
was used for transport to nearby cities such as New Westminster or Vancouver.

being grown on the lands, ranging
from vegetables, grains and berries.
More and more people started to
move towards Richmond because of
its location and soil.
The need to build dikes, in order to expand the land that could be used for
farming, started to increase. In 1879
Richmond received the official status
as a municipality. The municipality
was needed for the development and
maintenance of the dikes, roads and
bridges (City of Richmond 2017a).

Besides agriculture, Richmond’s fishing and transportation industry also
started to increase. In the 1870s
salmon canning industries started to
emerge, one of these places was the
village of Steveston, a small fishing village on the southwest corner of Richmond (Fig. 9.1). By the end of 1890s
there were nearly 50 canneries in
Richmond, fishermen from China, Japan, Europe and First Nations started
coming to Richmond, resulting in the
population expanding (Destination BC
Corp n.d.).

Even though the soils of Richmond
were very fertile for farming, farming
was not easy. The landscape of Richmond is on average very flat or has
very small height variations. Most of
the areas in Richmond are on average around one meter above sea level (City of Richmond 2017b). The low
elevation of the land resulted in the
lands being to wet and were subdue
to regular floods from the river. This
resulted in the establishment of the
early dike system and the drainage of
land. Once the farmers managed to
keep their lands dry, the agricultural
sector started to grow immensely. A
high diversity of different crops were Figure 9.1: Steveston, Richmond (1940)
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9.3 Population of Richmond’s island
The current population of Richmond
exists out of many different ethnic
groups, a survey done in 2011 stated that Richmond had a total population of 189,305 of which 133,320
persons were a visible minority. The
largest minority group in Richmond
are the Chinese, with a total of 89,045
(Fig. 9.2). Recently there has been a
discussion going on about the use
of Chinese letters on too many commercial signs. Non-Chinese residents
increasingly start to feel alienated
because the rise in Chinese-only and
Chinese-dominant signs (Fig. 9.3). The
city of Richmond hired someone to
educate businesses about the use of
English on their signs (Todd 2015).

9.4 Land use
recreational facilities on the island.
Population growth may result in more
crowding, which could affect recreational and touristic destinations. The
increase in use could lead to congestion and possible deterioration of
the environment. Population growth
also results in the increase in demand
for housing, raising questions about
whether to expand the current city
Figure 9.3: Chinese signs in Richmond
towards the outside or by densifying
within the city.

Since 1967, the City’s population has
maintained a population growth of an
average of 2.7% per year (City of Richmond 2012). In 2017 the population
of Richmond consisted out of 218,307
people (City of Richmond 2017a).
Projections predict that Richmond’s
population is expected to grow with
80.000 people in the year 2041 (City
of Richmond 2012). This expected
population growth could result in put
ting a pressure on the existing parks Figure 9.2: Visible minorities in Richmond
and nature areas, and the current
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The two most dominant land uses on
the island are agriculture and urban
built-upon areas with residential, retail, and mixed-use functions (Fig. 9.4).
Along the edges of the Fraser River
industries are located, since they are
often depending on the transport of
materials on the river. These areas are
part of the Port of Vancouver, which
is Canada’s largest port. The Port of
Vancouver has a good location since
it is located near both the ocean, the
Fraser River and the infrastructure
network of railways and highways,
connecting it with the United States
and other parts of Canada (Vancouver
Fraser Port Authority 2017). In order
to stay competitive with other ports
along the west coast, and to maintain
providing jobs for the region, the Port
of Vancouver is planning to expand
along the Fraser River and in front of
the coastline of the Fraser River delta. The expansion plans have caused
quite the resistance of the public
since it would negatively affect the
natural areas along the coastline (Eagland 2016).

Closer to the edges of the city you will
find the more commercial areas with
a variation of different companies,
businesses and distribution centers,
providing a large amount of jobs for
the residents of Richmond. On the
west side of the island are located
the coastal salt marshes along the
west dike trail. In the past a large part
of the island was a peat bog, a lot of
natural vegetation of the bog had to
make way for agriculture, infrastructure and buildings. In the center of
the island, four patches of the natural
peat bog still remain, and are currently protected nature areas.

Urban area
Nature/ Park area
Agriculture
Industry
Commercial
Water
Highway
Road

Figure 9.4: Land use map of Richmond’s island
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9.5 Agriculture
Richmond has a rich agricultural tradition and history. Richmond’s cool summers and mild winters area ideal for
farming. The temperature in Richmond
usually varies between 3 °C and 20 °C.
On rare occasions the temperature will
be below -1 °C or above 23 °C. Also the
fact that Richmond is almost entirely
flat contributes to having well suited
land for farming. Up till today, agriculture remains one of the vital land uses
of the city. Farmers have been making
use of the fertile soils of Richmond to
produce a wide variety of crops and
provide space for livestock. As the
population of the city started to grow,
pressure started to build up on the agricultural lands, more and more valuable lands were being used for urban
development (City of Richmond 2002).

of the ALR this number has been reduced to about 500 ha per year (Agricultural Land Commission 1999). The
ALR currently protects around 39%
(4,993 ha) of the land of Richmond
(Fig. 9.5) (City of Richmond 2012).

In 1973, the Land Commision Act was
created establishing a Commision
whose task is to manage the Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR). The main
purpose of the ALR is to preserve the
most valuable agricultural lands. In total an area of approximately 5% of British Columbia is designated as ALR-area. Before 1973, per year around 6.000
ha of farmland was being lost due to
non-agricultural related development
such urban growth. After the creation

The current agricultural sector of Richmond produces (Statistics Canada
2011):
- cranberries, blueberries, strawber
ries, raspberries and other fruits
and vegetables
- poultry and mushrooms
- honey bees and honey
- oats, corn, alfalfa
Figure 9.6 gives an overview on the
amount of land being used for the production of a certain crop.
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As the fourth largest city in the Metro
Vancouver region, Richmond is fortunate to have significant amounts of
protected farmland within its boundaries. For Richmond, agriculture is an important contributor to the local economy. In 2011 Richmond had:
- 295 farm operators,
- 211 farms,
- 3.072 ha land farmed,
- gross receipts of $48.6 million,
- 1.631 jobs,
- and 26.197 weeks of paid labor

ALR

0
Figure 9.5: Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR) Richmond

Figure 9.6: Land used in crop production (top 10 crops)
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9.6 Park and nature areas
Most cities within the lower part of
the Fraser River delta have regional
parks within close proximity (Fig. 9.9).
https://www.straight.com/files/
For example Vancouver has Stanley
v3/2014/06/StanleyPark.jpg
Park (Fig. 9.7) and the Pacific Spirit
Regional Park, Burnaby has Burnaby
Lake Regional Park (Fig. 9.8), Surrey
has Surrey Bend Regional Park, Delta
has Deas Island Regional Park and the
natural areas of the Burns Bog and
Figure 9.7: Stanley Park
Coquitlam has Colony Farm Regional Park. These parks are being used
intensely by the residents of the cities for recreational functions such as
https://www.jiwiz.com/Images/
sport, hiking and cycling.
BbyLake01.jpg
When comparing Richmond with
these cities, it seems like Richmond
does not have a large regional park
for its residents. Most of Richmond’s
green areas exist out of agriculture,
Figure 9.8: Burnaby Lake Regional Park
however Richmond has a large number of neighborhood parks. These
neighborhood parks can often be parks the other cities have. The mafound within the center of a neigh- jor parks are currently visited a lot
borhood. However these parks of- by the residents of Richmond. The
ten used by schools as playground, Terra Nova Rural Park and the Garry
and often only exist out of a patch of Point Park are connected through the
grass field. Currently Richmond has West Dike trail. The trail is a popular
three major parks: Terra Nova Rural destination for both pedestrians and
park, Garry Point Park and Richmond cyclists. It gives an impressive view of
Nature Park. However these are rela- the natural salt marsh laying in front
tively small compared to the regional of Richmond. In the current situation
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Vancouver
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Tynehead
Regional Park

Richmond
Nature Park

Richmond
Deas Island
Regional Park

Burns Bog

Surrey

Delta
Nature
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0
Figure 9.9: Park and nature areas within the lower part of the Fraser River delta

Richmond is lacking a large park area
which the residents can use for recreation. The current recreational facilities are being used a lot. Even when
it was raining during a site visit to the
trail, the trail was being used by a lot
of persons. Population growth will
increase the pressure on the current
recreational network if it remains in
the same state. In order to provide

3 km

N

enough recreational facilities and
routes for the expected population
growth, without the growth negatively affecting the quality of the recreational functions. An expansion of the
current recreational network and facilities would be required.
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9.7 Freshwater in Richmond
Richmond requires freshwater for two
purposes, irrigation water and drinking water. In the lower parts of the
Fraser River delta, freshwater is being supplied by three watersheds: the
Capilano Reservoir, the Seymour Reservoir, and the Coquitlam Reservoir.
The Capilano and Seymour Reservoirs combined, supply approximately
70% of the water to the region. The
Coquitlam Reservoir supplies the remaining approximate 30%. Richmond
receives the majority of its water from
the Capilano and Seymour reservoir
(Fig. 9.10) (City of Richmond 2015).

For irrigation water, Richmond relies
mostly on the Fraser River. Richmond
is highly dependable on its irrigation
system. In the winters the lands have
to be drained from the heavy rainfall. Richmond has one of the wettest
and cloudiest climates of Canada. In
the summer Richmond experiences
the opposite, the lack of rain results
in periods of droughts. In these periods of droughts Richmond’s farmers
have to make use of irrigation water
being pumped out of the Northern
and Southern arms of the Fraser river in order to irrigate their agricultural lands. The irrigation water is being
pumped into the land through a complex network of irrigation channels
and water pump systems (Fig. 9.11).

30%

70%

Water pipelines
Watersheds
Water supply pipes entering Richmond, via three different water
reservoirs.

0
Figure 9.10: Water supply Richmond
Watersheds

Water pipelines
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Future climate change and population
growth will influence the demand and
supply of freshwater. Unless water-use
practices change, water demand is
expected to increase along with the
population growing. As mentioned in
chapter 5 (The landscape system of
the Fraser River delta), climate change
results in a shift in seasons. Winter
and fall will become wetter and the
summer will be drier (Climate Action
Initiative 2012). As the snow pack decreases, less melt water will feed the

rivers, thus less water will be available
for irrigation (Mullinix et. al. 2016).
Besides the shift in peak flows for the
Fraser River, sea levels are also rising.
This results in the salt wedge pushing
further and earlier in the season. At
the moment when a salt wedge passes an irrigation intake, the intake has
to be cut off in order to prevent the
salinization of the agricultural lands.
Currently, some of the irrigation water intakes along the Fraser River have
been closed because of salt water intrusion during high tides (Delta Optimist 2015).
The projected increase of precipitation
during the fall, winter and spring can
have sincere impact on the agricultural sector. The heavy rainfall can result
in the accumulation of rainwater, the
capacity of the drainage systems can
be exceeded. This results can result in
the soils being water-logged or flooded, which can have a negative impact
on the production of crops (Mullinix
et. al. 2016). The predicted climate Figure 9.11: Storm drainage and irrigation infrastructure
change and population growth result
in an abundance of water in the fall,
winter and spring, and a shortage of
water during the summer period.
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9.8 Soil in Richmond
The islands of Richmond have been
formed through the fluvial deposits
from the Fraser River. The rich soil and
the location among the river has been
the basis for the growth of the city.
Throughout history agriculture and
fishery have been the most important
pillars for the economy of Richmond.
The sediments which were being deposited by the Fraser River, formed
the base for a very fertile soil within Richmond. Figure 9.12 shows the
current soil map of Richmond. The

layers of sFy, szF and szF1 indicate the
location of former river streams. The
layers of O* and O indicate the peat
lands, which are currently used for
blueberry and cranberry farms.

sF: Shallow topset sands (<7m)
sFy: Young sand facies
szF: Thick interbedded sands and silts
szF1: Thick silts with minor interbedded sands
O*: Surface peats and moderately
thick organic silts
O: Surface peats and thick organic silts
hzF*: Moderately thick organic silts
hzF: Thick organic silts
Water

0
Figure 9.12: Soil map of Richmond
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9.9 Richmond’s landscape units

9.9.1 Rural peat land

Richmond’s island mainly exists out
of four landscape units. The agricultural lands can roughly be dived in (1)
Old
rural peat lands and (2) rural deltaic
riv
er
lands. The third landscape unit exists
cha
nn
out of the (3) built-upon areas withel
in Richmond, this exists for the most
part of the city of Richmond itself and
industries located among the Fraser
River delta. The last landscape unit
can be found along the natural shoreline of Richmond and exists out of
the (4) coastal marshlands. This landscape unit will be further elaborated
Figure 9.14: Pattern blueberry farmland
in chapter 10.1 (The current coastal
landscape of Richmond). On the fol- Figure 9.13: Location of the rural peat lands along the old river channel of the Fraser river.
lowing pages we will take a closer look
on the other three landscape units.
On the island there are two rural peat Blueberries grow in small bushes on
areas situated adjacent to a former the south side of the old river chanriver channel (Fig. 9.13). The rural nel. The landscape of blueberry farms
peat lands can be divided among two consist out of small patches of land
areas, on the north side you have the on which the bushes are planted (Fig.
peat lands mostly used for cranberry 9.14). The blueberry fields are often
farming, and on the south side they surrounded with small patches or linare primarily used for blueberry farm- ear areas of forests (Fig. 9.15), making
ing. Both cranberry and blueberry the landscape feel much more closed
plants require a good moist soil with since views are often limited by trees.
a low pH and a high level of organic matter, the peat soil fulfills well in
these needs (RHS n.d.).
Figure 9.15: Zoom-in aerial photo of blueberry farmland
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Figure 9.16: Pattern cranberry farmland

This in contrast with the open landscape of the cranberry fields which
contain much larger patches of land
(Fig. 9.16). Since the landscape primarily exists out of cranberry fields,
levees and canals, the landscape feels
quite open, giving far extended views
of the surrounding landscape (Fig.
9.17). The cranberry growing plant is
a small shrubbery which requires a
good moist soil with a low pH and a
high level of organic matter. Since the
peat soils in Richmond have good circumstances, cranberries are the crop
which is being produced the most in
the area. In order to make the harvest process easier they flood the
farmlands. This leads to the cranberry plants to let go of the cranberries
which cause them to float on top of
the water, this makes harvesting a lot
easier. In order to flood the farmlands
in a controlled way a system of canals
and levees are created in the area
(Fig. 9.18.a-c).

Figure 9.18.a: The water from the canal (left)
is being used to flood the cranberry field
(right), the field is being flooded in a controlled way by a system of levees (middle).

Figure 9.18.b: Non-flooded cranberry field

Figure 9.17: Zoom-in aerial photo of cranberry farmland
Figure 9.18.c: Flooded cranberry field
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The crops that are being grown in the
rural peat areas are very sensitive to
salt water intrusion. Salt water can
do serious harm to the blueberry and
cranberry plants. For this reason it is
important to control the water table
within the area by storing enough
freshwater within the soil. The soil
has to maintain moist in order for
the crops to grow. Draining the area
too much would lead to lower water
tables, causing the soil to dry out, resulting in the subsidence of the land
due to the peat being affected by the
oxygen. Also the more water that is
being drained out of the soil, the higher the chance gets of salt water seepage affecting the crops.

9.9.2 Rural deltaic land

(2)

(1)

(2)

(2)

(2)
(1)

Figure 9.20: Cabbage fields

(1)

Figure 9.19: Location of the rural deltaic lands in Richmond

Before the creation of dikes around
Richmond the lands were prone to
being flooded. The floods caused sediments to be deposited on the lands,
resulting in a very fertile soil for agriculture. On these lands a variation of
different crops are being produced,
ranging from potatoes, cabbages to
pumpkins and sweet corns (Fig. 9.20 &
9.21). The (1) lighter parts of the rural
deltaic lands are the location of formal
river streams and sloughs, the soils in
these areas exists partly out of fine to

medium sand and minor silt occurring
along the present day river channels.
And overbank silty to silt clay loam up Figure 9.21: Pumpkin fields
to two meter thick overlying 15 meter
or more of sandy to silty loam with 10
to 40 meter thick interbedded fine to
medium sand and contains minor silt
beds. The (2) darker parts exist out
of overbank sandy to silt loam up to
two meter thick overlying 15 meter
or more of sandy to silty loam with 10
to 40 meter thick interbedded fine to
medium sand and contains minor silt
Figure 9.22: Rainwater pools on agricultural
fields
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beds. The silt and the clay particles in
the ground makes it hard for certain
parts of the area to infiltrate rainwater, this is creating pools of water as a
result of heavy rainfall, causing damage to the crops (Fig. 9.22). The areas
on average have a high water table ,
but with water table control these
soils are among the best for agriculture in the Fraser River delta (City of Figure 9.23: Drainage channel of rural area
Richmond 2003). Most of the agricultural lands are being drained using a
combination of pumps and drainage
channels (Fig. 9.23 & 9.24).

Figure 9.26: Pattern rural deltaic land

The landscape of the rural deltaic
lands are mainly open due to low-lying crops or meadow fields. The rural fields are located among a grid of
roads and drainage channels. Most of
these roads are straight lines through Figure 9.24: Rainwater pools on agricultural
the landscape (Fig. 9.25), with build- fields
ings and houses located along the
road (Fig. 9.26 & 9.27). Most of the
trees and vegetation are located surrounding farms and buildings or are
located on the edges of agricultural
land. The trees and vegetation influence the spatial experience of the
landscape. Resulting in a variation between open and closed landscapes.
Figure 9.25: A road in the grid of roads
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Figure 9.27: Zoom-in aerial photo of rural
deltaic land

9.9.3 Built-upon areas

(3)
(1)
(2)

(1)
(3)
(3)

(1)

Figure 9.31: Main road surrounding a residential neighborhood block

(3)

Figure 9.29: Pattern low rise residential
neighborhood
Figure 9.28: Location of the built-upon areas within Richmond

Over the past 100 years a large part
of Richmond’s island has been transformed from agricultural and natural areas towards urban areas full of
buildings, structures and infrastructure. As techniques advanced, the
type of soil started to have less influence on the suitability of the area to
build upon. The built-upon areas exist
out of three types of areas (Fig. 9.28).
The first type are the (1) low rise res-

idential neighborhoods. The residential neighborhood blocks are built
upon a grid of main roads (Fig. 9.29
& 9.30), within one block there is a
variation of straight and curved roads
along which houses are situated (Fig.
9.31 & 9.32). Every block contains a
green center which is often filled with
a park or are the playing fields of the
schools situated on them (Fig. 9.33).

GILBERT RD

(3)

Figure 9.32: Road inside residential neighborhood block

Figure 9.30: Zoom-in aerial photo of a low rise
residential neighborhood

Figure 9.33: School’s playground
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Figure 9.36: Apartment blocks

Figure 9.34: Pattern high urban density areas

Figure 9.39: Pattern commercial/ industrial
area

Figure 9.37: Apartment flats

Figure 9.35: Zoom-in aerial photo of high urban density area
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Figure 9.38: Commercial area

Figure 9.40: Zoom-in aerial photo of commercial/industrial area

The second type is the (2) city center with a mixture between high rise
buildings and low rise buildings with
different functions (Fig. 9.34 & 9.35).
The downtown area partly has commercial functions in the low-rise buildings and on street level (Fig. 9.36),
the function of the high rise buildings
are mostly residential (Fig. 9.37). The
third one is the (3) commercial/industrial areas (Fig. 9.39 & 9.40) which are
primarily located on the edges of the
city and near the river side, the area
mainly exists out of large low rise
buildings (Fig. 9.38).

9.10 The dike system of Richmond
For more than a hundred years the
City of Richmond has relied on the
waters of the Fraser River. The waterfront of Richmond has been the main
catalyst for economic development.
In order to maintain a vital economy,
Richmond has been protecting its
land against the influences from the
ocean and river since the moment the
first settlers set foot on these lands
in the 1860’s. In order for farmers to
keep their land dry, dikes were created surrounding their lands. The earliest dikes were constructed of earth,
these dikes were relatively low and
very unstable.
As technology developed, machines
were able to excavated denser material for the construction of the dikes.
The dikes became larger and more
stable and even allowed infrastructure to be put on top of the dike crests
(Cook 2000). The dike system formed
the basis for settlement, the dikes
protected the lands needed for farming, settlement and industry. Without
the dikes and pumps, large parts of
Richmond would be flooded since the
land is below the water levels of the
Fraser River.

aspects (City of Richmond 2008):
(1) The perimeter dike, surrounding
the island.
(2) A mid island barrier, reaching from
north to south along Highway 99.
(3) Raising land levels strategically
and economically.
(4) Requiring flood construction levels
(FCL) for new constructions.
(5) Flood-proofing buildings and
In 2008, the City of Richmond pro- structures.
posed the adoption of the ‘2008-2031 (6) Infrastructure (e.g. drainage sysFlood Protection Strategy’. The pur- tems and pumping stations).
pose of the strategy is to enable Rich- (7) Maintenance programs (cleaning
mond to maintain a safe place to live. of infrastructure).
The strategy proposes a system of de- (8) Stormwater retention/detention.
The design approach for dikes in Brit- fenses, consisting out of the following (9) Dredging.
ish Columbia has been changing in the
Current Design Criteria
past 45 years. In the 1970’s the ‘Fraser 1970’s Design Criteria
River Flood Control Program’ created
design criteria for the dikes. They existed out of the historical maximum
water level data and added on top of
that was the freeboard allowance for
wave action and other uncertainties.
Later design criteria were based on
frequency analysis of maximum annual water levels instead of using historical water levels.
Richmond is currently protected by a
perimeter ring dike consisting of the
West Dike, the North Dike and the
South Dike. The dike system is over 49
km long and is divided into two parts,
the dikes on the east side of Richmond are designed to withstand the
impacts of the Fraser River. They are
designed to protect against the design
flood level of 1894, which has a return
frequency of approximately 1 in 200
years. The west part of Richmond has
a design flood that corresponds with
the 1 in 200 years high tide (City of
Richmond 2017b).

In 2003, the ‘Provincial Dike Safety
Program’ separated the storm surge
and wave height level, these were
now added separately from the maximum high tide level. In 2011, the report of ‘Sea Dike Guidelines’ added
the values of sea level rise and subsidence as well to the dike design criteria
(Fig. 9.41).

Figure 9.41: The updated design criteria for a dike
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9.11 ‘Room for the river’ options for the island of Richmond
In the proposal of the municipality
they want to upgrade the current dike
system by raising the dike. In order to
raise the current dike it is needed to
expand the current foot print of the
dike. As can been seen in the analysis
of the dike system (see attachment 5),
there are currently a lot of structures
attached to the dike system. Buildings
and structures are often located on
top of the dike or close next to the
dike. This makes it a big challenge to
raise the dikes, since a solution must
be sought for the current structures
on the dike, property must be bought,
houses must be demolished.

a false sense of safety, the measure
will result in more people investing
in Richmond, leading to an increase
in the amount of value stored within
the area. More stored value means
more value at risk, thus an increase in
flood risk. I see the raising of the dikes
as a temporarily solution, since they
only take a time span up to 2100 into
consideration. But it is unclear if the
effects of climate change have diminished by the year 2100 or that they
will continue to have its effect. If climate change continues to occur and
sea level maintains to rise, the Fraser
River could experience higher peak
discharges, leaving Richmond in 2100
But even on the location where there in the same situation as it is now.
is enough space to expand the dike,
it is leading to problems. On the west In order to prevent unnecessary exdike of Richmond, most houses have penses for the dike upgrades, alternatheir living room at the second floor, tive options for flood adaptation will
looking over the coastal marshlands. be explored. An exploration will be
By raising the dikes, their view on the made on what the different possibilmarshlands is getting obstruct com- ities are for Richmond to accommopletely by the new dike. An assump- date river water from the Fraser Rivtion is made that this will cause a lot er within the land of the island itself.
of political and social problems. The This can be done by creating a resilisland of Richmond is currently subsid- ient water system that allows certain
ing, this combined with sea level rise areas to be flooded in a controlled
that will maintain to increase flood way without causing high flood damrisk over the next 100 years. By rais- ages. In the following pages five difing the dikes, people will experience ferent conceptual models are shown
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which show different ways of integrating room for the river adaptations in
the landscape of Richmond. Within
the different conceptual models the
main priority will be on:
Flood safety

The assignment will be to increase
flood safety by giving the river more
space. For the assignment for Richmond we will make use of the adaptations used within the Dutch ‘Room
for the River’ approach. The two main
directions that we will follow for Richmond are flood adaptations that allow floodwater storage on land (Fig.
9.43.a and 9.43.b) or flood adaptations that increase the width through
which the river can flow by creating
additional water channels (Fig 9.44.a
and 9.44.b).

Flood safety: Flood safety is the main
priority for each conceptual model.
Within the conceptual model different types of room for the river adaptations have been made. Some concepts create an extra river channel
thus the river has more space to flow,
resulting in lower water levels. Others make use of the creation of water storage areas that can be flooded
during high river discharges to lower
the water levels in the river.

Figure 9.43.a: Current situation rural area south side of Richmond (1)

2

Figure 9.44.a: Current situation rural area south-west of Richmond (2)

1

Figure 9.42: Location impressions 9.43.b and
9.44.b

Figure 9.43.b: Impression possible future situation of water storage Figure 9.44.b: Impression possible future situation of second river
areas (1)
channel (2)
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But besides flood safety there are also
other topics that play an important
role in the area. Along the different
concepts a different focus on topics
has been used in designing the conceptual models. The focus within the
conceptual models have been varying
along the following topics:
Recreation
Future-proof agriculture
Ecology
Industrial expansion
Urban development

Recreation: In the current situation
there is a limited availability for recreational routes and destinations on
the island. Recreation is primarily focused on the west side of the island,
with recreational functions within the
city center and Steveston, the historical fishing village. Bikers and hikers
mostly use the walking trails along the
dikes west of the island, passing the
city center and the natural marshes
along the coastline. The expected pop141

ulation growth will put an increasing
pressure on the existing recreational
functions and routes. Expanding the
current recreational network would
provide a solution for the effects of
population growth on recreation.
Future-proof agriculture: Urban expansion, population growth and climate change affect the rural areas of
the island. Population growth result
in the increasing demand for housing
and jobs. In order to provide in this
demand the city has been pressuring on the rural areas to expand its
boundaries to create new residential,
commercial and industrial areas at the
cost of agricultural lands. The ALR has
been developed in order to protect
these valuable agricultural lands. The
current agricultural sector provisions
the residents of the island with jobs.
Besides jobs the agricultural sector
also supplies food and export products for the city. The predicted climate
change is forming a threat on the current agricultural sector. The shift of
the salt wedge and the increase of
drought could potentially result in a
scarcity of irrigation water, needed to
grow crops. Also the possibility of an
increase in salinity and the possible
flooding of the agricultural lands can

do severe damage to the crops. In order for Richmond to maintain its valuable agricultural sector it is important
to make it future-proof, by creating a
solution for the possible in flooding
and salinity and irrigation water scarcity in the agricultural sector.

rivers and land. Ships travel through
the Fraser River towards the industries situated along the river to pick
up and drop off materials and goods.
In order to maintain competitive, the
Port of Vancouver wishes to expand
along the coast and the river. The port
and its industries form an important
Ecology: While most of the current source of income and provide the
land of Richmond has been cultivated delta with jobs. Population growth is
or is being used for human purposes, resulting in an increasing demand of
the coastal areas still largely exist out jobs, the expansion of the port and its
of natural areas. The Sturgeon Bank industries could be a possible solution
in front of Richmond is an important to fulfill the demand for work in the
source of food and habitat for differ- delta. Currently the Port of Vancouver
ent animal species. It is also part of wishes to expand along the coastline
the Pacific Flyway, that is being used of the delta and along the Fraser Rivby a large quantity of migratory birds. er. The expansion puts a pressure on
Sea level rise is forming a major threat the natural areas along the coast and
to these natural coastal areas. Coast- the agricultural lands along the river.
al squeeze is resulting in the loss of
habitat for these animals. A solution Urban development: The population
can be sought by developing addition- of Richmond is expected to grow with
al natural areas to provide food and 36% by the year 2041. This growth
habitat for the animals as an answer puts a pressure on the current housto coastal squeeze.
ing market of Richmond. In order to
provide a sufficient amount of housing
Industrial expansion: Part of the riv- for its population, the city has to exerfront of the Fraser River is being pand. This can be done via two ways,
used for industrial purposes. The the first way is to expand the current
Port of Vancouver is the biggest port boundaries of the city, by using rural,
of Canada and forms an important natural, commercial or industrial land
hub for transport between the sea, and transform it thus it can be used

to built housing. The second option is
to densify within the current boundaries of the city. This can be done by
creating high rise apartment blocks
and flat that have a higher urban density compared to low rise residential
neighborhoods.

ings. In areas with high urban densities a lot of structures and buildings
will require protection, adaptation
or have to be relocated in order to
keep the damages of a flooding to a
minimum, this would result in high
costs. The five conceptual models are:

In the conceptual models on the following pages, an exploration is made
how these different topics can be integrated in a design for the landscape
of Richmond. This has lead to the creation of five conceptual model, each
model using one topic as the main priority within the design, but this does
not mean that the other topics were
excluded from using in the design.

(1) Natural islands
(nature development)
(2) Rural water storage barrier
(future-proof agriculture)
(3) Port expansion
(industrial expansion)
(4) Green River
(recreation)
(5) City island
(urban development)

When giving the river more space to
flow it is important that the current
structures within the land experience
little damage as a result of flooding.
That is why we will look at the east
side of Richmond for water storage,
since the main land use of that side
is agriculture, and in comparison
to the west side of the island, a lot
less people live there, making water
storage easier without having high
amounts of costs in order to adapt
or relocate structures and build-

The main purpose of the different
conceptual models are to show in
which different ways the topics of
recreation, future-proof agriculture,
ecology, industrial expansion and urban development can be combined
and integrated in the main assignment of flood safety. By creating synergies between the different agendas
each topics have, flood adaptations
can become multifunctional and more
flexible.

Limitations: Accurate information on
the elevations within the area was
missing. For floodwater storage, the
lowest elevated areas are most suitable. With accurate elevation information, the decision for certain locations for floodwater storage might
have to be changed. This information
is also needed to be able to calculate the amount of water that can be
stored within the area. Besides the elevations, information on water tables
within Richmond was not available
due to the fact that it was never measured in a collective way and being
mapped.

The exact information on the amounts
of river discharges and water levels surrounding Richmond was not
available, which made it hard to figure out the appropriate heights the
dike would need and the amounts
of floodwater that could be stored.
Also the acquisition of land, time and
costs was not taken into consideration
within the different conceptual models. The models are meant to explore
the different ways the flood safety
assignment could be combined with
other agendas. For further implementation of a model, additional research
would be required.
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9.11.1 Conceptual model I: Natural islands
The agricultural lands of Richmond are
transformed to a natural delta landscape that provides extra side arms
for the river (Fig. 9.48). The earth that
is being excavated to form the extra
river stream is being used to raise the
agricultural and surrounding lands of
the river. The design is focused on giving the river more space to flow, combined with functions for nature development and recreation. The new
design will provide several other benefits for the area. An example where
nature development was combined
with flood safety, is the Biesbosch in
the Netherlands (Fig. 9.45 & 9.46).
Flood safety: The new river channels
provides the river extra space to flow
during times of high river discharges. Part of the old river channel will
be used again as side arm for the river. The design provides the southern
arm of the Fraser River with a new
connection to the north arm, which
divides the amount of discharge between the different arms. In total an
area of 9.31 km2 is created in order
to give the river more space to flow,
lowering the water levels of the river
surrounding Richmond. Parts of the
islands will also be excavated to lower
the flood meadows, this will increase
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the amount of water the rivers within
Richmond will be able to discharge.
Ecology: The new design is focused
on nature development, by providing Richmond with new islands (Fig.
9.47), habitat is created for a variation of different animal species (e.g.
spawning ground for different sturgeon and salmon species). A variation
of different types of habitat can be
realized due to the different circumstances that are created through the
design (Fig. 9.49).
Recreation: The inhabitants of the city
of Richmond can also benefit from the
creation of natural areas. The design
provides a natural park in close proximity of the city. This is reducing the increasing recreational pressure on the
existing recreational functions as a result of the city’s growing population.
New types of recreation can created
including activities for both on land
and water (e.g. swimming, fishing,
hiking, sailing, canoeing). Also nature
campings and recreational homes integrated into the natural environment
could provide extra income, compensating the loss of income from the agricultural sector.

Proposed landscape interventions:
(1) Second water channel: Several
new water channels are being created, in order to give the Fraser River
more space to flow, resulting in an average lower water level of the Fraser
River near the island of Richmond.

http://np-debiesbosch.nl/
wp-content/uploads/2014/12/
Foto-regiokaart-1024x662.jpg

(2) Elevated land: Through the creation of the new water channels, Figure 9.45: Natural flood storage areas, Biesbosch, NL
several islands are created. Using the
excavated earth from these water
channels, the islands can be raised,
thus they are better protected against
Biesbosch (Google Maps)
flooding.
(3) Dike relocation: Several dikes are
opened in order to allow the Fraser
River to enter the new water chan- Figure 9.46: Aerial photo of Biesbosch, NL
nels. Several dikes are relocated along
the edges of the new created area.
Besides relocating several dikes, addihttp://wallup.net/wp-content/
tional dikes are also being built using
uploads/2016/01/252380-nathe excavated earth from the new wature-landscape-river-island.jpg
ter channels.
(4) Relocation: The buildings that
were located on the location of the
new water channels, are relocated to- Figure 9.47: Impression natural islands
wards the higher elevated islands, or
towards the other parts of the island,
that are protected by the dike system.
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Figure 9.48: Conceptual model I: Natural islands
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Pro:
- The design will be able to compensate the loss of habitat for animals
along the coastline with inland habitat. Also the historical landscape of
wetlands and meandering rivers will
be brought back to Richmond.
- The residents of Richmond will have
an improvement of their recreational
system by having a regional park nearby.
- Water levels can be lowered for the
south part of the island, by using the
north and middle arm , pressure will
be taken off the main arm of the Fraser River.
AA

Figure 9.49: Principle section-cut AA-AA’
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- Increase of natural area can improve
the air quality of the city, also the carbon sequestration and storage will
have a diminishing effect on global
warming.

Con:
- A large part of agricultural land of
Richmond will be transformed as water storage and nature area. This could
have a negative effect on the economy and the food provision of the city.
Taking population growth into consideration, alternative sources of food
and income/jobs should be thought
of, to compensate for the loss.
- The high costs and acquisition of the
large amounts of land needed for this
design might form a burden for the
actual implementation of the design.

AA’

9.11.2 Conceptual model II: Port expansion
The Port of Vancouver plans to expand its industries along the edges of
the Fraser River and the coast of the
Fraser River delta. Until now there has
been a lot of resistance to the expansion plans of the Port of Vancouver
since they have a negative effect on
the natural marshes along the coastline. The design proposes to concentrate the expansion to the east of Richmond (Fig. 9.53 & 9.54). The design is
focused on giving the river more space
to flow, industrial expansion and recreation. But the new design also provides several co-benefits for ecology
and agriculture. An example where industrial expansion has been combined
with recreation and nature development, is the Maasvlakte 2 (Fig. 9.50).
Flood safety: By creating an extra side
arm for the river, the room will be given more space to flow, resulting in lower water levels further down stream.
In total an area of 5.31 km2 is created
in order to give the river more space
to flow, lowering the water levels of
the river surrounding Richmond. The
natural park zone can also be used for
stormwater storage from the adjacent
urban and industrial areas (Fig. 9.51).
Industrial expansion: The new creat-

ed industrial area will provide an increase in jobs, that are demanded as
a result of the expected population
growth. The new created side arm
provides large container ships with an
area to dock. The industrial area has
a good connection through the connected highways and railways. Part of
the design will be the removal of the
George Massey tunnel, and replace
it with a bridge that allows larger
container vessels to reach the port.
Recreation: In order to separate the industrial area from the residential area,
the current agricultural land is being
transformed into a natural park zone
that functions as a barrier between the
industry and the city. The park zone
can provide opportunities for storing
and purifying rainwater and industrial wastewater instead of dumping it
in the Fraser River. The park zone can
also provide opportunities for recreation and habitat creation (Fig. 9.52).
Ecology/Agriculture: The design reduces the need for the expansion of
industry along the Fraser River further upstream, leaving more natural and agricultural spaces along the
river untouched. These spaces can
be used for more room for the river.

Also the length of river that needs to
be dredged in order for large container ships to pass through is reduced,
resulting in more sediment being
deposited at the end of the delta instead of being dredged and dumped
into the sea at Sand Heads, reducing coastal erosion along the natural
marshlands. The natural park zone
separating the urban and industrial
areas can provide additional habitat for animals to compensate the
loss of habitat due to sea level rising.

https://www.maasvlakte2.
com/cache/1b06347882285cd06f38b3d64baec995.jpeg

Figure 9.50: Port expansion, Maasvlakte 2,
Rotterdam, NL

http://thecityinfluencer.com/
wp-content/uploads/2016/08/
trinity-park-RenderingsAerials-resized1-976x500.jpg

Proposed landscape interventions:
(1) Second water channel: The expansion of the industrial areas along
the Fraser River at Richmond, are be- Figure 9.51: Impression stormwater storage
ing combined with the creation of a in park zone
new water channel. The new water
channel functions, besides for the
http://nlurbansolutions.com/
transport vessels to reach Richmond,
user_images/images/chinese_
also to give the Fraser River more
projects/07/TEMPLE.jpg
space to flow, resulting in an average lower water level of the Fraser
River near the island of Richmond.
(2) Elevated land: The excavated
earth from the creation of the new
water channel, can be used to raise
the industrial areas surrounding the
water channel, making the areas
better protected against flooding.

Figure 9.52: Impression park zone between
urban and industrial areas
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Figure 9.53: Conceptual model II: Port expansion
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Pro:
- The expansion of the port will provide additional jobs that will be required due to the increasing demand
for work as a result of population
growth.
- The port expansion can improve the
economical position of the Fraser River delta, and strengthens the position
it has on a competitive level, versus
the other ports they are competing
with.
- The natural park zone can provide
additional habitat for different animal
species.

AA

- The natural park area separating the
industrial area from the city, can be a
solution for the lack of regional parks
in Richmond and the increasing recreational pressure the current system is
facing.
- By concentrating all the industries
at one place, fragmentation of the
landscape could be reduced. Also the
clustering of industries could have additional benefits for processes such as
transportation and cooperation between different industries.

Con:
- Agricultural land is being destroyed
for the port expansion, it might be
hard to get public support for this decision.
- Allowing bigger boats to enter the
port would require a deeper dredging
depth for the river. This could have
negative consequences on the sediment supply along the coastline, resulting in coastal erosion and loss of
valuable habitat.
- It is unknown how much effect the
additional room the Fraser river gains,
has on the water levels surrounding
Richmond.
AA’

Figure 9.54: Principle section-cut AA-AA’
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9.11.3 Conceptual model III: Rural water storage barrier
A large water storage area is created
in the middle of the island (Fig. 9.58).
Since the landscape of Richmond is
mainly flat it is needed to contain the
water within the area. By excavating
parts of the area, small lakes and ponds
are created, the earth gained from
the excavation can be used to create
dikes surrounding the water storage
area preventing additional unwanted
flooding (Fig. 9.59). In the current situation the landscape of Richmond is
mainly flat, if a dike would breach the
entire area would flood. By dividing
the island in two parts when creating
the water storage area in the middle, an extra inland barrier is formed,
in case of dike failure, only apart of
the island will flood. The design is focused on agriculture, water storage
and purification, nature development
and recreation. The new design provides several benefits for the area.
Flood safety: The design gives the river more space to flow. During times
of high river discharges, water can be
stored, lowering the water levels of
the Fraser River. In total an area of 6.39
km2 is available for flood water storage
to be used during periods of high river
discharges. The area can also be used
for rainwater storage, rainwater can be
149

Recreation/Ecology: The inhabitants
of the city of Richmond can also benefit since it provides opportunities for
a natural park-like area nearby the city,
reducing the increasing recreational
pressure on the existing recreational functions as a result of population
growth. Recreational routes can be
created along the edges on top of the
dikes. The area also provides new habitat for different animal species, especially migratory and resident birds are
given more habitat space since sea levAgriculture: The predicted movement el rising is putting a pressure on their
of the salt wedge poses a threat for the current habitat along the coastline.
irrigation water availability for the area
during periods of drought. In order to Proposed landscape interventions:
protect the agricultural lands against (1) Excavation of land: By excavating
drought, irrigation water can be collect- land on the island of Richmond, water
ed and stored within the area. Within storage areas can be created. Water
the water storage area, the water can from the Fraser River can be let in to
be purified through the creation of con- the water storage area, in order to lowstructed wetlands (Fig. 9.56). The puri- er the water levels of the Fraser River,
fied water can be stored within the area surrounding the island of Richmond.
to be re-used again as irrigation water
during periods of drought. The design (2) Dikes: A dike system can be created,
also provides opportunities for new adjacent to the water storage area. In
types of agriculture that are more flood order to protect the areas surrounding
resistant, for example floating farms the water storage area, against floodand aquaculture (e.g. fish farms). The ing. The earth obtained from the excaflood zone can functions as a laborato- vation of land can be used for the crery for farmers and scientists to experi- ation of the dike system.
ment with flood tolerant crops (9.57).
collected from both the urban areas
and the surrounding agricultural lands.
This prevents agricultural lands to be
inundated during heavy rainfall, resulting in a decrease of flood damage to
the crops. The water storage area can
be used as bypass for the main arm of
the Fraser River, during periods of high
water levels (Fig. 9.55). During periods
of lower water levels the area will be
disconnected from the river by either
the usage of dams or floodgates.

http://img.rtvoost.nl/
T3/165564.jpg

Figure 9.55: River bypass to give more room
to the river, IJssel, NL

http://mediad.publicbroadcasting.net/p/wlrn/files/
styles/x_large/public/201702/
Stormwater_Treatment_Area_
in_Northern_Everglades_0.jpg
Figure 9.56: Floodwater storage and treatment area, Everglades, US

http://2.bp.blogspot.com/_
Ymx9e66vrGc/SxBWW0FUpFI/AAAAAAAALX8/
HVv4TIT2E-Q/s1600/
citylab_design_competition_
wpa_2_05_medium.jpg
Figure 9.57: Impression of possible options to
implement aquaculture in water storage area
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Figure 9.58: Conceptual model III: Rural water storage barrier
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Pro:
- A large amount of the area that is
being used within the design for water storage, is wasteland that is currently not being used for agricultural
or industrial purposes. Which could
ease the process of acquisition of the
required land.

- The floodwater storage area is flexible in its function. Parts of it could be
used to compensate for the loss of agricultural land by implementing functions for aquaculture. It could also be
developed as natural area, providing
additional habitat. Or as natural park
area to improve the recreational sys- Besides functioning as floodwater tem.
storage, the area can also function
to store and filtrate stormwater from - By storing and filtrating water, the
urban and industrial areas using nat- area can be used as a supply for irrigaural filtration systems. This could re- tion water for the agricultural lands.
duce pollution compared to when the This would be a solution for the instormwater is directly pumped into creasing scarcity of freshwater due to
the increasing drought and the movethe river.
ment of the salt wedge in the Fraser
River.
AA

Figure 9.59: Principle section-cut AA-AA’
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Con:
- The direction in which water would
be let into the floodwater storage
area might not be suitable, since the
flow of water makes a 90 degree angle. Further research would be required to analyze if it could be used to
store river water.
- Parts of the industry along the north
side of Richmond will have to be removed or relocated.
- A golf course laying on the location
of the water storage area will have to
be relocated. This might result in high
costs attached to the acquisition and
relocation of the golf course.

AA’

9.11.4 Conceptual model IV: Green river
Within this model, the old river
channel is being used to store water
during times of high river discharges (Fig. 9.63). Since the landscape of
Richmond is mainly flat it is needed
to contain the water within the area.
By excavating parts of the area, small
lakes and ponds are created, the
earth gained from the excavation can
be used to create small levees surrounding the water storage area to
prevent additional unwanted flooding
(Fig. 9.64). In order to reconstruct the
old river channel, the old agricultural and industrial functions within the
area have to be relocated or removed.
Once the area reaches full capacity it
can overflow in the north arm of the
Fraser River, examples of such projects
are the high-water channel at Veessen-Wapenveld (Fig.9.60) and Ooijen-Wanssum (Fig. 9.61). The design
is focused on fluvial water storage to
give the river more space to flow, nature development and recreation. The
new design provides several benefits
for the area.

discharges. The water storage leads to
the river getting more space to flow,
reducing the water levels of the Fraser River resulting in more flood safety.
Recreation: The inhabitants of the city
of Richmond can also benefit since it
provides opportunities for a natural
park nearby the city, reducing the
increasing recreational pressure on
the existing recreational functions as
a result of population growth. In figure 9.62, a project in Sydney is shown,
where water storage has been combined with recreational functions.

Agriculture: Blueberry and cranberry farms located on the peat lands
along the old river channel depend
on the availability of freshwater in
order to grow their crops. The predicted droughts, lower summer discharges and shifting salt wedges pose
a threat to the freshwater availability.
Cranberries and blueberries are highly sensitive to salt water intrusion. By
storing water inside the area during
high discharges in the spring, the waFlood safety: In total an area of 8.90 ter can be used for irrigational purkm2 is available for flood water storage poses during the summer in periods
to be used during periods of high river of droughts.

Ecology: The area provides new habitat for different animal species, especially migratory and resident birds are
given more habitat space since sea
level rising is putting a pressure on
their current habitat.

https://www.veluwekroon.
nl/nieuws/88146.jpg?Width=1200&Height=-1

Proposed landscape interventions:
(1) Excavation of land: By excavating
land on the island of Richmond, water
Figure 9.60: High-water channel Veesstorage areas can be created. Water sen-Wapenveld, NL
from the Fraser River can be let in to
the water storage area, in order to lower the water levels of the Fraser River,
http://www.ney.be/wp-content/
surrounding the island of Richmond.
uploads/2016/10/Ney-Partners_Ooijen-Wansum_02-fu(2) Dikes: A dike system can be created,
ture-%C2%A9-Provincie-Limadjacent to the water storage area. In
burg.jpg
order to protect the areas surrounding
the water storage area, against flooding. The earth obtained from the exca- Figure 9.61: Impression high-water channel
Ooijen-Wanssum, NL
vation of land can be used for the crehttp://www.cityofsydney.nsw.
ation of the dike system.
gov.au/vision/better-infrastructure/parks-and-playgrounds/
completed-projects/sydney-park-wetlands#&gid=1&pid=1
Figure 9.62: Stormwater storage and treatment-park, Sydney, Australia
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Figure 9.63: Conceptual model IV: Green river
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Pro:
- By bringing back the old river channel, the history of the landscape is being brought back. Since the floodwater
storage area will only be used during
periods of high water levels, the story
of meandering rivers that disappear
and appear will be told again within
the landscape.
- The floodwater storage area can
provide opportunities for recreation,
providing a solution for the increasing
pressure on the current recreational
system. The area can be developed as
a new regional park for Richmond.

AA

- By using the old river channel as a
location for floodwater storage, little
alterations are required concerning
the soil to store water, making it the
most suitable area.

Con:
- The removal or relocation of agricultural lands and a golf course might involve high costs.
- The two small islands laying in the
river in front of the opening of the
floodwater storage area might pose a
threat to the functioning of the water
storage. Research would be required if
the islands would have to be removed
or adapted, to guarantee a sufficient
flow of water towards the floodwater
storage area.

- The water storage within the old river channel can provide a solution for
the increasing scarcity of freshwater
needed for irrigation of the agricultural lands. Improving the supply of
freshwater makes the surrounding
blueberry and cranberry farms, that
highly depend on the availability of
freshwater, more future-proof against - Parts of the industries located in the
the predicted changes in droughts area would have to be removed or reand precipitation.
located.

AA’

Figure 9.64: Principle section-cut AA-AA’
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9.11.5 Conceptual model V: City island
In order to increase the flood safety of
Richmond, an extra side channel is created for the river (Fig. 9.68). The new
channel of the river is partly flowing
through an area through which an old
side arm of the river flowed through.
The creation of the side arm results in
the formation of a new island within
the Fraser River. Earth excavated from
the land of the new side arm can be
re-used in order to raise the height
of the land of the new island, and it
can be used to created dikes along
the new river (Fig. 9.69). The design
is focused on giving the river more
space to flow, urban development
and recreation. The new design provides several benefits for the area. In
figure 9.65, an example is shown of a
comparable project.

Urban development: The new developed island can be used for new urban expansion to provide new houses
for the expected population growth.
The design provides opportunities for
the development of a new urban river
front with a mix of residential, retail,
commercial and recreational functions(9.66).

(2) Elevated land: Through the excavation of earth, a new water channel
http://websuite.blob.core.winis created, resulting in the formation
dows.net/content-ruimtevoora new island in the Fraser River. Usdewaal/photo.jpg
ing the excavated earth from the water channel, the formed island can be
raised, thus the buildings on top of
the island are better protected against Figure 9.65: Impression ‘Room for the River’-project, Nijmegen, NL
flooding.

Recreation: The new created river
channel can provide space for recreational functions such as kayaking and
sailing. Along both sides of the river,
dikes have to be created in order to
prevent the land from being flooded.
New recreational routes can be developed on top of these dikes (Fig. 9.67).

(3) Dike relocation: Several dikes
along the Fraser River are being relocated along the edges of the new river
channel. The dikes can be built using
the excavated earth from the new water channel.

Proposed landscape interventions:
(1) Second water channel: A new waFlood safety: By creating an extra ter channel can be created, giving the
side arm for the river, the room will Fraser River more space to flow, rebe given more space to flow during sulting in an average lower water level
periods of high water discharges com- of the Fraser River near the island of
ing through the Fraser River. This will Richmond.
result in lower water levels further
down stream. In total an area of 3.55
km2 is created in order to give the river more space to flow, lowering the
water levels of the river surrounding
Richmond.
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https://glennhowells.co.uk/
wp-content/uploads//2014/10/
leamouth-2.jpg

(4) Relocation: The buildings that
were located on the location of the Figure 9.66: London City Island, London, UK
new water channel, are relocated towards the new formed urban island.
http://www.spectacle-bureau.
Due to the higher elevation of this iscom/IMAGES/PROJECTS/
land, the relocated buildings are proDELUGIONAL_CALtected against flooding.
GARY/140111-SPECTACLE-FLOOD-CALGARY-cropped.jpg
Figure 9.67: Impression of river boulevard,
Calgary, Canada
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Figure 9.68: Conceptual model V: City island
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Pro:
- The design provides a solution for
the increasing demand for housing as
a result of the growing population.
- The profits made from the urban
developments can be used to finance
the plan, increasing the financial feasibility of the plan.
- By concentrating urban developments on the city island, the rural areas maintain untouched and protected against urban sprawl.

AA

Figure 9.69: Principle section-cut AA-AA’
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Con:
- The city islands could provide new - The design might lower the water
opportunities for recreation, decreas- levels surrounding the side arm of the
ing pressure on the current recre- river. But further research would be
required to see if it would also lower
ational facilities.
water levels around Richmond further
down and upstream. The other parts
might still require dike upgrades in order to grant flood safety.
- The design is not flexible, in order to
keep the city island safe from flooding, buildings must either be located
above the highest flood level or by
creating a dike ring. This would require large quantities or earth in order to raise the land. Having to adapt
it in the future would be a difficult
challenge.

- Parts of the industrial areas along the
river edge have to be relocated. These
industries often depend on their location close to the river due to the need
of water in their production process
or require the location for transport
of products and materials. Relocating
these industries might affect other
natural and rural areas along the river.

AA’

9.12 Conclusion water storage on the island of Richmond
By analyzing the current dike system
(see attachment 5), the conclusion
came that the proposed plan of the
municipality of Richmond, to raise the
dikes, would lead to a range of different issues. One of the main issues
is the fact that the current area surrounding the dike, is currently often
filled with buildings and structures.
This makes it a difficult task to raise
the height of the dike. Buildings will
have to be relocated or adapted to
make way for the new dike, which will
lead to high costs and political and
social issues concerning its current
residents. Also at places where there
are no buildings connected to the
dike, the raising of the dikes can lead
to problems. Within natural and rural

areas, the dike upgrades could lead to
loss of valuable agricultural and natural land, which could form an issue.
As a result of the dike system analysis,
alternative flood adaptations were
explored for the island of Richmond.
The option for using adaptations that
would give the Fraser River more
space to flow, were being analyzed.
The Fraser River can be given more
space to flow by either creating an extra river channel or by storing water
on land. This resulted in the creation
of five different conceptual models focusing on flood safety, but varying on
the topics of agriculture, urban and
nature development, recreation and
freshwater supply.

In order to figure out which conceptual model was most suitable, the
ideas were evaluated on their feasibility through an interview with geography professor M. Church, who is
specialized in the morphodynamics of
rivers and geomorphology. The main
conclusion of this interview was, that
it is unclear if the creation of an extra
river channel will result in lower water
levels around Richmond. This is due
to Richmond being highly affected by
the tides. A direct connection with
the water from the river and the extra
channel will only result in the channel
being flooded during high tides and
will possibility not lead to a reduction
of pressure on the rest of Richmond.
(Church 2016).

In order for water to be stored within Richmond it is needed that the
area does not have a direct connection with the Fraser River, thus it can
not be flooded during high tides. If
the area is being flooded during high
tides, it increases the risk of salt water infiltrating the area, leading to
salinization. This means that conceptual model I, II and V are not suitable
since they have a direct connection
with the Fraser River. The most suitable location for water storage would
be the old river channel going through
Richmond, as is being done in conceptual model IV, conceptual model III
could be suitable for storing pluvial
water from the agricultural lands and
the city, less suitable for fluvial water
since the direction of the design does
not follow the flow direction of the
river (Church 2016).
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Through the evaluation done by an
expert, conceptual model IV seems
to be most suitable. In a follow-up
research, additional research would
be required on the impacts of implementing the model into the landscape
of the island of Richmond. Within this
research, the assumption is made
that the model works and could provide additional water storage for the
Fraser River.

storage height of 2 meter. Since the
high river discharges sometimes can
last up to a couple of days, the water
storage capacity for Richmond would
be very limited in relation to the total
volume of river discharge.

able due to infrastructure and buildings attached to them. Since model IV
of the ‘Green River’, was evaluated as
the one with the most potential. The
findings of this model will be taken
and implemented into an landscape
structure plan of the Fraser River delta. Figure 9.70 shows an indication
of what it could look like if conceptual model IV, was being implemented
into the landscape structure of the island of Richmond.

In order to increase the water storage
capacity in the Fraser River delta, a
combination of several ‘room for the
river’ adaptations should be implemented in order to have a significant
However it remains questionable how effect on the total volume of discharge
much of an influence the water stor- of the Fraser River, to actually lower As concluded in chapter 7, the flood
age area has on the total volume of the water levels in the Fraser River safety assignments exists out of three
a freshet, since the area available for during times of need (Church 2017).
parts. Within chapter 8 and 9 an exwater storage is only 8.9 km2. Using
ploration was made on the flood
the maximum daily flow for an AEP But due to the large uncertainty with- safety assignment for riverine and
of 1:200 in the moderate climate in the climate change scenario’s, it is transition areas. In the next chapter, a
change scenario, this means that unclear with the exact amount of riv- closer look is given to the flood safethe alternative for raising the dikes, er discharge, the area could be deal- ty assignment in the coastal area of
would have to withstand an increase ing with in the future. In order to be Richmond.
of river discharge of 2,900 m3/s. Con- prepared for all different scenario’s,
ceptual model IV appeared to be the the option of combining ‘room for
most suitable for storing water, how- the river’ adaptations with raising the
ever with the maximum discharge in- dikes should be taken into considercreasing with 2,900 m3/s this would ation, as a possible solution. Additionmean the water storage area would al research would be required for the
be reaching is capacity in 1 hour and areas in Richmond along the dike that
42 minutes, using an average water have a limited amount of space avail-
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Figure 9.70: Indication master plan of the implementation of conceptual model IV
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10.
A resilient coastal system
Giving the Fraser River more space to flow could result in a solution for the flood safety among the riverine and transition areas of
the delta. But it is not a solution for the coastal areas of Richmond.
Currently Richmond is protected by the West Dike of Richmond and
the natural flood defense system existing out of the salt marshes
in front of the dike, which absorbs the energy of waves crashing in
on the coastline. The West Dike of Richmond is under the influence
of the ocean and protects Richmond against the effects of sea level
rise and storm surges. Within this chapter an exploration is made
on possible alternative solutions besides raising the dikes by using
landscape- and nature-based interventions to increase flood safety.
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The coast of Richmond

10.1 The current coastal landscape of Richmond
Besides functioning as flood protection, the coastal area also have an
important function as habitat for different species of animals (e.g. the
marshlands provide important habitat
for migratory birds). Next to the ecological value, the sight of the marshlands, located in the coastal area, also
forms an important recreational destination. From the analysis we concluded that the coastal areas with its
marshlands are experiencing erosion
and coastal squeeze as a result of climate change. Raising the dikes on the
west side of Richmond leads to views,
of the current residents and visitors,
on the marshlands being obstructed.
Besides the view, valuable habitat is
also being lost due to the expanding
foot print of the dike. Since raising
the West Dike of Richmond results
in possible problems, an exploration
will be made on possible alternative
solutions besides raising the dikes by
using landscape- and nature-based
interventions to increase flood safety. Besides flood safety, the adaptations could also have several other
functions. The flood adaptation measurements could for example provide
opportunities to expand the current
recreational network, which is experiencing an increasing amount of

pressure on its network and facilities
due to population growth. The flood
adaptations could also be combined
with urban developments, providing
new houses and jobs for the expected
population growth.
The coast of Richmond has three
types of habitat that function as
coastal protection (Fig. 10.1 & 10.2).
The first type is the tidal flats, existing out of sand- and mudflats, the
second layer is the salt marsh laying
in front of Richmond. And the third
layer is the West Dike of Richmond.
From the analysis it can be concluded
that the coast of Richmond is affected
by several processes. Sea level rising
and erosion result in coastal squeeze,
this results in the loss of mudflats and
marshes that form a natural flood defense barrier for the city of Richmond.
This natural flood defense influences
water levels during a storm surge. In
order to estimate the effect of coastal wetlands on storm surge, the following estimation is being used, for
every 14.5 km of coastal wetlands,
storm surge is being reduced by one
meter. However research has shown
that such attenuation rate is not accurate (Hu, Chen & Wang 2015), but it

Marsh
Mud
Sand
Dike

0 0.3km

Figure 10.1: Different types of habitat along the coast of Richmond

N

Sand- and mudflats
Salt marsh
West Dike of Richmond
Figure 10.2: Photo impression of the different types of habitats along the coast of Richmond
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gives an indication of the effect coastal wetlands have on storm surge. On
average, coastal habitats can reduce
the height of a wave between 3571% , salt marshes are most effective
by 72%, followed by coral reefs with
70%. Mangroves reduce wave height
by 31% and seagrass-/kelpbeds by
36% (Narayan et. al. 2016).
The coastal marsh has slowly been
formed as a result of the Fraser River depositing its sediment along the
coastline. The marshlands form a natural flood defense for the city of Richmond. The vegetation and the land
absorb wave energy, reducing the
height of waves affecting the coastal
dikes of Richmond. The marshlands
are also critical in the bird migration
route. The marshlands in front of
Richmond are part of the so-called
‘Pacific Flyway’, providing birds and
other mammals with food and habitat. Besides birds and mammals the
marshes are also used as a habitat
for juvenile salmon for spawning.
Large areas of these coastal marshlands have been lost over the last 100
years due to dredging, diking, filling,
construction and effluent discharge
of wastewater, which lead to coastal erosion, destruction of vegetation
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and the predicted sea level rising will
increase coastal squeeze even further.
The landscape of the salt marsh is
flat and slowly descends towards the
Strait of Georgia towards the west.
The vegetation on the marsh mostly exists out of low-lying vegetation,
such as reed. This results in an open
landscape with far extending views of Figure 10.3: The open landscape of the
marshland covered with mostly Reed
its surrounding (Fig. 10.3). The only
objects that can be found within the
marshlands are a few air support radars and television broadcast towers
(Fig. 10.4 & 10.5).

Figure 10.6: Pattern coastal area with the salt
marsh and the West Dike of Richmond

Figure 10.4: Radar for air support of nearby
airport, located in coastal marshlands

Figure 10.5: Television broadcast towers in
the open landscape of the marsh

Figure 10.7: Zoom-in aerial photo of coastal
area with the salt marsh and the West Dike
of Richmond

Figure 10.8: Pedestrians using the recreational trail on the dike.

Figure 10.9: Waste water discharge from
Richmond into the marshlands.

At the boundary of the salt marsh is
the West Dike of Richmond located,
which protects the urban cities from
coastal flooding. The coastal landscape exists out of three parts: the
marshland, the urban areas, and the
dike (Fig. 10.6 & 10.7). On top of the
dike lays a recreational route for activities such as hiking and cycling (Fig.
10.8). Along the east side of the dike
lays a drainage ditch which is being
used to store ground and stormwater
that has been drained from the urban areas, before it gets discharged
into the marshlands (Fig. 10.9). The
dike can be reached through several entrances along the edges of the
urban areas. The main entrances for
the trail are located north at the Terra Nova park and south at Steveston.
Along the dike, the experience of the
landscape varies among the different
parts of the dike. Most parts of the
trail have an open landscape with
far extended views (Fig. 10.10, a&d).
Among certain parts, trees are located on both sides, making the space
feel more enclosed or semi-open (Fig.
10.10, b&c).

Terra Nova

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Steveston
Figure 10.10: Variation of different spatial experiences along the West Dike of Richmond (Open landscape: a,d Semi-open landscape: c Enclosed landscape: b)
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10.2 Exploration of possible flood adaptations for Richmond’s coast
Sea level rising results in the need for
adaptation in order to guarantee the
safety of the residents of Richmond
against flooding. As mentioned before, Richmond proposes to raise the
dike towards the water side. In Richmond’s flood adaptation strategy a
sea level rising of 1.2 meter is being
used for the year 2100. The current
dike crest height is 3.4 meter (CGD).
Figure 10.11 shows the design criteria
the BC Ministry of Environment created for the proposed dike upgrades.

wind blows. The 32 km is the distance
between the coast of Richmond and
Vancouver island (Ausenco Sandwell
2011). However waves that have been
generated by winds coming from the
northwest can have an even longer
fetch, reaching lengths of over 100
km resulting in even higher waves
(Bendell-Young et. al. 2004). On average the majority of the time, winds
come from the east (Fig. 10.12). However winds produced during a storm
mostly come from the west or north- Figure 10.12: Wind rose of YVR airport bewest (Fig. 10.13), and thus possibly tween 1992-2012
reaching the highest wave height
(Marijnissen 2017). For the calculations of the wave eight a depth of 6
meter has been used, this is the water
depth above the mud flats during extreme weather conditions (Ausenco
Figure 10.11: Design criteria dike upgrade Sandwell 2011).
The calculations for the proposed dike
upgrade are based on the following
conditions: Significant wave height
(Hs) of 1.75 meter, significant wave
period (Tp) of 4.9 s, wind speeds of
30 m/s which is equal to wind force
scale 11. A fetch of 32 km has been
used, fetch is the length over which a
wave can generate its energy through
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Concluding from the analysis of the
dike (see attachment 5), a increase
of dike height would mean the foot
of the dike would have to expand
as well. This would impact both the
scenic views of the residents living
among the dike, and it would result in
loss of natural marsh along the edges Figure 10.13: Wind rose of storm winds at
of the dike. Within this chapter an ex- YVR airport between 1992-2012
ploration is made on the use of differ-

ent types of flood adaptation options
which improves the flood safety of
the coastal area of Richmond. This is
done through the creation of different
conceptual models, in which the main
priority is:
Flood safety

Flood safety: Flood safety is the main
priority for each conceptual model.
Within the conceptual models, different types and combinations of coastal
adaptations are being used to improve
flood safety. Making use of a combination of protection, accommodation
and prevention strategies. I do not see
potential in using the strategy of retreat since the city of Richmond lays
directly against the dike. In order to
retreat huge amounts of houses need
to be removed, resulting in massive
amounts of costs. That is why within
these concepts the solution is mostly
being sought in front of the coast of
Richmond.
Within each concept the preference
lays in using landscape-based interventions and using natural processes.
But besides flood safety there are also

mate change are affecting the rural
areas on the island. As the population
is growing, the demand for food increases. The predicted climate change
is forming a threat on the current agricultural lands, and thus a threat on
the food security of the island. The
flood adaptations could provide benefits for agriculture or new opportuniRecreation
ties to expand the agricultural sector.
The current agricultural sector could
Future-proof agriculture
be changed in such a way it is more
resistant or resilient against flooding.
Ecology
The new agricultural opportunities
Recreation: Within the current situa- could provide extra income to comtion there is a limited availability for pensate for the expenses made for
recreational routes and functions. The the flood adaptations.
trail along the West Dike of Richmond
is already being used extensively, and Ecology: The current natural coastthe expected population growth is line of Richmond is being affected
likely to put an increasing pressure on by coastal squeeze, possibly due to a
the current recreational facilities in combination of erosion and sea level
the area. The flood adaptations could rising. The exact reason for coastal
provide new opportunities to increase squeeze still remains unclear (Church
the recreational network, and could 2016). Within the analysis it stated
also increase public support for the that the salt marsh, and the sand- and
funding of the flood adaptations as mudflats form important habitat for a
they provide more benefits besides variation of different animal species.
It is a crucial part of the pacific flyway
the improvement of flood safety.
that is being used my migratory birds.
Future-proof agriculture: Urban ex- Besides protecting the inland areas of
pansion, population growth and cli- Richmond for flooding, the flood adother topics that could potentially
play an important role. Along the different conceptual models a different
focus on topics has been used in designing the model. The focus within
the conceptual models have been
varying along the following topics:

aptations could provide opportunities
and benefits for the ecological valuable coastal areas. The natural coastal
landscape could provide several services that could be beneficial for both
humans and animals.
Throughout the conceptual models
the main focus remains on improving
flood safety, but by creating multifunctional interventions not only flood
safety can be improved, but it can
also provide additional benefits for
humans, animals and the landscape.
The five different conceptual models
are: (1) Barrier islands, (2) Enclosed
marshland, (3) Dunes, (4) Productive
marshland, and (5) Land reclamation.

focus lays on exploring how natural
landscape interventions can improve
flood safety along the coastline, the
assumption is made that the coastline is only be affected by tidal currents and waves, the influence of the
jetty on the currents and sediment
patterns is due to lack of information
at this time, not taken into consideration.

Limitations: The bathymetric data on
the depths along the Sturgeon Banks
and the exact water levels is missing.
This results in conceptual models being based on principles, rather than
accurate measurements. There is also
a lack of information on the coastal
morphology processes, making it unclear what the influence of sediment
patterns, tidal currents and waves
have on the coastline and on any
landscape intervention implemented
along the coastline. Since the main
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10.2.1 Conceptual model I: Barrier islands
Flood safety: In order to protect the
city of Richmond and the salt marshes
on the Sturgeon Bank, barrier islands
are created (Fig. 10.14 & 10.18). The
salt marsh in front of Richmond already functioned as a natural defense
against flooding. The vegetation in the
marsh attenuates the waves, causing
them to be less lower during high water levels when they reach the West
Dike of Richmond. The proposed barrier islands improve flood safety by
absorbing wave energy, thus lowering the wave height. Since the waves
reaching Richmond would be less
high, a lower dike would be sufficient
enough to provide the same flood
safety compared to the situation in
which there are no barrier islands but
a higher dike. The barrier islands are
created by using sediment (sand and
silt) that is being dredged from the
Fraser River (10.15). The salt marsh
can also improve water quality by
filtering the rainwater runoff coming
AA

Figure 10.14: Principle section-cut AA-AA’
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out of the urban areas of Richmond
(Fig. 10.16).
Ecology: The barrier islands provide
protection against the erosion of the
salt marsh (Fig. 10.17). By reducing
the wave height, the waves have a
limited eroding effect on the marsh.
This might lead to a potential growth
of the salt marsh. The barrier islands
will protect the current nature areas
along the coast. These areas are used
by several animal species for habitat
and provide a source of food. The barrier islands themselves also provide
new opportunities for nature development. The new created islands can
provide habitat for birds.
Proposed landscape interventions:
(1) Barrier island: Barrier islands
are created in front of the coastline,
to protect the salt marsh and dike
against erosion, by providing wave attenuation.

Pro:
- Maintains and protects the salt
marsh in its current state.
- The barrier islands provide additional habitat for birds, fish and other animals.
- Dredged material can be used in a
functional way instead of dumping.
- The barrier islands provide wave
energy reduction, resulting in lower
waves affecting the coastline. Lower
waves could result in the West Dike of
Richmond needing to be less high in
order to provide sufficient flood protection.
- The wave height reduction also result in the salt marsh being less affected by erosion, since the waves get less
high, they also have a reduced damaging effect on the salt marshes.
- Salt marsh can be used to improve
the quality of rainwater runoff that is
being pumped out of Richmond.

Con:
- The West Dike of Richmond still
needs to be raised in order to provide
sufficient amount of flood protection.
Thus will have a negative effect on the
view for the residents living next to
the dike.
- The barrier islands have no direct
function for people besides improving flood safety, which could pose a
threat for gaining public support for
the funding and implementation of
the barrier islands.
- Not clear if the dredged material
could have a negative effect on the
salt marsh.

AA’

Focus of concept:
https://www.deingenieur.
nl/uploads/cache/article_detail_image/uploads/
media/58c14d69abbc7/536394716_1280x720.jpg

Flood safety
Ecology

Figure 10.15: Using dredged material from
the Fraser River to form the barrier islands

http://longislandsoundstudy.net/wp-content/
uploads/2012/07/
LCTR_marsh_JP.jpg

Figure 10.16: Impression water streams discharging Richmond’s rain- and groundwater

https://static01.nyt.com/images/2014/09/30/science/30coast/
30coast-master1050.jpg

Urban area
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Figure 10.17: Barrier islands for coastal protection and habitat provision
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Figure 10.18: Conceptual model I: Barrier islands
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10.2.2 Conceptual model II: Enclosed marshland
Flood safety: At the edge of the salt
marsh on the mudflats, new dunes are
created using dredged material from
the Fraser River (Fig. 10.19 & 10.23).
These dunes form a new line of coastal defense by absorbing wave energy
and prevent the further erosion of the
marshlands. Within the marshland,
freshwater ponds are created that can
store and filtrate groundwater and
stormwater that is being pumped out
of Richmond.

pressure on the current recreational
facilities due to the predicted population growth.

Ecology: The new dunes provide protection against the predicted coastal
squeeze of the marshlands due to sea
level rising and erosion. The dunes
preserve the habitat of several animal
species living here. Also the new dune
landscape could provide habitat for
new animal species and could result
in new valuable ecological areas. Also
Recreation: The new created dunes the new formed water ponds could
in combination with the marsh and its compensate any potential loss of habponds, result in a variation of differ- itat due to the pressure of the city on
ent types of landscape. To experience the rural areas (Fig. 10.22).
the different types of landscapes, recreational trails are being built passing Proposed landscape interventions:
through the different landscapes (Fig. (1) Dunes: By using dredged mate10.20 & 10.21). The recreational trails rial from the Fraser River, dunes are
can be used for both hikers and cy- created in front of the salt marsh.
clists. The dunes and marsh provide The dunes provide coastal protection
new opportunities for recreation and through wave attenuation.
provides an answer for the increasing
AA

4
3
2
1
0

Figure 10.19: Principle section-cut AA-AA’
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Pro:
- The design provides new opportunities for recreation. The new dunes can
be used as a new recreational destination for hiking and swimming in front
of the coast.
- The current recreational network
is being expanded by implementing
new bike and hiking routes. New hiking routes are created through the
marshland providing new opportunities for nature recreation.
- The enclosed marsh with its ponds,
the dunes and the mudflats provide
a variety of different types of habitat,
improving the area’s biodiversity. The
new created dunes and ponds provides new ecological-valued habitat
for different animal species that could
not live here previously due to the environmental circumstances.
- The dunes protect the marshland from
any further erosion, maintaining its
crucial function for habitat provision.

Con:
- Even though the dunes would absorb
most of the waves, the dunes provide
no protection against sea level rising
since the north and the south part of
the marsh are still in direct contact
with the ocean. There is a possibility
that the current dikes (or certain parts
of it) still need to be upgraded.
- It is unclear if the dunes have a negative effect on the salt marsh, since the
marsh will be less prone to flooding.
Certain vegetation might be negatively influenced by the new circumstances created by the dunes.
- The new recreational routes through
the marsh could have a negative effect on the animals living there due to
disturbances.
- By storing storm- and groundwater
of Richmond within the marsh, the
environmental conditions by which
the salt marsh’s vegetation grows
could be negatively altered, since the
area becomes less saline.
AA’

Focus of concept:
http://s3.germany.travel/media/content/erholung/wandern_2016/ostseekuestenwanderwege9/Duenen-DarsserOrt.
jpg

Flood safety
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Ecology

Figure 10.20: Dune landscape for flood protection, recreation and habitat provision

https://static1.visitestonia.com/
images/2933923/SZ_160804_
NIKON+D4S060-2_.jpg

Urban area
Figure 10.21: Hiking trails through the
marshland and its ponds
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https://pxhere.com/en/photo/1075224
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Figure 10.22: Water ponds for water storage
and habitat provision
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Figure 10.23: Conceptual model II: Enclosed marshland
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10.2.3 Conceptual model III: Dunes
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Flood safety: Instead of raising the
dikes, the marsh is being transformed
into a dune landscape (Fig. 10.24 &
10.28). Even though the creation of
dunes would still have an influence
on the view the residents have. The
view on a dune landscape might have
more public support than the view on
an increased dike body. The dunes are
created on the current marshland by
using dredged material from the Fraser River. The dunes would provide
protection against sea level rise and
would absorb the energy of waves
touching the coastline. Instead of
dumping the dredged material into
the Strait of Georgia, it could be beneficial to deposit it at the edge of the
dunes, compensating the possible
loss of land due to erosion.

Pro:
- The design improves the flood safety of the coastal areas of Richmond
immensely. The dunes provides protection against flooding and wave
attenuation. The design is also flexible since the dunes can be expanded
Recreation: The new created dune when needed using dredged material
landscape would provide new recre- from the river. This provides both a
ational opportunities for the city of short-term and long-term solution for
Richmond (Fig. 10.26). Currently the flood protection.
city is lacking a natural park-like area - Since the Port Metro Vancouver rethat can be used for hiking, swimming mains dredging the river, the dredged
and cycling, the new created dune material could be used the reinforce
landscape would provide Richmond the dunes that are possibly affected
with a similar kind of recreation area by coastal erosion.
as Stanley Park in Vancouver, 15 km - The dunes provides new habitat for
north of Richmond.
different animal species, transforming the coastal areas in new ecologiProposed landscape interventions:
cal-valuable land.
(1) Dunes: By using dredged material - The dunes provides new opportuEcology: Even though the creation from the Fraser River, dunes are cre- nities for recreation, such as hiking
of the dunes would result in the loss ated along the coastline of Richmond. through the dunes or swimming and
of marshland, it would be replaced The dunes provide coastal protection relaxing along the beach.
with a new coastal habitat providing through wave attenuation (Fig. 10.27).
AA

Figure 10.24: Principle section-cut AA-AA’
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new opportunities for nature development (Fig. 10.25). The diverse landscape could lead to an increase in biodiversity by providing different types
of habitat for a range of different animal species.

Con:
- The creation of the dunes results in
the loss of the valuable salt marshes
in front of Richmond. These were of
great importance for several resident
and migratory animal species, using
the marshes as a source for food and
habitat.
- The view of the residents along the
dike is being obstructed by the creation of the dunes.
- Storm- and groundwater can no
longer be pumped out of Richmond
along the coast. This will put more
pressure on the existing pumping stations along the north and south side
of Richmond.
- It is unclear if the quality of the
dredged materials is sufficient enough
to be used to create the dunes. If contaminated sediment is being used
for the dikes, this can be blown into
the city during the storms that dominantly have a wind direction from the
west.
AA’

Focus of concept:
http://nrcsolutions.org/
wp-content/uploads/2016/12/
BeachesAndDunes_A.jpg

Flood safety
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Recreation

Figure 10.25: Dune landscape for flood protection, recreation and habitat provision

http://www.mymichigantrips.
com/wp/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/28-trail-junction-warren-dunes.jpg
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Figure 10.26: New opportunities for recreation
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https://people.uwec.edu/
jolhm/EH4/Coastal%20Erosion/Netherlands5.jpg
Figure 10.27: Using dredged material from
the Fraser River to form the dunes
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Figure 10.28: Conceptual model III: Dunes
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10.2.4 Conceptual model IV: Productive marshland
Flood safety: In order to improve flood
safety, barrier islands are created in
combination with a second dike (Fig.
10.29 & 10.33). Both are created using dredged material from the Fraser
River. The barrier islands function as
wave attenuation by absorbing wave
energy. A second dike ring is created
to provide protection against the predicted sea level rising (Fig. 10.30). Behind the second dike ring, constructed
wetlands are created, existing out of
a system of water ponds. Stormwater
and groundwater that is being pumped
out of Richmond can be stored within
a water canal west of the West Dike
of Richmond. Within this water canal,
the water can be filtrated and purified using constructed wetlands. The
clean water is then being stored in
the freshwater ponds. These ponds
can be used for a range of different functions that are more resilient
to flooding, in case the second dike
ring is being overtopped with water.
AA

Figure 10.29: Principle section-cut AA-AA’
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Aquaculture: Through sea level rising,
the salt wedge penetrates the Fraser
River higher upstream. This could lead
to a potential scarcity of irrigation
water, forming a threat for the agricultural sector. Within this concept,
water ponds are created that can be
used for functions related to aquaculture (e.g. fish farming or the growing
of water plants) (Fig. 10.31).

Pro:
- By using multiple lines of defense,
flood safety is being improved significantly. The barrier islands, the second
dike ring and the constructed wetlands result in the height of the West
Dike of Richmond to probably be sufficient enough in its current state. This
way it does not obstruct the current
view of the residents along the dike.
- The ponds within the constructed
Recreation: The second dike ring can wetlands provides the opportunity for
be used for recreational purposes the implementation of several new
(Fig. 10.32). By constructing a path, functions. The constructed wetlands
the new dike can be used for biking is multifunctional and flexible. The
and hiking. There could also be oppor- ponds can be used for a variety of diftunities for implementing recreation- ferent functions, in the current design
al functions related to aquaculture the ponds are used for aquaculture.
farms near the freshwater ponds.
But if needed they can change its
function to provide space for nature
Proposed landscape interventions:
development or recreation.
(1) Barrier island: Barrier islands are - The design provides Richmond with
created in front of the coastline.
a new type of landscape which could
(2) Dike: A second dike ring is created, become a destination for its residents
protecting Richmond against flooding. and tourists.

Con:
- The creation of the freshwater ponds
and its new aquaculture functions result in the loss of the salt marsh which
forms valuable habitat for different
animal species.
- The salt marsh is being disconnected from its source of salt water, this
could negatively affect the current
vegetation that require a saline surrounding.
- The transformation of the salt marsh
into a system of water ponds, changes the view the residents have from
their homes along the West Dike of
Richmond. The implementation of
this design could lead to protests of
the residents.
- Also the public support to implement
this design could form a threat, most
residents are quite fond of the natural
coastal areas and its views along the
West Dike of Richmond. Removing
parts of the salt marsh might not be
in favor of the residents of Richmond.
AA’

Focus of concept:
https://baynature.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/article-feature-captionimage(105).
jpg

Flood safety
Future-proof agriculture
Recreation

Figure 10.30: Second dike ring protecting the
constructed wetlands and Richmond

https://assets.bwbx.io/images/
users/iqjWHBFdfxIU/iRm1XltnaDro/v0/800x-1.jpg
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Figure 10.31: Freshwater ponds that can be
used for aquaculture
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http://www.letsgobiking.net/
wp-content/uploads/2010/04/
IMG_2571.jpg
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Figure 10.32: New recreational routes on the
second dike ring

Jetty

Figure 10.33: Conceptual model IV: Productive marshland
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10.2.5 Conceptual model V: Land reclamation
Flood safety: New land is formed by
making use of sedimentation processes. By creating a grid of wooden poles,
sediment is being trapped between
resulting in the growth of land (Fig.
10.35 & 10.36). By reclaiming land,
the effects of erosion can be limited,
and new land can be created to provide room for new land uses. The new
reclaimed land provides wave attenuation, resulting in the need of a lower dike for the west side of Richmond
(Fig. 10.34 & 10.38).

Agriculture: Besides providing new
habitat for animals, the decision could
also be made to use the new acquired
space on the marsh for agriculture.
Currently research is being done on
the growth of crops on saline soils (Fig.
10.37). Even though the options are
currently limited, this could change in
the future, providing new agricultural
land that can provide extra food for the
increasing population of Richmond.

Proposed landscape interventions:
(1) Land reclamation: By implementEcology: Through the process of land ing a grid of wooden poles into the
reclamation, valuable habitat is being soil of the salt marsh, sedimentation
preserved and protected against ero- along the coastline is being stimusion. Land reclamation could also lead lated. Which could lead to the salt
to an increase of habitat available for marsh, slowly growing.
different animal species, as long as the (2) Groins: Through the creation of
rate in which new land is being creat- groins, sediment that is being transed through accretion, is greater than ported along the coastline, is being
the rate in which land is being lost due trapped between the groins. Stimulating the growth of the marsh, and
to erosion and sea level rising.
reducing coastal erosion.
AA

Figure 10.34: Principle section-cut AA-AA’
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Pro:
- The design stimulates the growth of
the salt marsh by trapping sediment.
The growth of the salt marsh results
in an increasing area that can provide
wave attenuation. An improvement
of wave attenuation leads to a reduction in the height of waves reaching
the West Dike of Richmond during a
storm. This would require the dike to
be less high compared to the situation
without the growth of the salt marsh.
- The design is also flexible, since it
leaves opportunities for changing the
current land uses and functions. In
this concept the reclaimed land along
the salt marsh is used for nature development, increasing the habitat
for animals. But if the sedimentation
process remains overcompensating
the loss of land due to erosion and
sea level rising, the salt marsh keeps
growing. If needed parts of the reclaimed land could also be used for
saline agriculture in the future.

Con:
- Within this concept, even though
the salt marshes form a natural flood
protection barrier by providing wave
attenuation and erosion control, the
West Dike of Richmond still needs to
be raised to provide sufficient amount
of flood safety. The raise of the dike
will obstruct the view of the residents
from their homes on the coastal areas.
- In order for this design to work and to
allow the growth of the salt marsh, a
sufficient supply of sediment is needed. In the current state, the coastal
area is experiencing erosion, possibly
caused by the cut in sediment supply
due to dredging and the creation of
the jetty. It is unclear if in the future
the sediment supply reaching the
coastal areas will be sufficient enough
in order for the salt marsh to grow.

AA’

Focus of concept:
http://www.petervanbolhuis.nl/sites/images/styles/
grid_pvb/public/61-17%20
%2861-09%29CMYK.jpg?itok=Mt4_x3Xx
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Figure 10.35: Increasing flood safety through
land reclamation in front of Richmond

https://images.robertharding.
com/preview/RM/RH/HORIZONTAL/832-75032.jpg
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Figure 10.36: Reclaiming land through the
use of wooden poles to stimulate the deposit
of sediment along the coastline
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Figure 10.37: Agriculture on saline soil using
salt tolerant crops (Salt farm, Texel, NL)
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Figure 10.38: Conceptual model V: Land reclamation
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10.3 Conclusions conceptual models coast of Richmond
By evaluating the conceptual models
I came to the conclusion that not one
of the concepts is the ideal solution.
All five models have different pro’s
and con’s, but the most suitable solution will probably be a combination
between different concepts. From the
analysis could be concluded that the
salt marsh in front of Richmond are of
great value, both ecologically as aesthetically. Currently the salt marsh is
being affected by coastal squeeze, in
the final design an answer should be
sought in order to prevent any further
coastal squeeze with loss of the salt
marsh as result. In conceptual model III
and IV, the salt marsh is being replaced
with new types of landscape. I think
these solutions are not ideal for Richmond because of the multiple benefits and high value the salt marsh has.

to generate more energy, thus higher
waves. The flood adaptation of barrier
islands could form a potential solution
for this problem. I see great potential
in creating barrier islands along the
coast of Richmond. The barrier islands
absorb wave energy, resulting in lower waves reaching the salt marsh, thus
a less damaging effect on the vegetation and its soil. Besides wave energy
absorption, the barrier islands can
also provide additional habitat or provide space for additional functions.

In order to improve flood resiliency,
it is needed to make a diverse flood
defense system, making use of both
hard and soft adaptations. By creating
multiple lines of defense, the coastal
area becomes more resilient against
flooding, thus improving flood safety.
Creating a more diverse system also
The reason for coastal erosion is cur- provides more redundancy, by having
rently unclear, but it is possibly a com- multiple lines of defense, a certain
bination between a lack of sediment line of defense could stop working,
reaching the coastal areas due to but the other lines of defense remain
dredging and the creation of the jet- functioning as flood protection.
ty, and the increasing height of waves,
damaging the vegetation by crashing Besides diversity, the flood adaptainto the salt marsh. Due to sea level tions should also be multifunctional.
rise, the height of waves can increase The interventions could provide sevsince the depth on the sand- and eral additional benefits for both humudflats increases, resulting in waves mans, animals and the landscape, be177

sides flood protection. Combinations
can be found in creating flood adaptations that also provides opportunities
for ecology, agriculture or recreation.
Finding these combinations could
make it easier to implement these
flood adaptations, and could make it
easier to gain public support for the
implementation of a design. In all five
concepts, combinations and synergies
were explored between flood safety,
ecology, agriculture and recreation.
By the creation of these different synergies the likelihood of regret would
be reduced. In a situation in which
the agenda of one of the topics (flood
safety, recreation, agriculture, ecology) changes, the other topics would
still provide benefits, making the decision of implementing the design still
desired. In a situation where there
would be no synergies, a change in
the agenda of flood safety for example would make the implementation
useless, this would have resulted in
high over-investments and thus a high
likelihood of regret for creating the
design. Within the final design, the focus should be on creating multifunctional interventions.

Within the five concepts, little attention has been given to the aspect of
time. Within the master plan (Ch.
10.11) it is important to take the aspect of time into consideration. It is
of importance to design a flexible system that gives space for growth and
change over time, depending on the
changing conditions within Richmond
and its coastal area, concerning climate change, population growth and
other changes over time.

10.4 A resilient coastal system
Through the process of designing and
evaluation the different concepts,
several new insights were gained.
None of the concepts were perfect,
thus combinations have to be sought
in order to design the most suitable
solution. Along the coastal landscape
of Richmond there are three systems
that are of main importance, the ecological system, the flood safety system and the recreational system. In
the current situation these different
systems are not well integrated into
the coastal landscape, resulting in
landscape that is vulnerable towards
disturbances (Fig. 10.39). Within the
flood protection strategy of Richmond, opportunities of integrating
the recreational and ecological system
into their flood protection approach,
are not being mentioned. In order to
improve the resilience of the coastal
landscape of Richmond against future
changes (City of Richmond 2008), I
propose an integration of the different systems with the flood safety system of Richmond (Fig. 10.39).
The assignment of flood safety has
the main priority. Coastal flooding
along Richmond can occur through
several ways. The most likely reason
will be that the current dike structure

will be overtopped with water, this
is either done by water levels raising
too high, storm surge pushing water
against the dike or waves overtopping
the dike. Coastal flooding can also occur through dike failures, e.g. erosion
causing the dike to break. Currently
the dike is being protected by a natural defense barrier existing out of the
salt marsh and its tidal flats. The natural defense barrier functions as wave
and wind breaker, resulting in lower
water levels as a result of storm surge,
and lowering wave height.
Within the final design, it is of importance to protect and enhance this natural defense barrier. Besides being an
important element in the flood protection system, the salt marsh and the
tidal flats are also a crucial element
within the natural landscape system,
providing a source of food and habitat. The salt marsh is also highly valued by the residents of Richmond due
to its beauty and ecological value.
In order to improve the resiliency of
the coastal landscape system of Richmond, a set of guidelines will be used
for the final design

Guidelines:
- Make use of the natural processes
and services within the landscape
system.

- Design land uses and functions that
are flexible and resilient to flooding.

- Enhance and protect the natural
- Design flexible systems that give system of the delta.
room for growth and changes.
- Enhance and expand the current
- Diversify the flood defense system, recreational system.
making use of both hard and soft adaptations.
- Create land uses and functions that
complement the landscape system.
- Create flood adaptations that are
multifunctional and that can com- - Improve the connection and unpensate for each other in case of derstanding visitors have with the
failure of one component.
human and natural processes shaping and influencing the delta.
Recrea�on
Recrea�on

Ecology
Ecology

Recrea�on
Recrea�on

Ecology
Ecology

Flood safety
Resilience
Flood safety
Resilience
Flood safety
Resilience
Flood safety
Resilience
Current situa�on
Future situa�on
Current
situa�on
Future
Figure 10.39:
Increase
resilience of the landscape through connection
of situa�on
different systems
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Raise current dike structure

Formation barrier islands

Creation of breakwaters made of debris

Enhance salt marsh

Implementation of sand motor

Use of geotubes filled with dredged material

Enhance tidal flats

Creation of dredged dunes

Use of shell crag along coastline

Submerged aquatic vegetation

Opening in jetty

Artificial oyster reef

Use of ‘cut and fill’

Groins made from wood or stone

Creation of a storm surge barrier

Figure 10.40: Tool set of used landscape interventions
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In order to increase flood resiliency for Richmond, a diversity of flood
adaptation measurements is needed. Within the design process of the
coastal area a tool set will be used,
existing out of different landscape
interventions which form the base
of the design (Fig. 10.40). The new
flood defense system of Richmond
will exist out of several lines of flood
adaptations. The first line exists out of
the barrier islands and the break waters, they provide erosion control and
wave attenuation. The second line of
flood adaptations exists out of several dunes along part of the coastline,
protecting the third and the fourth
line of adaptations, marshland and its
mud- and sandflats and the West Dike
of Richmond. Within the following
chapters, the way in which the landscape interventions are being used in
the design are being explained.

10.5 Adapting the Steveston Jetty
The Sturgeon Bank has been formed
through the sediment which is being
deposited by the Fraser River at the
end of the delta. This process has
resulted in the formation of the salt
marsh and the tidal flats in front of
Richmond. Human activities have possibly altered the natural system, causing the coastline to erode. Literature
state several human activities that
could possibly have an impact on the
sediment supply (Atkins, Tidd & Ruffo
2016). Even though there is evidence
that the Sturgeon Bank is eroding,
the exact cause is still up for research
(Church 2017). Within this research an
assumption is made that the observed
erosion of the Sturgeon Bank could
be a consequence of the decreasing
amount of sediment being discharged
through the Fraser River due to the
construction of the Steveston Jetty,
and the dredging of the Fraser River
which is altering the natural sediment

transport patterns and supply along
the delta. The Steveston Jetty was created over a period of 22 years, starting
in 1911. In 1975 four small openings
were added to allow fish migration
between the river channel and the
Sturgeon Bank (Canadian Coast Guard
2014). The creation of the Steveston
Jetty (Fig. 10.41) diverts the transport
of sediment southwards, through the
channelization and diversion of the
Fraser River. At the west edge of the
Steveston Jetty, the sediment and
other suspended material drift along
the shore going northwards, this is
being carried by a general northwards

flow of fresh turbid water, flowing
from the main arm of the Fraser River, across the Sturgeon Bank (Feeney 1995, Tabata 1972). Before the
jetty was created, sediment reached
the Sturgeon Bank directly through
a longshore drift, going up north
at the ending of the Fraser River.
The Sturgeon Bank is being fed
through the sedimentation of silt and
sand. Because of the difference in
particle size and weight, the sediment
transport varies between the two (McLaren & Tuominen 1998). Figure 10.42
and 10.43 show the different trans-

port patterns sand and silt have in the
current situation. Waves and currents
coming in from the west (Fig. 10.44)
(Williams et. al. 2009), transport sediment onto the Sturgeon Bank, and
thus allows the Sturgeon Bank to grow.
In order to prevent any further erosion due to possible sediment starvation of the Sturgeon Bank, I propose
to adapt the current Steveston Jetty.
By creating new openings or widening
current ones, water can flow directly
onto the Sturgeon Bank again (Fig.
10.45). These openings would allow
for new sediment transport patterns
Middle arm
Fraser River

Sturgeon Bank
Waves
Steveston Jetty bend

http://images.dailyhive.
com/20161028165511/SouthArm-Jetty-Tidal-Marsh-4.jpg

Figure 10.41: Steveston Jetty

Figure 10.42: Current transport patterns of
sand

Figure 10.43: Current transport patterns of
silt

Figure 10.44: Current situation surface
currents

Main arm
Fraser River
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that can increase the amount of sediment reaching the Sturgeon Bank.
The Fraser River tends to exhibit a
transverse oscillation, meaning that
it leads to meanders where the river is not constrained. This process
has different effects on the transport
patterns of sand and silt. Sand is being pushed southwards in the Fraser
River at the bend of Steveston. To the
right and the left side of this bend,
the river’s current corkscrews. This
causes sediment to be pushed out
again in the opposite direction against
the Steveston Jetty (Church 2017).
On these locations, the jetty is being

opened, in such a way the Fraser River can flow and transport sediment
directly onto the Sturgeon Bank again
(Fig. 10.46).Silt is being carried in suspension. In order to increase the flow
of silt-laden water, an opening is being made at the bend in the Steveston
Jetty (Fig. 10.47). This would allow the
silt-laden water out of the channel at
the outside of the bend, since silt is
being carried in suspension high in
the water column (Church 2017).
Even though it is uncertain yet if the
coastal erosion is being caused by
the current lack of sediment. Within

this design, the decision to adapt the
Steveston Jetty to enhance sedimentation on the Sturgeon Bank is optionable and should be decided upon further research. More research would
be required to analyze the exact cause
or causes for the coastal erosion. This
research would indicate whether an
adaptation of the Steveston Bank
would be beneficial for the coastal areas. Opening the Steveston Jetty could
result in the increase of sedimentation
of the Sturgeon Bank, since in the new
situation, additional surface currents
area created, transporting sediment
(Fig. 10.48). However, it could also

lead to negative effects for the delta.
The adaptations could form a threat
to the stability of the rest of the jetty’s
structure, or opening the jetty could
slow down the river flow, increasing
the amount of sediment deposit within on the river bed, resulting in the
increase of dredging needed to maintain its depth. Additional research is
needed to find the optimal location
and size for these openings. However,
the design provides enough flexibility
to allow the shift of the locations and
size of these openings, or to not even
implement the adaptations at all.

Waves

2

1
2

Figure 10.45: Jetty adaptations: (1) New
opening, (2) Widen opening
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Figure 10.46: New sand transport patterns

Figure 10.47: New silt transport patterns

Figure 10.48: New situation surface currents

10.6 The use of dredged material
The Port of Vancouver dredges the
Fraser River in order to ensure safe
passage of boats and ships. The
dredged material consists out of sand
and silt that has accumulated in the
riverbed of the Fraser River. On average the Port of Vancouver dredges
up to 3.5 million m3 of silt and sand
from the riverbed. The dredged material can be re-used again to supply the
coastal areas with sediment instead
of dumping it on the two sediment
disposal sites in front of the coast. The
Port Metro Vancouver initiated a program, the ‘Habitat Enhancement Program’, which is focused on creating
and enhancing fish and wildlife habitat. Before the sediment can be used
to enhance habitats it must fulfill a set
of criteria. The sediment must meet
this set of criteria thus it can not harm

the environment at the place where it
is being placed. The dredged material must meet standards for chemical
quality and physical suitability in order to be placed.
Dredged material can be used in several different ways in order to reinforce
the coastline (Ketelaars et. al. 2013).
The dredged material can be placed
within the system in such a way it is
distributed to for example the marshlands and mud flats through natural
processes (e.g. tides and currents).
This is called (1) sustainable relocation among the estuary (Fig. 10.49).
Dredged material can also be used
for (2) erosion control. In this way the
dredged material is being placed directly on the mudflats or marshlands,

or to form barrier islands, to act as
a natural buffer against wave energy to prevent any further erosion or
for wave attenuation. The dredged
material can also be used to fill up
geotubes (Fig. 10.50). A geotube is a
dewatering container which is being
filled up with dredged material. The
fabric of the geotube allows water
to be drained out of the container,
leaving the dredged material behind,
allowing it to slowly fill up (TenCate
2007). These geotubes can be located
among locations that experience erosion. On top or next to the geotubes
reed can be planted, in this way the
geotube is a catalyst in order to stimulate the growth of the riverbanks or
coastline. The reed absorbs wave energy and also traps sediment. Further,
dredged material can also be used for
(3) construction and (4) agricultural
purposes or to raise or create land
(Fig. 10.51 & 10.52).

http://www.tencate.com/apac/
Images/GEOTUBE32-31434.
jpg

Figure 10.50: Geotubes filled with dredged
material

https://nos.nl/data/image/2016/09/24/320252/xxl.jpg

Figure 10.51: Bird habitat is created by using
dredged material to form artificial islands

Currently the Port of Vancouver disposes large parts of the dredged
material at Sand’s Head (Fig. 10.53).
Within the new design I propose
three additional locations in which
the dredged material can be placed in Figure 10.52: Dredged material is being used
such a way it could be beneficial for in New Orleans to enhance coastal wetlands
Figure 10.49: Re-use of dredged material to supplement salt marshes and mudflats along
the coastline
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10.7 Richmond’s barrier islands
Besides making use of the natural
system to supply the coastline with
sediment, using the dredged material, the dredged material also plays an
important role in the construction of
barrier islands in front of the coastline
of Richmond. An example is Everett’s
Jetty Island in the United States. In Everett they have used dredged material in order to form the barrier island
protecting the coastline (Fig.10.55).
The placement of barrier islands in
combination with breakwaters in
front of the coast of Richmond would
provide several benefits (Fig. 10.56 &
Figure 10.56: Creation of break waters which
10.57). The most important benefit is stimulates and influences the sedimentation
that it increases flood safety by dissi- processes
An example of a project that uses the pating wave energy. The absorption of
natural currents and waves to trans- wave energy results in the reduction
port sediment, is the ‘sand motor’ of wave height, thus less pressure on
along the coastline of the Netherlands the existing dike structures. The wave
(Fig. 10.54). However further research reduction depends on the height of
must indicate weather these locations
Storm surge
are suitable and if it really has the de+
sired effect of feeding the Sturgeon
Waves
https://myeverettnews.com/
Bank with sediment. The design alwp-content/uploads/2012/06/
lows these new locations to be used
Jetty-Island-arial.jpg
for the disposal of dredged material,
however the old location at Sand’s
Head still remains operational in case
the measurement does not give the
desired effect.

the sediment supply of the Sturgeon
Bank. Part of the dredged material can
be placed behind the new openings in
the Steveston Jetty, the sediment will
possibly be transported onto the SturSturgeon Bank
geon Bank using the currents of the
Fraser River and the waves coming
New openings
in from the west. Dredged material
Garry
Steveston Jetty
Slough
can also be placed along the widened
opening at Garry Slough, during low
Sand’s
tides or during periods with high river
Head
discharges, the river will slowly erode
the placed dredged material transporting it to the Sturgeon Bank using
the flow of water coming through the
Figure 10.53: Dredged material disposal sites
Garry Slough from the Fraser River.
to create sand motors, and the possible sediment transport directions

https://www.zuidhollandslandschap.nl/media/cache/page_
wide_figure/media/areapage/
image/w2-zandmotor-rijkwaterstaat-joop-van-houdt.jpg

Figure 10.54: ‘Sand motor’ in the Netherlands
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Figure 10.55: Jetty Island, Everett, US

Figure 10.57: Creation of several barrier
islands

the barrier and the distance the barrier island is situated from the coast.
For barrier islands with a height above
+3.0 meter CGD (Canadian Geodetic
Datum) the following wave reduction
is taken. For a distance of 200 meter, the wave is reduced by 70%. For
a distance of 500 meter, the wave is
reduced by 60%, and for a distance of
2,000 meter, the wave is reduced by
45% (Parsons 2016).

the marsh, allowing the sediment particles to sink to the bottom, leading to
the growth of the salt marsh.

Besides protection against waves, the
barrier islands also form new sources
of food and habitat for several animal
species. The additional habitat could
lead to the improvement of biodiversity in the area. The salt marsh and the
new barrier islands also offer several
regulating services that are beneficial
Besides improving flood safety for the for humans. As already mentioned,
coast of Richmond, barrier islands also the salt marsh and the barrier islands
reduce erosion due to the reduction form a natural flood defense line by
of wave energy. Lower waves result wave attenuation and erosion conin less damaging effects on the vege- trol. The vegetation of the salt marsh
tation of the salt marsh. The vegeta- and the barrier islands can also imtion protects the sediment from being prove the local climate and air quality,
moved by the force of the wave which functioning as the green lungs for the
leads to erosion. The vegetation also urban areas of Richmond. Besides imreduces the flow of water entering proving air quality, the salt marsh and
Geotube

Debris

(Dredged) sediment

Figure 10.58: Principle section cut of a barrier island with a debris break water as base

barrier islands also reduce climate of the barrier islands. To construct
change by carbon sequestration and the new break waters, recycled debris
will be used that was being obtained
storage within the plants and soil.
from the possible demolishment of
The barrier islands are formed the George Massey Tunnel (Fig. Fig.
through a combination of several pro- 10.59). The debris form the base of
cesses. Part of the dredged material the break water, the base can be rethat is being dredged from the Fraser inforced by using geotubes filled with
River will be used for the formation dredged materials in combination
of the barrier islands. However addi- with wooden poles (Fig. 10.58).
tional research must be done on the
possible negative effects the dredged There is a discussion going on about
material could have on the salt marsh the George Massey Tunnel. The Port
and its ecological system. Also the Metro Vancouver wishes to replace
optimal location at which the barrier the tunnel with a bridge connectislands should be formed is up for fur- ing Richmond and Delta (Fig. 10.60).
This would allow the Port Metro Vanther research.
couver to dredge the river to deeper
The new created openings in the depths since currently the concrete
Steveston Jetty would allow the in- structure of the tunnel is limiting the
crease of sediment reaching the Stur- maximum dredging depth for the Port
geon Bank. The barrier islands can Metro Vancouver. Even though some
form an important element in stimu- residents are against the removal of
lating the deposit of sediment along the tunnel, I foresee that it will not
the coastline, allowing the coastline stop the Port Metro Vancouver from
to slowly grow over time, in order to replacing the tunnel. The replacement
protect the current natural habitat would benefit the economy of the Fraand to improve flood safety of Rich- ser River delta, the project would take
mond. In order to prevent the barrier five years and would provide work for
islands from being eroded away and 9,000 workers (Bennett 2017). The
to stimulate the deposit of sediment, tunnel removal would allow the Port
I propose to create new break waters Metro Vancouver to further expand in
along the coastline that form the base order to stay competitive with other
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http://wpmedia.theprovince.com/2016/08/
shrinking-industrial-lands-for-port-metro-vancouver1-e1471649172749.
jpeg?quality=60&strip=all
Figure 10.59: George Massey Tunnel

http://images.dailyhive.
com/20170405102654/georgemassey-bridge-3.jpg
Figure 10.60: New bridge replacing the
tunnel

https://www.brugg.com/portal/
pics/News/VX140-H4-ANAChosica-22-barriers-for-ninevalleys-2016-12-2.jpg

Figure 10.61: Re-use of debris in flood barriers
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ports. The growth would be needed in
order to provide enough labor for the
expected population growth.
It is also debated that the increasement of the dredging depth would
result in less sediment reaching the
ends of the delta, further increasing
the erosion of the coastal areas. In my
perspective I predict that the tunnel
will be removed even though it could
possibly negatively affect the delta,
because of the economic benefits the
replacement of the tunnel brings. For
that reason I think it is important to
implement certain interventions that
can limit or prevent the further erosion of the coastal areas.
When the tunnel was created it existed
out of six prefabricated segments that
were sunk to the bottom of the Fraser
River. Each segment had a width 23.8
meter and a length of 104.9 meter.
The total length of the tunnel is 629
meter. In order to create interventions
along the coastline to reduce erosion
and to increase flood safety, parts of
the debris from the demolishment of
the George Massey tunnel can be recycled and re-used again as material

to realize these interventions. A study
has been done on the constructions
of coastal protection, using recycled
construction materials. The conclusion from the research was that it is
possible to recycle construction materials, but in order to prevent pollution these materials would require
additional processing (Balzannikov,
Mikhasek Galitskova Yu 2017).
In order to use the debris from the
George Massey tunnel, further research would be required if the material would actually be suitable to
be re-used again. For this thesis the
assumption is made that the material can be re-used again after the additional processing. The use of debris
has been tested already in mudslide
and flooding protection barriers in
South America (Fig. 10.61). They created four barriers with a length of 55
meter, filled up with 95% debris of a
total of 10,000 m3 per barrier (Brugg
2017).

10.8 Dredged dunes
The implementation of dunes form an
additional line of flood safety along
the coastline (Fig. 10.62). The dunes
will be created using the dredged
material from the Fraser River (Fig.
10.63). However, additional research
is needed on the quality of the
dredged material and its possible effects on the ecologically valued coastal areas. Besides its function as flood
defense, the dunes could also provide
new recreational opportunities for
the City of Richmond, this will be further explained in the next chapter.

currents along the coast, the sediment is also being brought through
the placement of dredged material.
However it could be possible that additional research indicates that the
coastline remains eroding. In order to
prevent this an additional landscape
intervention can be implemented. In
case the river’s current going northward through the openings of the jetAlso the effect of wind on the dunes ty appears to be too strong, and result
and the salt marsh is unclear. There in preventing the sediment from beis a possibility that the sand from the ing deposited or causes even further
dunes will be blown in the salt marsh erosion, groins can be implemented
during a storm. This could have an un- along the coastline and the barrier isThe dunes also provide new habi- known or damaging effect on the salt lands. The groins (Fig. 10.64) can trap
tat for several animal species. Since marsh. It could also be possible that the sediment that is being transported
the Fraser River delta does not have the dominant wind coming from the by the longshore drift. Groins can be
a similar type of habitat, the dunes east, has an effect on the dunes. The created using either wood or stone.
provide the opportunity to increase wind could also lead to dune migra- Shell crag can also be used along the
biodiversity, since habitat is created tion towards the west, which could beaches to protect them in case they
that is suitable for other animal spe- result in the dune slowly disappearing are prone to erosion (Rijkswaterstaat
cies that can not live within the delta in the water. Modeling is needed in 2016).
under the current conditions. But be- order to predict what could possibly
sides new animal species, the dunes happen in a situation in which a dune
also provide habitat for existing ani- landscape is created in front of Richmal species in the delta.
mond.
There are several limitations for dunes
as flood adaptation in front of the
coast of Richmond. First the location
of where the dunes should be placed.
Further research would be required to

analyze the best location to place the
dunes. It is unclear if the dunes are
prone to erosion, making them disappear. And if the placement of dredged
material along Garry Slough can be a
source of sediment, supplementing
the dunes making use of natural processes such as the wind and the currents.

The desired effect of opening the
Steveston Jetty would be that sediment is being deposited along the
coastline, reducing the effect of erosion. Besides the transport via water

Storm surge
+
Waves

Figure 10.62: New created dune landscape

https://bloximages.chicago2.
vip.townnews.com/pressofatlanticcity.com/content/
tncms/assets/v3/editorial/a/
c9/ac973e18-71ee-11e5-96947b53506fd8d7/561d7344f3bba.
image.jpg?resize=1200%2C842
Figure 10.63: Creation of dunes using
dredged material

https://www.royalhaskoningdhv.com/-/media/royalhaskoningdhvcorporate/images/news/
global/newsitems/2017/dronedump.jpg
Figure 10.64: Groins along the coastline
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10.9 Expanding the recreative network
Within the new design, a proposal is
made to expand the current recreational network. The current recreational network along the coastline
exists out of the cycling and walking
trail on the West Dike of Richmond.
The trail connects the Garry Point
Park near the historical fishing town
of Steveston to the south, with the
Terra Nova park to the north (Fig.
10.66). With the expected population growth, I foresee an increase in
pressure on the current recreational
routes and facilities. In order to provide enough recreational opportunities for the visitors and residents of
Richmond, the recreational network
could be expanded.

The expansion of the recreational network can be combined with the new
proposed flood adaptation measurements. Within the design the break
waters will provide several functions,
besides being the basis for the barrier islands and erosion protection, the
break waters can be used to carry the
foundations of recreational trails (Fig.
10.65). The expanded recreational
network exists out of several new hubs
and pathways, making the salt marsh
more accessible for the residents of
Richmond. The design allows for several new recreational functions and
destinations. The pathways connects
the already existing hubs of Steveston

Terra Nova Rural Park
Terra Nova Adventure Playground

West Dyke Trail

Garry Point Park
Historical Cannery
Steveston Harbour

Figure 10.66: Current recreational network,
water (dotted) and land (solid)
Bike paths
Terra Nova Rural Park
Terra Nova Adventure Playground
Mooring platform
View points
Mooring platform
West Dyke Trail

Public beach
Historical Cannery
Steveston Harbour

Figure 10.65: Principle section cut of debris break water combined with recreational trails
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Figure 10.67: Expand recreational network,
water (dotted) and land (solid)

Figure 10.68: Using augmented reality for
informational and educational purposes

http://birding.rocks/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/The-Artof-Bird-Watching2.jpg

Figure 10.69: Impression location for bird
watching

and Terra Nova, with the new recreational functions (Fig. 10.67). The
salt marsh will be more accessible
for public through the creation of
new wooden pathways through the
marsh. The pathways allow the visitors to experience the salt marsh in
a new way. Along the pathways, the
mobile phone can be used to look up
information on the coastal zone and
its natural processes and through
augmented reality, the effects climate
change can be shown on the current
surrounding landscape (Fig. 10.68). By
educating the visitors, I wish to create
a better understanding and appreciation of the coastal area, and to create more awareness towards climate
change and the effects it could possibly have on Richmond.

Besides education, the new expanded recreational network also provides
opportunities for several forms of
nature recreation. Along the pathhttps://travelgardeneat.files.
way wooden decks are created which
wordpress.com/2013/05/hencan be used for activities such as:
ry_cast_5_29_05.jpg
bird watching (Fig. 10.69), swimming
(Fig. 10.70) and fishing (Fig. 10.71),
or to enter the water with a kayak.
The wooden decks are part of a net- Figure 10.71: Impression new fishing spots
work that can be reached both on
land and via water, using a small boat
or kayak (Fig. 10.72). Besides the salt
http://www.kanoweb.nl/foto/
marsh, the new created dunes along
zuid-dalarna/kanovaren-lovsthe coastline also provide new opporjon.jpg
tunities, such as bars and restaurants
along the beach. The dunes can be a
new destination for hiking, and along
the water side of the dunes there are
possibilities for swimming and relaxing on the beach.
Figure 10.72: Implementation of new kayaking routes

http://www.resort-de-arendshorst.nl/images/stories/Omgeving_/zwemsteiger.jpg

Figure 10.70: Impression new locations for
swimming
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10.10 Other interventions
The aquatic areas between the barrier
islands, the salt marsh and the dunes
can be used, besides for its recreational functions and habitat provision for
animals, also for food production.
This can be done by for example floating aquaculture (Fig. 10.73). Within
floating aquaculture, aquatic plants or
fish can be farmed in using structures
that float on top of the water. Besides
floating, also stationary structures
can be used to create an oyster farm
for example (Fig. 10.74). Or different
types of aquatic plants can be grown
along the mudflats. These structures,
plants or the materials they provide
can be used to help improving coastal protection. Shells obtained by the
farmed molluscs can be used to form
shell crags along the coastline to reduce coastal erosion. The aquaculture structures and plants (e.g. oyster
reefs) also help in improving coastal
protection, by providing wave attenuation or protection against erosion
(RoyalHaskoningDHV 2017).
Along the West Dike of Richmond
there are several places in which
wastewater is being pumped out of
the urban areas onto the salt marsh.
Currently the wastewater is not being
treated, and could have high values
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10.11 Master plan coast of Richmond
of nutrients or other pollutants in it.
Instead of pumping the water directly onto the salt marsh, a proposal is
http://www.gracelinks.org/immade to create constructed wetlands
ages/hor_8265.jpg
(Fig. 10.75) along the places where
water is being pumped out. The constructed wetlands and the vegetation
within the salt marsh can filter the water reaching the ocean, reducing the
negative impact it could have on the
aquatic ecosystems along the coast
Figure 10.73: Impression floating aquaculture
(Nelson & Zavaleta 2012). However,
further research would be required
to calculate the size and location of
where to implement the constructed
https://breathedreamgo.com/
wetlands. The location is important
wp-content/uploads/2013/10/
since salt water could impact the conMG_7558-a.jpg
structed wetlands.
Due to the lack of data, no knowledge
is available on the possible impact,
the proposed landscape interventions have on flood safety. For that
reason, it is not clear yet whether the
current dike system needs to be upgraded in the proposed master plan. If
follow-up research indicates that the
dikes need to be raised. It is of importance to keep into consideration, the
current identity of the dike, and the
variety between open, closed, and
semi-closed landscapes. This variation
should be assured in the new design.

Figure 10.74: Example of oyster farm (Prince
Edward Island, Canada)

http://www.biomatrixwater.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/aerial-wetland.
jpg

Figure 10.75: Constructed wetlands filtering
Richmond’s stormwater before discharging it
on the salt marsh

The proposed landscape interventions
described in the previous paragraphs
has lead to the following landscape
plan for the coast of Richmond (Fig.
10.76). The plan exists out of several
layers of different flood adaptations
with the barrier islands, the new dune
landscape, the marshlands and the
dike, being the most important layers.
Figure 10.78 shows an overview of
the proposed landscape interventions
for the coastal area of Richmond. Figure 10.77 gives an impression of a
part of the existing marshlands with
the new proposed barrier island and
dune landscape, several other functions can also be integrated into the
new coastal landscape, depending on
their need in the future if further research indicates the need.
In chapter 11 (A flood-resilient riverfront for Steveston), a zoom-in is
made for the historical fishing village
of Steveston. Steveston is under the
influence of both the ocean and the
river, making it a complex area. This
chapter will further explore what implications the proposed master plan
would have on a smaller scale.

Urban area
Salt marsh
Mudflats
Sandflats
Water
Rural + Park areas
Recreation trail
Dredged dunes
Recreational water routes
Jetty openings
Constructed wetlands

Detail I (Page 191)

Detail II (Page 198)

Figure 10.76: Master plan for coastal area of Richmond
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Figure 10.77: Detail I, Impression of the application of different flood adaptations
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Figure 10.78: Proposed landscape interventions
for coastal area of Richmond
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11.
A flood-resilient riverfront for Steveston
Within this chapter a closer look is given at the historical fishing
village of Steveston. Steveston lays on the edge where the Fraser River meets the ocean, making it a complex and dynamic area.
This chapter explores how the flood resilience of Steveston can be
enhanced, by using a range of different flood adaptations and by
aiming for multifunctionality.
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11.1 The historical fishing village of Steveston
In this chapter I will go further into detail for the area surrounding the historical fishing village called Steveston
(Fig. 11.1). Steveston lays on the furthest south-west point of Richmond’s
island, and is attached to the city
of Richmond. The village has been
known for its salmon canning in the
past. Even though most of the canning industries have disappeared, the
Gulf of Georgia Cannery (Fig. 11.2)
now functions as a museum in which
the cannery process can be seen. To
the east of the museum lays the water
front of Steveston on which several
restaurants and bars are located (Fig.
11.3). It is connected with the floating
docks (Fig. 11.4) at which fisherman
sell there freshly caught fish during
the day.
On the west side of the museum, a
small patch of industrial areas is located. The industrial area is not accessible for public, disconnecting Steveston
from Garry Point Park (Fig. 11.5) along
the river side. The park can be ac-

City of Richmond
Parking lot

West Dike of Richmond

Poor connection Steveston and coastline of Richmond
Historical cannery museum

5
1

4
Old shipping hangars

3

2

Garry Point Park
Garry’s Slough
Coastline of Richmond

Historical village of Steveston

0
Figure 11.1: Different elements in Steveston + photo locations (Fig. 11.2-11.6)

60m

N
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1

Figure 11.2: Museum ‘Gulf of Georgia Cannery’

2

Figure 11.3: River edge of Steveston with
bars and restaurants

3

Figure 11.4: Floating docks of Steveston
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cessed via a road leading through the
industrial site. The road will stop at
the parking lot attached to the park.
In order to access the West Dike trail
of Richmond from Steveston, pedestrians have to pass the parking lot
(Fig. 11.6). In the current situation the
different elements (Garry Point Park,
the parking lot and the old historical
village of Steveston) are poorly connected with each other.
Besides the poor connection of the
different elements in Steveston,
Steveston is also under the threat of
flooding as a result of high discharges
of the Fraser River. In order to adapt
Steveston to be resistant against
flooding, the municipality proposed
to create a dike along Steveston. This
dike upgrade would have a large impact on the historical buildings of

4

Figure 11.5: Garry Point Park

Steveston along the river front. In order to create a dike, buildings would
either have to be relocated or adapted. This could pose a threat to the valued identity of the village.

tem), in order to improve the flood
resiliency of the area, I propose a
system that makes use of several different flood adaptations. The aim of
the proposed interventions will be
to integrate the different systems of
Steveston is also experiencing an in- recreation, ecology and flood safety,
crease in visitors, in 2016 the Tourism resulting in multifunctional landscape
Richmond reported an 8.9% increase interventions.
in visits of Steveston (City of Richmond 2017c). In order to handle the
increasing recreational pressure on
Steveston, I propose to upgrade the
recreational system of Steveston. In
order to preserve the historical identity of Steveston, an alternative for the
dike upgrade will be further explored.
The design should also improve the
connection between the natural
coastline of Richmond and the historical village of Steveston. As discussed
in chapter 10 (A resilient coastal sys-

5

Figure 11.6: Connection between parking lot
and West Dike trail

Figure 11.7: Example of boardwalk
(Long Beach, NY, USA)

11.2 A new river front for Steveston
In order to protect Steveston against
flooding as result of the predicted
increase in river discharges and sea
level rising, I propose to transform
the barrier island located in front of
Steveston, into a barrier island with
an integrated storm surge barrier that
can be closed during times of need
(Fig. 11.14). In this way, the waters in
front of Steveston can be completely
shut off from the Fraser River, creating a bay in front of Steveston. In this
way the flood safety of Steveston is
provided, while conserving the historical identity of the buildings along the
river front of Steveston.

As an answer to the predicted population growth, the old industrial
site of Steveston is being removed,
providing new space for new urban
developments along the bay side of
Steveston. The urban developments
on the south side of the area exist out
of four-stories high apartment blocks
with on the first floor the opportunity
to implement new shopping- or horeca facilities. Further north buildings
with a height of three-stories are created, providing a gradual transition of
the new river front, towards the existing neighborhood blocks which exist

AA

out of two-stories high buildings. In
front of the new urban developments,
a new boulevard (Fig. 11.8 & 11.9)
will be created containing a wooden
boardwalk (Fig. 11.7), connecting the
historical river front of Steveston with
the new river front and Richmond’s
coastal area.

AA’

AA’
AA

Figure 11.8: Section cut AA-AA’: Steveston boulevard in front of new apartment blocks

Figure 11.9: Location section cut AA-AA’
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11.2.1 Function map
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Figure 11.10: Possible functions that can be integrated around Steveston
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11.2.2 Detailed design for Steveston
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11.2.3 Elevation map
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Figure 11.12: Global indication of the elevations of the area surrounding Steveston
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11.2.5 Flood defense intervention map
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Figure 11.14: Possible landscape interventions enhancing the flood resilience of Steveston
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Between the parking lot and the historical village of Steveston, several old
shipping hangars were located, to the
west of the Museum ‘Gulf of Georgia
Cannery’. Within the new proposed
plan the shipping hangar, west of the
museum, is being transformed. The
old shipping hangar will be transformed, thus it can give space to several new horeca facilities, including
bars and restaurants. Along the new
wooden boardwalk, in front of the
new horeca facilities, there will be
space for outdoor terraces (Fig. 11.15
& 11.16).

ditional research is required to see if
the dredged material is clean enough
to be used as sand for the beach.
The coastal dune landscape touches
the Fraser River along the west side,
forming a sand motor that allows sediment to be eroded by the river and
being transported into Garry’s Slough.
In the new bay of Steveston, a new city In order to prevent the dunes from
beach is created, forming the start of completely eroding away, the path
the new coastal dune landscape, pro- along the riverside is situated upon
tecting the coast of Richmond against a debris break water, which provides
flooding. For the creation of the beach protection against erosion in case all
and the dunes, dredged material from the sediment has been eroded away
the river will be used. However, ad- in front of the break water.
Two shipping hangars north of the
museum are relocated towards the
bottom of the transformed parking
lot, forming the entrance towards the
new dune and beach area, and the
wooden boardwalk leading to the village of Steveston.

BB

BB’

BB

Figure 11.15: Section cut BB-BB’: Steveston boulevard
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Figure 11.16: Location section cut BB-BB’

BB’

The old parking lot is being transformed to have a better connection
with the surrounding parts of the design (Fig. 11.17 & 11.18). By focusing
the direction of the parking lot either
towards the square in front of the two
boat hangars or towards the walking
path leading to the West Dike of Richmond, the area ‘s legibility is being
improved, stimulating visitors to enter
the wooden boardwalk or the walking trail on the dike. From the square
south of the parking lot, visitors have
the choice of several destinations.
(1) Following the wooden boardwalk

east, leading to Steveston’s boulevard
and the historical part of Steveston.
(2) Following the route south, down
the stairs between the shipping hangars will lead to the beach, and further down eventually towards the
route along the Fraser River. (3) By
following the path towards the northwest, the walking trail along the West
Dike of Richmond can be found. With
on the left side of the parking lot, a
floating dock for kayaks to enter or
leave the water. (4) Following the
wooden boardwalk towards the west
brings you through the coastal dunes

towards the walking trail along the
breakwater. This walking trail leads all
the way up north along the coast and
often forms the boundary between
the old salt marsh and the new coastal dunes. From the walking trail there
are several routes, connecting with
the walking trail on the West Dike.
These routes allow the visitor to experience the salt marsh and its wild life
from up close.

CC

CC’

CC’
CC

Figure 11.17: Location section cut CC-CC’

Figure 11.18: Section cut CC-CC’: new parking lot
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11.3 Typical detail: Flood adaptive walking trail
The salt marsh, in which the wooden
pathway is located (Fig. 11.19), is under the influence of tides. In order to
maintain accessible during different
water levels, the wooden pathway
can float. The pathway exists out of
wooden planks with an anti-slip strip
(Fig. 11.20), preventing the wood
from becoming slippery. Underneath
the wooden planks, is located an EPS
foam core (Fig. 11.21), which allows
the structure to float.

http://www.woodgrip.nl/sites/
woodgrip.nl/files/woodgrip1.
jpg

Figure 11.20: Anti-slip strip implemented in
wooden pathway

Figure 11.19: Impression of wooden pathway northwest of Steveston, leading through the salt marsh and the coastal dune landscape
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http://www.profloat.
com/wp-content/uploads/2010/04/100_08881.jpg

Figure 11.21: EPS foam core, allowing the
structure of the wooden pathway to float

During periods of high water levels,
the wooden pathway will float above
the water. Wooden poles along the
pathway are keeping the structure in
place (Fig. 11.22). During high tides,
the EPS foam core allows the pathway
to float. When the water levels are
lowering, the pathway lowers as well.
In order to keep the pathway straight
at all times, horizontal wooden beams
are located underneath the structure.
They allow the wooden pathway to be
supported during times of low water
levels (Fig. 11.23).

Along the coastline, several flood
adaptive wooden pathways will be
located. Besides the small wooden
pathway that is shown in figure 11.22,
the decision can be made to use a
wooden pathway that is larger and on
which seating can also be implemented (Fig. 11.25). The choice can be
made to also add a wooden bannister along one or both side(s). Smaller
pathways might be more suitable in
nature areas that are more vulnerable
towards disturbances. Figure 11.24
shows a typical detail of larger wooden pathway, which has seating and a
wooden bannister implemented on
one side.
Situation A: high tide, pathway floats

Situation B: low tide, pathway is supported by horizontal wooden beam

Figure 11.22: Typical detail: Impression of structure of the wooden pathway (small)

Figure 11.23: Position wooden pathway during high tide (Situation A) and low tide (Situation B)
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Figure 11.24: Typical detail: Section-cut wooden pathway (large)

Figure 11.25: Typical detail: Impression of structure of the wooden pathway (large)
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Along the wooden pathways, floating platforms are situated which can
be used for fishing, bird watching or
as entry points for kayaks (Fig. 11.26).
Since it is important that these platforms have access to the water at all
time, they are separated from the
wooden pathway structure. During
high tide, the floating platforms main-

tains at the same level as the pathway.
But during low tide, when the wooden
pathway has reached its lowest point,
the floating platform maintains at water level. In order for the platform to
maintain accessible, stairs have been
implemented on the wooden pathway, which become accessible during
low tides (Fig. 11.26).

Situation A: high tide, platform maintains at the same level as the wooden pathway

Situation B: low tide, platform reaches a lower level than the pathway, allowing the stairs to
appear

Figure 11.26: Typical detail: Impression of floating platform during high (A) and low tides (B)
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12.
The landscape structure of the Fraser River delta
Within chapter 7 (Fraser River delta landscape strategy), a landscape strategy was created, resulting from the analysis of the Fraser
River delta landscape. The landscape strategy served as the starting
point from which several explorations were made on the possibility
of flood adaptation in the riverine, transition and coastal areas of
the Fraser River delta. For the each of the riverine (Ch. 8), transition
(Ch. 9), and coastal areas (Ch. 10), a zoom-in was made, to explore
what the impact would be when implementing a certain flood adaptation within the area, and how these flood adaptations could be
combined with other objectives that were relevant in the area. The
findings of the zoom-ins form the base for the landscape structure
plan which is being formed in this chapter.
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http://zeroblackdesign.com/
assets/img/gal2/large/09.jpg

12.1 A landscape structure plan for the Fraser River delta
The different zoom-ins formed the
starting notions on which the new
landscape structure plan of the Fraser
River delta is based (Fig. 12.1). One of
the major interventions is, to increase
the river water storage capacity of
the flood meadow and the discharge
capacity of the Fraser River. By relocating several dikes along the Fraser
River, moving them more inland, the
flood meadows become larger, which
gives the river more space to flow.
The dikes are relocated along existing
spatial structures, such as small existing creeks. Or they are located towards existing infrastructure and can
be integrated in the existing structure.
Within the landscape structure plan of
the Fraser River delta, it is preferred
to keep the flood meadows as much
clear of structures, buildings and high
vegetation such as trees or bushes.
This leads to the Fraser River being
able to discharge higher amounts of
water, since there is little obstructions
interfering with the flow of the river.

Vegetation can be located mostly along
the landside of the relocated dikes.
Current trees located in the flood
meadow can be harvest and used as
construction material (e.g. wooden
groins along the coastline). Due to
the continuity of the dike through the
open landscape, the increase in vegetation along the dike can result in
green corridors. The green corridors
could have ecological benefits for the
area by connecting the more forestry
mountains with the floodplain of the
delta. However, additional research
would be required to research if these
corridors could provide wanted ecological benefits for the area.
The variation of vegetation located
on the riverside and the landside of
the dike or the absence of vegetation,
leads to different experiences of the
landscape along the dike. Buildings
and vegetation along the dike can lead
to open, closed or semi-open experiences of the landscape. By keeping the

flood meadows as clear as possible of
any obstructions, open views are created towards the river. This makes the
river more visible in the landscape,
while before the river was often hidden behind a dike structure. The relocation of the dike and the open flood
meadow leads to a better experience
of the dynamics of the river, and thus
give a better understanding of the processes that have shaped the delta.
Since the relocation of the dike along
the Fraser River, will lead to more frequent flooding in the flood meadows,
it is preferred that the current buildings in the flood meadow are relocated towards the floodplain areas that
are protected by the dikes. However,
due to possible issues with property
rights, the decision can also be made
to adapt the buildings within the flood
meadow against flooding, using one
of the location-based flood adaptation
options proposed in chapter 6.5 (Location-based flood adaptations). But the

preference lays in relocating the building outside the flood meadows in the
floodplain areas that are protected by
dikes, to keep the possible flood damage to a minimum. The current infrastructure located in the flood meadow
would also required to be adapted in
case they are prone to flood damages. Certain critical infrastructure could
also be elevated in order to stay operational during times of flooding if
needed.
The main function within the extended flood meadow areas, is currently
agriculture. Within the plan, the agricultural function can be maintained.
However, due to the increase in frequency of flooding in the flood meadows, adaptation would be advised.
In order to reduce flood damages,
farmers have to be better informed
on possible floods. This way farmers
have the opportunity to either change
their choice of crops towards a more
flood-resistant crop, or other adapta-
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Figure 12.1: Landscape structure plan of the 211
Fraser
River delta (normal situation) (1:150.000)

tions could be made to reduce flood
damage. In order to keep vegetation
within the flood meadow to a minimum, and to prevent unwanted trees
to start growing, the flood meadows
can be used for several species of
grazers, in order to keep vegetation
from becoming to large, additional
research would be required on what
species would be most suitable for the
area. Certain areas in the flood meadow should also be raised, so the grazers can move towards higher ground
in order to be protected against the
flooding of the flood meadow. Besides
the use of grazers, the vegetation can
also be mowed, so it can be used as
biomass to generate electricity. Further research would be required on
implementation of biomass electricity
generation.

increase the size of the stream bed of
the river. This can be done by excavating earth from the flood meadow or
stream bed, to permanently increase
the size of the flow area of the river.
The excavated earth could then be
re-used again, if suitable, for dike reinforcements or other construction
purposes.
The measurements that increase the
area of the stream bed or flood meadow, result in giving the river more
space to flow permanently, and would
increase the maximum discharge capacity of the Fraser River without
water levels exceeding the height of
the dike. These adaptations are often
located in areas with low urban densities, this makes them relatively easy
to implement without having to relocate large amounts of structures and
have high costs involved.

or to not implement them. In case the
increasing of river water storage in
the stream bed and the flood meadow appears to be insufficient to guarantee flood safety, the decision can be
made to create river water storage areas outside the stream bed and flood
meadow. These areas can be adjusted
in such a way that in case of high water levels in the Fraser River, an inlet
would allow river water entering the
water storage area, thus lowering
water levels in the Fraser River. The
decision can be made to either use
these areas for river water storage,
every year during a freshet. Or they
can be used as a last resource during
an intense freshet, to flood areas in
a controlled way in order to prevent
uncontrolled flooding in other areas.
Areas that will be flooded on a yearly base, require a different approach
then areas that only flood during intense freshets.

In this case, the decision is made to
relocate structures outside the river
water storage area, or to adapt them
in such a way they can resist regular
flooding without being prone to flood
damage. For the areas that are only
flooded during an intense freshet, the
decision can be made to adapt structures in such a way to reduce flood
damage. And to have less structures
to be relocated outside the river water storage area. Certain critical infrastructure could also be adapted, if
needed, in order to stay operational
during times of flooding.

The coastal areas are not prone to
flooding as a result of high river discharges. The coastal areas are prone
to flooding as a result of sea level rise,
storm surge, dike breaches or wave
overtopping. Due to the lack of space
Besides the enlargement of the flood
for a dike upgrade along the coast of
meadow, the size of the stream bed
Richmond, adaptations were implecan also be increased in order to in- In order to prevent over-investments,
mented in front of the coastline. Since
crease the river water storage capacity the landscape structure of delta River water storage areas that flood on the other coastal areas have no shortof the river. Similar to the flood mead- is flexible. Depending on possible a yearly base, can be adapted in such age of space, the other areas can make
ows, smaller flood meadow areas that changing circumstances, the decision a way, the additional water is bene- use of a combination between raising
are located either within the river or can be made to implement certain ficial for the area (e.g. for irrigation the dikes and the enhancement of the
on the edge, can be transformed to parts of the landscape structure plan water storage or as recreational lake). natural flood defense system, existing
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out of the tidal flats and salt marsh.
However, if the other coastal areas are
prone towards coastal squeeze due
to sea level rise or coastal erosions,
similar landscape interventions the
ones being used for the coast of Richmond, can be used to prevent the loss
of the valuable ecological areas along
the coast. The salt marshes and tidal flats form an important element in
the ‘Pacific flyway’ (Ch. 5.5.11 Coastal
squeeze), and thus should be protected or even enhanced. However, additional research would be required on
the other coastal areas, and has been
left out of this research due to time
constraints.

Figure 12.1 shows the proposed landscape structure plan for the Fraser River delta in a normal situation. Figure
12.2, shows the proposed landscape
structure plan during an intense freshet combined with high tides and storm
surge.
The next chapter (Chapter 12: Discussion, Conclusion & Recommendations)
contains the discussion and the conclusions that can be concluded from
this research. Afterwards, several recommendations are made for the design and possible follow-up research
that could be done.
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13.
Discussion, Recommendations & Conclusion
The chapter starts with the discussion, in which a reflection is
made on the research process, the data, and the research methods
that have been used. What follows are the recommendations for
any further research that could be done. And in the conclusion an
answer is being given to the main research and design question of
this thesis.
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13.1 Discussion
Throughout the performed research
done within this thesis, a combination of several research methods
were being used in order to generate
the knowledge needed to answer the
main research question and to substantiate the created designs. In this
chapter, I will reflect on the research
methods I have used, and the processes that have shaped and influenced
the research to the point where it is
now.
13.1.1 Research process
The research started with the assignment to explore alternative options of
flood protection, besides traditional
option of raising the dikes, in order
to improve flood safety for the island
of Richmond. And to see if the Dutch
approach for dealing with flood risk,
could be applied in a Canadian landscape. During the first phase of the
research, the focus was on using adaptations from the ‘room for the river’-approach, and see if they could
be implemented into the landscape
of the island of Richmond, in order
to improve flood safety. This was
done through the creation of several
conceptual models, each taking a dif-

ferent focus on ways to combine the
assignment of flood safety with other
relevant objectives. These conceptual models for the island of Richmond
were evaluated by an expert in a later
phase of the research. The evaluation
resulted in the conclusion that none
of the proposed ‘room for the river’interventions would have a significant
effect big enough to actually improve
flood safety. The proposed interventions would only provide a decrease in
river discharge for a couple of hours.
Considering that a freshet could last
for a couple of days, the impact the
interventions would have on improving flood safety would be negligible.
For that reason it was necessary to
look at the flood safety assignment
from a larger scale. By analyzing the
entire Fraser River delta, several areas
were found that were suitable to be
used for implementing ‘room for the
river’-adaptations to improve flood
safety.
The assignment started with the assignment for flood safety within the
island of Richmond. However it would
have been more time-efficient to have
started with approach the flood safety assignment on the larger scale of
the delta. This would also have been

more in line with the Dutch approach
of dealing with flood safety. Within
the Dutch approach in flood risk management, the flood safety assignment
is being approached by looking at the
landscape’s system through a range of
different scales.
Since the Fraser River delta is under
the influence of both the ocean and
the river, the research had to focus on
three different types of area (coastal,
transition and riverine), since each
have different processes influencing
the area. This has caused the scope
of the research to become quite wide,
resulting in not being able to go into
deep depths for each area due to
time constraints. However, it was
necessary for the research to explain
the system in its totality, to include all
the different areas of the Fraser River
delta to understand the complexity of
the system.

of this data is on a large scale. For example a soil map would only be available on the scale of the entire Fraser
River delta. This information was useful in the beginning of the analysis.
But when going further into depth at
a specific location, data on a smaller
scale would be more beneficial. Unfortunately, this was not provided by
the government. Most of the local
municipalities are responsible for the
data on the small scale about their
own area. However it varied per municipality how much of the information was open to public. In my experience the municipality of Richmond
provided very limited access to their
information, compared to other municipalities in the delta.

Within my research, one of the main
flood adaptations that was being used
was water storage. In order to calculate the amount of water that can be
stored within an area, you need information on the soil, the elevations,
13.1.2 Data
land use, and water tables. Since
there was no accurate data on the eleA large amount of time in the re- vations and water tables. The amount
search was being spend on finding the of water that could be stored, was
right data. In Canada, a large amount based on very rough estimations. In
of data is being provided by the Ca- order to know more precise amounts,
nadian government. However, most more data would be needed.
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It is also unclear how much effect the
proposed landscape interventions will
have on improving flood safety. Within the research, a proposal is made to
implement a range of different flood
adaptations in order to improve flood
safety. However, due to a lack of information, it remains unclear how much
effect the proposed flood adaptations
will have on for example water levels,
the velocity and the discharges of the
Fraser River.
Within chapter 7, the floodplain areas of the delta were being analyzed
to find areas suitable to give the river more space to flow. The analysis
was separated into three types: areas
that were suitable for giving the river
more space by increasing river water
storage inside the stream bed, in the
flood meadow, or areas outside the
stream bed and flood meadow. Within the proposed landscape structure
plan, the decision was made to not
increase the size of the stream bed
by excavating the flood meadow or
by dredging towards a deeper depth.
This is done, since it is unclear if permanently widening or deepening the
stream bed would actually be a wise
choice. Permanently adapting the
size of the stream bed, could result in
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slowing down the velocity of the river,
thus resulting in more sediment being
deposited on the stream bed decreasing its size, thus decreasing the river
water storage capacity (Schulze, Hunger & Döll 2005). This could result in
the need of more frequent dredging in
order to maintain its capacity. For that
reason, the decision was made to adjust the flood meadow to increase its
river water storage capacity, instead of
adjusting the size of the stream bed to
increase river water storage capacity
inside the stream bed. However, additional research would be required to
backup the decision for what solution
would be best to improve the river
water storage capacity.
The flood adaptations that were being used within this research, were
derived from current related landscape-based flood adaptation projects in the Netherlands. However,
since the main assignment was to improve flood safety for the Fraser River delta, the reference study was not
only limited to Dutch related flood adaptation projects. In order to enhance
the overview of design tools for flood
adaptations, non-Dutch related flood
adaptation projects were also being
analysed, in case these flood adapta-

tions would appear to be more suit- 203.4 mm in Vancouver, which is 103.4
able in certain situations.
mm above average. November had
240.2 mm, which was 40.2 mm above
13.1.3 Research methods
average (Environment and Climate
Change Canada 2017). These harsh
Interviews: In the chapter 3.8 (Re- weather conditions could have affectsearch methods), interviews was men- ed the response rate for interviews.
tioned as one of the methods. Within Due to the weather conditions, the
this research interviews were used amount of people that were outside,
during the analysis, as a tool to create were probably lower, compared to
a better understanding of the prob- days where weather conditions were
lem and the processes that are crucial nicer. This lowered the amount of perin the landscape system of the Fraser sons that could be asked for an interRiver delta. During the research sev- view. The harsh weather conditions
eral relevant institutes and companies could also have resulted in a lower willwere being contacted, in order to ar- ingness of people, wanting to give an
range a possible interview. However, answer to questions. The persons that
due to unknown reasons, there was were outside, often did not want to
no response of persons, willing to give maintain outside to answer interview
an interview either in person or via in- questions, and probably rather wanted
ternet. Besides trying to arrange inter- to move on towards their destination,
views via internet, several interviews protected against these harsh weather
were arranged on location. However, conditions.
the response rate of persons on the
island of Richmond, was very low. The Besides the weather conditions, a lanlow response rate could have been guage barrier could also be the cause
caused by several reasons.
of the low response rate for interviews.
In Richmond a large quantity of the
The weather, in the month of October population is a minority, the largest
and November 2017, the Fraser Riv- group is Chinese. Even though most of
er delta experienced one of the high- them have been living in Richmond for
est averages of precipitation in years. a long time, the English language could
The total precipitation in October was still form a barrier for people from the

older generation. Due to large Chinese
communities living in Richmond, the
Chinese language is being used on a
daily base as form of communication.
This results in the need to speak English to be very little (Todd 2011). Since
during the day most people I saw were
older people, the language could have
been a reason for not being open to an
interview.

were done on the island of Richmond.
However, as the research progressed,
the conclusion was made that the
assignment of flood safety, by using ‘room for the river’- adaptations,
could not be solved within the island
of Richmond. In order to find a solution, the entire Fraser River delta had
to be taken into consideration. Due to
the fact that these conclusions came
relatively late, there was a limited
Observations: The weather conditions amount of time to make observations
could have had an impact, besides on of other parts of the Fraser River delta.
the results of the interviews, also on For this reason, the conceptual modthe observations that I have done in els of other areas besides the island of
the area. Due to the harsh weather Richmond, are substantiated by landconditions, my perspective of the area scape analyses that go less into depth,
could have been influenced. For ex- compared to the ones of Richmond.
ample, recreational destinations could In a possible follow-up research, adhave been more crowded during nor- ditional landscape analyses should be
mal weather conditions. But due to the made in the Fraser River delta, that go
harsh weather conditions, I could have more into depth, in order to get a betseen a lower amount of visitors than ter result and in order to substantiate
the usual.
the conceptual models with more scientific knowledge.
At the beginning of the research, the
island of Richmond, was the main Research through design: Within this
focus area of the research. Since the research, design was used as a tool to
research started with the question explore and research different options
how to improve flood safety on the for flood adaptations within the Frasisland of Richmond, most part of the er River delta. I think the approach I
landscape analysis including the per- have used could be of added value
formed observations and interviews, to other related research in the land-

scape architecture profession. Within this research, several conceptual
models were made for the coastal,
transition and riverine areas. Within
each conceptual model, flood safety
was used as the main focus, varying
per conceptual model, other relevant
topics were used as the side focus for
each conceptual model. By designing
the different conceptual models, new
insights were discovered. Also by letting the different conceptual models
being evaluated by an expert, gave
new insights that were useful for the
progression of the research. However, within the research only one expert was being used to evaluate the
conceptual models. This could have
lead to receiving information that was
one-sided, since the expert could only
evaluate the ideas using the knowledge from his own field of study (river
morphodynamics). In a follow-up research, the conceptual models should
be evaluated by several experts, in order to get a better evaluation of the
conceptual models and to achieve
better triangulation of data. Due to
time constraints and the large scope
of this research, it was not possible to
use accurate triangulation of data. Triangulation can be improved by making use of several experts, giving their

evaluation based upon their expertise.
Besides the quantity of experts being
used, it is also important to use experts from different relevant fields of
study, since the way an expert evaluates an idea, is influenced a lot by their
personal education and experience.
Also due to time constraints, the evaluation was not being done in depth
for each model. In order to get better
results, each conceptual model should
have been evaluated separately. Also
due to time constraints, the way the
conceptual models were being evaluated by the expert had no direct
protocol, or through a pre-developed
set of criteria. In case the conceptual
models were being evaluated by several experts, it is important to develop certain criteria or to know what
criteria the expert is using to base its
evaluation upon. By making use of the
same set of criteria, the different evaluations can be compared, leading to
better results of the research.
Visualizations as a tool for communication: Visualizations can be used as a
tool to improve communication during
interviews with experts or stakeholders. During my study program, I have
been learned to be able to read maps
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13.2 Recommendations
and visualize them inside my head
into a spatial context. Most landscape
architects have had years to develop
this skill. However often in landscape
architecture you are not only communicating with other trained landscape
architects. You are often also concerned in communicating with people
of different professions. In order to
explain your ideas it is of vital importance that you have the right tools to
communicate your designs or ideas in
a practical way. Throughout my thesis
I found out that the creation of visualizations were a good tool to be used
during the communication process.
This way, people with a different professional background that might have
trouble imagining designs or ideas
based on a map, can be helped to better and more easily understand the
ideas you are trying to communicate.
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As mentioned in chapter 3.10 (Limitations of study), the research was
bound by several limitations. These
limitations influenced the scope of
research used in this thesis. The availability of data and resources in addition to time constraints were key
determining factors making up thesis limitations. Within the following
chapter, I will indicate how these limitations can be mitigated in possible
follow-up studies.
13.2.1 Institutional governmental policy
Within the current situation, each
municipality within the Fraser River
delta has their own strategy on how
to deal with the possible effects of
climate change. The strategy used by
most municipalities in order to maintain flood safety is to raise the current dikes within their area. I think
the added value of my research is
the exploration of using a Dutch approach to deal with the flood safety
assignment. One of the key elements
within the Dutch approach is to deal
with the assignment by approaching it
through multiple scales. While in the
current situation, the municipalities
stay within a local scale. The Dutch

approach would require the municipalities to look at the assignment regionally by looking at the entire delta.
It is important to consider the entire
delta as one system in which different elements influence and are connected with each other. It requires
an understanding that the actions of
one municipality, likely impacts other
municipalities in the delta, under the
umbrella of regional flood safety.

the institute that makes decisions at a
regional scale. In order to implement
the proposed flood adaptation strategy, decisions have to be made at a regional level for the Fraser River delta.
I therefore propose to give the Fraser Basin Council (FBC) more responsibility. The Fraser River Council is
currently an organization primarily
focusing on climate change, air quality, water resources, sustainability
and resilience on the regional scale
of the Fraser Basin (FBC 2017c). Since
the proposed strategy would require
municipalities work together on a regional scale, it could be beneficial for
municipality cooperation to have an
institute, such as the FBC, taking a
guiding and mediating role within this
process. An organization that focuses
on dealing with climate change on a
regional scale would be an addition to
the governmental institute of Canada.
Also, additional research would be required on the entire judicial and political process of actually implementing
this into the Canadian governmental
system.

The governmental system of Canada,
however, works differently than the
Dutch system. Thus it is uncertain if
the proposed interventions in this
thesis can be implemented as easily
in the Fraser River delta compared to
the Netherlands. Similar to the Dutch
government, the Canadian government exists out of three levels: the
(1) federal, the (2) provincial and the
(3) municipal level. However, within
Canada the provinces are much larger compared to the Netherlands. The
province of British Columbia for example is 23 times larger than the Netherlands (WorldAtlas 2017). For the reason of large physical geography, the
way they operate is completely different compared to the provinces in the Another issue that might cause a
Netherlands. In my perspective, the problem when implementing the proCanadian governmental system lacks posed flood adaptation strategy is

the fact that the value of the ‘right of
property’ is very different compared
to the Netherlands. In the Netherlands, areas can be expropriated if the
transformation of the area is of greater social importance than the current function. Even though this measurement was not being used in the
Netherlands, since most landowners
agreed with their relocation, it was
still an option to expropriate them in
case they did not want to cooperate
(Visscher 2015). In Canada, property
rights are valued considerably higher
than in the Netherlands which would
make it harder to expropriate property (e.g. agricultural lands) to be used
for ‘room for the river’ adaptations,
if the owner is not willing to sell their
property (Church 2017).
The proposed flood adaptation strategy for the Fraser River delta exists
out of three areas: the coastal, riverine and the transition area. For the
riverine and the transition area the
main proposal is to give the Fraser
River more space to flow in order to
maintain lower water levels improving flood safety. Within this strategy,
it is necessary that different municipalities within the Fraser River delta
cooperate in order to find a solution

that improves flood safety. It is important to approach the Fraser River
delta as one system, and deal with the
flood safety assignment at both local
and regional level. A stumbling block
might be to convince municipalities
to work together. The FBC could play
a more active role within this process. Additional research would be
required on the implications of implementing such changes in the institutional governmental policy of Canada.
13.2.2 Further research
Through the analysis of relevant flood
management projects, an overview
was created of different flood adaptations that could be used to improve
flood safety in the Fraser River delta. Within the conceptual models for
the different parts of the Fraser River
delta a selection of flood adaptations
were being chosen to be implemented in the designs. There was a preference for adaptations that could be
implemented in a large scale and are
created using the natural landscape.
Small scale and technical adaptations
were mostly being left out of this research since, in my personal opinion,
these adaptations often have a small-

er connection with the surrounding
landscape. Since this research is done
in the field of landscape architecture,
the adaptations using the landscape
are more preferred. For example the
implementation of adaptations expanding the flood meadow of a river would have a bigger impact on
the landscape when comparing it to
the implementation of a concrete
flood wall along the river edge. Even
though my preference lies in using an
approach that uses the landscape system and its natural processes in order
to improve flood safety, additional research would be required to compare
the more natural approach in flood
safety against an approach that uses
more technical and structural adaptations. A combination of technical and
natural could well be most beneficial
for the Fraser River delta. Besides
making use of structural adaptations
within the flood safety strategy the
use of non-structural flood adaptations should also be further analyzed
in a follow-up research.

exact consequences of the proposed
designs to be unknown. The proposed
designs are often based upon the
assumption that they can be implemented and work the way they are
being described. Within the proposed
landscape structure plan, the assumption is made that the combination of
the different ‘room for the river’ adaptations and the adaptations used in
the coastal areas would be sufficient
enough to provide a solution for flood
safety and other flood relevant issues
in the delta. Due to time constraints
and the lack of data, however, there
was no opportunity to actually calculate whether the proposed ideas
would actually work. In a follow-up
research, the different conceptual
models should be scientifically tested
through physical or digital modeling in
which different relevant processes in
the Fraser River delta are taken into
consideration. In the Netherlands,
there are several companies that have
experience in modeling the effects of
the implementation of a spatial design. Examples of companies are: DelEven though the proposed designs tares, RoyalhaskoningDHV, Boskalis,
within this research are being sub- ARCADIS, Witteveen+Bos, and Fugro.
stantiated with scientific literature
as much as possible, there was still Within the research, a closer look was
a lack of data which resulted in the given at several areas within the flood
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adaptation strategy. For the coastal
areas, a zoom-in was made for the
coastline of Richmond. For the transition areas, a zoom-in was made
for the island of Richmond. For the
riverine areas zoom-ins were made
for Sumas Lake, in which river water
storage adaptations outside the flood
meadow and stream bed were being
explored. Finally for Barnston Island,
river water storage adaptations impacting the flood meadow and the
stream bed were being explored.
Based on the results of these zoomins the landscape structure plan for
the entire Fraser River delta was being
made. In a follow-up research, however, the other areas of the Fraser River delta for which no zoom-ins were
created, could be further researched
using a similar approach.

along the Pitt River, which merges
with the Fraser River west of Barnston
Island. (2) The creation of a bypass of
the Fraser River by going through the
floodplains of Surrey in order to lower
river discharges of the Fraser River in
times of need. (3) Or water retention
adaptations along Harrison River.

Throughout this research, ‘research
through designing’ was one of the
most important research methods
that was being used. Through ‘research through designing’ several
conceptual models were created. The
creation of these conceptual models
lead to the generation of new knowledge which was relevant for the research. This research explored how
‘research through designing’ can be
used in combination with the ‘landscape model’ (Duchhart 2007) in orThe research was limited to areas that der to create new knowledge on ways
were connected with the Fraser Riv- to improve flood safety using the lander. In a follow-up research, however, scape system of the Fraser River delareas that were not directly connect- ta. The method that was being used
ed with the Fraser River could be an- when creating the conceptual models,
alyzed. Despite these areas having was to vary different relevant aspects
been left out of this research, they still on which the conceptual model could
have an impact on the Fraser River and focus while maintaining the main fothe flood safety in the delta. Possible cus of flood safety within each confollow-up research could focus on: ceptual model. This change of focus
(1) ‘Room for the River’- adaptations in each model lead to new knowledge
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on the different possibilities of creating adaptations in which a symbiosis formed between flood safety and
other relevant aspects. The conceptual models should be seen as generic
design prototypes (van den Brink et.
al. 2016). The knowledge generated
from creating these conceptual models, could form the base for possible
follow-up research, in case of implementation. Within this research the
knowledge generated from the creation of the conceptual models for
the coastline of Richmond was being
used to substantiate the design that
was created in the master plan for the
coastline of Richmond. In a follow-up
research, a similar approach could be
used for the other areas of the Fraser
River delta.

13.3 Conclusion
Predictions have been made that sea
level is expected to rise between 0.35
- 1.2 meters for the year 2100, as a
result of climate change (Ch. 1). One
of the areas that would be affected by
sea level rise is the Fraser River delta.
In addition to sea level rise the delta
is also affected by increasing fluctuations in river discharges in the future.
As a result of sea level rise and higher
river discharge fluctuations, the risk of
flooding in the area is increasing. The
increase in flood risk combined with
the fact that the population of the
Fraser River delta is expected to grow
with approximately 1.2 million people
by the year 2041 (Ch. 2), results in the
need for adaptations in order to guarantee flood safety in the delta.
Currently, the Fraser River delta is
protected by a dike system surrounding the lower-lying areas next to the
river and the coastal areas. In order
to maintain flood safety each municipality uses a strategy in which they
plan to raise the height of their dikes
as an answer to the predicted future
increase in flood risk. In the Netherlands, however, there has been a shift
recently from the paradigm of ‘keeping their feet dry’ to the paradigm of
‘living with water’ (Ch. 4). Instead of

13.3.1 Research and design questions
using structural measures that focus
on keeping water out an approach is
being used in which water is allowed
to flood land in a controlled way in
order to improve flood safety. The
traditional approach often does not
take the landscape system into consideration when implementing flood
adaptations. As mentioned in chapter
2, dike upgrades further upstream the
Fraser River delta can have impact on
the lower parts of the Fraser River delta since there is a chance that more
water is being channeled towards the
lower parts of the delta increasing
flood risk for those lower areas.
Within this research alternative options for flood adaptation were being explored in which the landscape
system was being used to enhance
the flood resilience of the Fraser River delta. The research was guided
through several research and design
questions. The next chapter addresses and answers those questions.

Main research question:
Can the Dutch ‘landscape system’ approach regarding flood management,
contribute to a landscape strategy enhancing flood resilience in the Fraser
River delta?

be flexible enough to adapt to a range
of different possible future scenarios,
thus providing the needed flood safety while avoiding ‘lock-in’ or ‘lock-out’
scenarios.

In order to provide answers to the
In the Netherlands the ‘landscape main research question several
system’ has been used in the devel- sub-research questions were formed
opment of flood adaptations that which guided the research.
improve flood safety. Within this research the main focus was to explore
if this approach would also work in a Sub-research question (1):
Canadian landscape, and to find out How does the landscape system in the
if the ‘landscape system’ of the Fras- Fraser River delta work?
er River delta could be used in order
to create a landscape strategy that In order to use the landscape system
would enhance flood resilience in the of the Fraser River delta for flood adFraser River delta. In order to use the aptation it is important to understand
‘landscape system’ it was necessary to how the landscape system works.
create a better understanding of the That includes the processes that
major processes in the Fraser River formed the Fraser River delta in its
delta. To create a better understand- current state. In order to understand
ing of the landscape system the ‘land- the landscape system, a landscape
scape model’ of Duchhart (2007) was analysis has been made making use
being used. When designing for flood of the adapted ‘landscape model’
safety, however, large uncertainties of Duchhart (2007). In chapter 2 (An
have to be taken into consideration overview of the Fraser River delta), a
since you are dealing with predictions brief introduction is given on the proover a long time span. For that rea- cesses that shaped the delta. In chapson, the aspect of flexibility was being ter 5 (The landscape system of the
added to the model. The landscape Fraser River delta) a more detailed
system of a proposed design should analysis was being made on how the
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landscape system of the Fraser River
delta works. Throughout this analysis
it became clear what processes were
playing a major role within the landscape system and how they were connected. Within the landscape analysis made on the Fraser River delta it
became more clear what constitute
the main problems of the Fraser River
delta. This knowledge was needed in
order to be able to answer the second
sub-research question.

information was needed in order to
be able to create a strategy that was
able to provide a range of different
solutions for the different problems
the delta is, or is going to face in the
future, preventing lock-in or lock-out
scenarios.

In order to create a landscape strategy that enhances flood resilience, an
overview was needed of the different
possibilities for flood adaptation that
could be used to improve flood safeSub-research question (2):
ty. This lead to sub-research question
What are the main problems that the number three:
Fraser River delta currently faces, and
what can be expected in the future?
Sub-research question (3):
What knowledge and design tools can
In chapter 2 (An overview of the Fra- be derived from current related landser River delta) it became clear that scape-based flood adaptation projthe increase of flood risk as a result of ects in the Netherlands?
climate change was the main problem
which required a solution. In addition By analyzing current related landto the increase in flood risk, chapter scape-based flood adaptation projects
5 (The landscape system of the Fraser in the Netherlands key knowledge
River delta) gave more insight into the and design tools for flood adaptation
other problems the Fraser River delta could be derived. The analysis has
is currently facing. Since the aspect of resulted in an overview in chapter 6
flexibility is important within this re- (Possible design tools for flood adapsearch, it was important to create a tation) of the different flood adaptabetter understanding of what possible tions that could be used in the Fraser
problems can have an impact on the River delta. The results from the referFraser River delta in the future. This ence study and the landscape analysis
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formed the input that was needed in
the development of creating the flood
adaptation strategy for the Fraser
River delta in Chapter 7 (Fraser River
flood adaptation strategy).
Answering the main research question
required the testing of the proposed
landscape interventions that were being used in the flood adaptation strategy in the Fraser River delta. These
interventions needed to be tested in
which way they could be integrated
into the landscape of the Fraser River
delta which lead to the following main
design question.
Main design question (MDQ):
How can landscape interventions enhancing flood resilience be integrated
in the landscape of the Fraser River
delta?
Concluding from chapter 7 (Fraser River delta flood adaptation strategy);
the flood safety assignment for the
delta could be split up into three different segments: coastal areas, transition areas, and riverine areas. Each
type of area would require a different
approach in which specific flood adaptations were used. Since the conditions varied among the different areas

the proposed landscape interventions
were different in the way they were
used and how they impacted on the
landscape. To answer the main design
question a zoom-in was made of each
segment. In chapter 8 (Room for the
Fraser River (Riverine area) an exploration was made on the different ways
river water storage adaptations could
be integrated into the landscape. At Sumas Lake the impact of implementing
river water storage outside the flood
meadow and stream bed, were being
explored. The result of this exploration were five conceptual models each
showing different ways of integrating
related objectives within the solution
for flood safety. In addition to Sumas
Lake two conceptual models were
made for Barnston Island in Chapter
8.5 (‘Room for the river’- adaptations
at Barnston island). At Barnston Island
different ways of integrating river water storage adaptations into the landscape were being explored by adapting
the flood meadow of the Fraser River.
What followed was a deeper analysis
for the island of Richmond in chapter 9
(Room for the Fraser River (Transition
area)). At the island of Richmond, several ways of are being explored how
different types of ‘room for the river’-

adaptations can be integrated into the
landscape of the island of Richmond.

landscape intervention integrated into
the Fraser River Delta each enhance
flood resilience differently Within the
In both the riverine and the transition, Dutch ‘landscape system’ approach it
the use of different ‘room for the river’ is important to look at the landscape
adaptations, under varying conditions, system of the Fraser River delta at difwere being analyzed. These adapta- ferent scale levels in order to create a
tions, however, were not suitable to be better understanding of the relation
used within the coastal area. For the between the different elements of the
coastal area, a zoom-in was created for system in its totality. In the beginning
the coast of Richmond in chapter 10 the flood adaptation strategy (Ch. 7)
(A resilient coastal system). The result was created on the regional scale of
defined five conceptual models each the entire delta. What followed were
of which used different flood adapta- several zoom-ins for the riverine, trantions. Since the coast of Richmond is sition and coastal areas at a municipal
influenced by both ocean water com- scale. In chapter 11 an exploration
ing from the Strait of Georgia and river was made on what the impacts are
water coming from the main and mid- for integrating the proposed landdle arm of the Fraser River, the coast- scape intervention at a local level. This
line is a highly dynamical and complex resulted in a detailed design for the
area. For that reason, a more detailed historical fishing village of Steveston.
elaboration was made which resulted in the master plan for the coastal The conclusions from integrating
area of Richmond in chapter 10.11. landscape interventions enhancing
Within the master plan an exploration flood resilience in the different arwas made on how different landscape eas of the Fraser River delta, formed
interventions can enhance the flood the base for the development of a
resilience of the coast of Richmond. landscape structure plan for the Fraser River delta shown in chapter 12
In the search for the answer of the main (The landscape structure of the Frasdesign question the method of “re- er River delta). The development of
search-through-designing” was used different designs on various differto explore how different options of ent scales provided an answer to the

main design question. The different
designs made within this thesis indicate the different ways landscape interventions can be integrated in the
landscape of the Fraser River delta.
Use of the ‘research through designing’ method tested whether it was
possible to use the Dutch ‘landscape
system’ approach regarding flood
management in the Fraser River delta. The research has shown that the
landscape system of the Fraser River
delta can be used to form a successful
landscape strategy. In the proposed
landscape structure plan an alternative approach for flood adaptation is
being shown. The proposed design
has been developed by making use
of the ‘landscape system’ of the Fraser River delta in order to mitigate
predicted increased in flood risk.
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13.3.2 Value of the research
The proposed adaptations in the flood
strategy that increase the river water
storage in the floodplain often do
not have a direct effect on the area
in which the adaptations are being
implemented. The river water storage could result in lower water levels
further downstream in the delta improving the flood safety in the downstream areas of the Fraser River delta.
I think this research is of added value
to change the perspective and response municipalities currently have
to the effects of climate change. This
has been done by exploring different
ways in which flood adaptations for
the riverine, transition and coastal areas can be implemented into the Fraser River delta.
Within the proposed strategy for the
delta the system is being approached
in its totality. This creates an understanding that the different areas in
the delta are connected and influence each other. For that reason, municipalities should not make changes within their boundaries without
thinking about the consequences
their actions have on the other parts
of the delta. As mentioned before, the
one dimensional municipality centric
plan of raising the dikes upstream will
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result in more water being channeled
through the Fraser River creating a
downstream impact. (Sinoski 2014).
The research could also be of added
value to broaden the perspective municipalities have on the possibilities
for implementing water storage. Especially since the adaptations often
do not have a direct benefit for flood
safety in the area in which they are
implemented. The areas most suitable for implementing water storage
often have agriculture as their main
function. The research provides insight in ways to make the proposed
adaptations multifunctional providing
other benefits for the area itself. Objectives of water and land use management can be integrated in flood
management instead of approaching
these as separate entities. This not
only enhances the flood resilience of
the area, but it could also avoid unnecessary municipality investment
that fails to address the larger delta
problems.
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Figure 9.11: Storm drainage and irrigation infrastructure (Adapted from: City of Richmond (2003). Richmond Agricultural Viability Strategy, City of Richmond & Richmond Farmers Institute, February 18, 2003)
Figure 9.12: Soil map of Richmond (Retrieved from: Monahan, P. A., Levson, V. M., & Karr, B. (2010) ‘Quaternary Geology of Richmond, British Columbia’, British Columbia Geological Survey, Geoscience Map 2010-2)
Figure 9.13: Location of the rural peat lands along the old river channel of the Fraser River. (Adapted from: Google maps)
Figure 9.14: Pattern blueberry farmland (Adapted from: Google maps)
Figure 9.15: Zoom-in aerial photo of blueberry farmland (Retrieved from: Google Maps)
Figure 9.16: Pattern cranberry farmland (Adapted from: Google maps)
Figure 9.17: Zoom-in aerial photo of cranberry farmland (Retrieved from: Google Maps)
Figure 9.18.a: The water from the canal (left) is being used to flood the cranberry field (right), the field is being flooded
in a controlled way by a system of levees (middle) (own source)
Figure 9.18.b: Non-flooded cranberry field (own source)
Figure 9.18.c: Flooded cranberry field (own source)
Figure 9.19: Location of the rural deltaic lands in Richmond (Adapted from: Google maps)
Figure 9.20: Cabbage fields (own source)
Figure 9.21: Pumpkin fields (own source)
Figure 9.22: Rainwater pools on agricultural fields (own source)
Figure 9.23: Drainage channel of rural area (own source)
Figure 9.24: Rainwater pools on agricultural fields (own source)
Figure 9.25: A road in the grid of roads (own source)
Figure 9.26: Pattern rural deltaic land (Adapted from: Google maps)
Figure 9.27: Zoom-in aerial photo of rural deltaic land (Retrieved from: Google maps)
Figure 9.28: Location of the built-upon areas within Richmond (Adapted from: Google maps)
Figure 9.29: Pattern low rise residential neighborhood (Adapted from: Google maps)

Figure 9.30: Zoom-in aerial photo of a low rise residential neighborhood (Retrieved from: Google maps)
Figure 9.31: Main road surrounding a residential neighborhood block (own source)
Figure 9.32: Road inside residential neighborhood block (Retrieved from: Google Earth)
Figure 9.33: School’s playground (Retrieved from: Google Earth)
Figure 9.34: Pattern high urban density areas (Adapted from: Google maps)
Figure 9.35: Zoom-in aerial photo of high urban density area (Retrieved from: Google maps)
Figure 9.36: Apartment blocks (Retrieved from: Google Earth)
Figure 9.37: Apartment flats (Retrieved from: Google Earth)
Figure 9.38: Commercial area (Retrieved from: Google Earth)
Figure 9.39: Pattern commercial/ industrial area (Adapted from: Google maps)
Figure 9.40: Zoom-in aerial photo of commercial/industrial area (Retrieved from: Google maps)
Figure 9.41: The updated design criteria for a dike (Retrieved from: Delcan (2012). ‘Cost of Adaptation - Sea Dikes &
Alternative Strategies FINAL REPORT’, British Columbia, Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Opertations)
Figure 9.42: Location impressions 9.43.b and 9.44.b (own source)
Figure 9.43.a: (1) Current situation rural area south side of Richmond (Retrieved from: http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-N5dHIs1-ReQ/UYE13Cjw-tI/AAAAAAAAInM/OvmTyCZKmpw/s1600/george-massey-tunnel.JPG)
Figure 9.43.b: (1) Impression possible future situation of water storage areas (Adapted from: http://4.bp.blogspot.
com/-N5dHIs1-ReQ/UYE13Cjw-tI/AAAAAAAAInM/OvmTyCZKmpw/s1600/george-massey-tunnel.JPG)
Figure 9.44.a: (2) Current situation rural area south-west of Richmond (Retrieved from: https://www.rcrg.org/Gallery/
GetImage?id=810dbfdd-98b0-4ad8-8998-614938812148&r=5bbd1de4-8789-420b-924a-3f8639860230)
Figure 9.44.b: (2) Impression possible future situation of second river channel (Adapted from: https://www.rcrg.org/
Gallery/GetImage?id=810dbfdd-98b0-4ad8-8998-614938812148&r=5bbd1de4-8789-420b-924a-3f8639860230)
Figure 9.45: Natural flood storage areas, Biesbosch, NL (Retrieved from: http://np-debiesbosch.nl/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/Foto-regiokaart-1024x662.jpg)
Figure 9.46: Aerial photo of Biesbosch, NL (Retrieved from: Google maps)
Figure 9.47: Impression natural islands (Retrieved from: http://wallup.net/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/252380-nature-landscape-river-island.jpg)
Figure 9.48: Conceptual model I: Natural islands (own source)
Figure 9.49: Principle section-cut AA-AA’ (own source)
Figure 9.50: Port expansion, Maasvlakte 2, Rotterdam, NL (Retrieved from: https://www.maasvlakte2.com/cache/1b06347882285cd06f38b3d64baec995.jpeg)
Figure 9.51: Impression stormwater storage in park zone (Retrieved from: http://thecityinfluencer.com/wp-content/
uploads/2016/08/trinity-park-RenderingsAerials-resized1-976x500.jpg)
Figure 9.52: Impression park zone between urban and industrial areas (Retrieved from: http://nlurbansolutions.com/
user_images/images/chinese_projects/07/TEMPLE.jpg)
Figure 9.53: Conceptual model II: Port expansion (own source)
Figure 9.54: Principle section-cut AA-AA’ (own source)
Figure 9.55: River bypass to give more room to the river, IJssel, NL (Retrieved from: http://img.rtvoost.nl/T3/165564.jpg)
Figure 9.56: Floodwater storage and treatment area, Everglades, US (Retrieved from: http://mediad.publicbroadcasting.
net/p/wlrn/files/styles/x_large/public/201702/Stormwater_Treatment_Area_in_Northern_Everglades_0.jpg)
Figure 9.57: Impression of possible options to implement aquaculture in water storage area (Retrieved from: http://2.
bp.blogspot.com/_Ymx9e66vrGc/SxBWW0FUpFI/AAAAAAAALX8/HVv4TIT2E-Q/s1600/citylab_design_competition_
wpa_2_05_medium.jpg)
Figure 9.58: Conceptual model III: Rural water storage barrier (own source)
Figure 9.59: Principle section-cut AA-AA’ (own source)
Figure 9.60: Highwater channel Veessen-Wapenveld, NL (Retrieved from: https://www.veluwekroon.nl/nieuws/88146.
jpg?Width=1200&Height=-1)
Figure 9.61: Impression highwater channel Ooijen-Wanssum, NL (Retrieved from: http://www.ney.be/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/Ney-Partners_Ooijen-Wansum_02-future-%C2%A9-Provincie-Limburg.jpg)
Figure 9.62: Stormwater storage and treatment-park, Sydney, Australia (Retrieved from: http://www.cityofsydney.nsw.
gov.au/vision/better-infrastructure/parks-and-playgrounds/completed-projects/sydney-park-wetlands#&gid=1&pid=1)
Figure 9.63: Conceptual model IV: Green river (own source)
Figure 9.64: Principle section-cut AA-AA’(own source)
Figure 9.65: Impression ‘Room for the River’-project, Nijmegen, NL (Retrieved from: http://websuite.blob.core.windows.net/content-ruimtevoordewaal/photo.jpg)
Figure 9.66: London City Island, London, UK (Retrieved from: https://glennhowells.co.uk/wp-content/uploads//2014/10/leamouth-2.jpg)
Figure 9.67: Impression of river boulevard, Calgary, Canada (Retrieved from: http://www.spectacle-bureau.com/IMAGES/PROJECTS/DELUGIONAL_CALGARY/140111-SPECTACLE-FLOOD-CALGARY-cropped.jpg)
Figure 9.68: Conceptual model V: City island (own source)
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Figure 9.69: Principle section-cut AA-AA’ (own source)
Figure 9.70: Indication master plan of the implementation of conceptual model IV (own source)
Cover photo chapter 10. A resilient coastal system (own source)
Figure 10.1: Different types of habitat along the coast of Richmond (Adapted from: Williams, G., Zimmermann, A., Ray,
D., & Menezes, C. (2009). ROBERTS BANK AND STURGEON BANK REACH OVERVIEW)
Figure 10.2: Photo impression of the different types of habitats along the coast of Richmond (own source)
Figure 10.3: The open landscape of the marshland covered with mostly Reed (own source)
Figure 10.4: Radar for air support of nearby airport, located in coastal marshlands (own source)
Figure 10.5: Television broadcast towers in the open landscape of the marsh (own source)
Figure 10.6: Pattern coastal area with the salt marsh and the West Dike of Richmond (Adapted from: Google maps)
Figure 10.7: Zoom-in aerial photo of coastal area with the salt marsh and the West Dike of Richmond (Retrieved from:
Google maps)
Figure 10.8: Pedestrians using the recreational trail on the dike (own source)
Figure 10.9: Waste water discharge from Richmond into the marshlands (own source)
Figure 10.10: Variation of different spatial experiences along the West Dike of Richmond (Open landscape: a,d Semiopen landscape: c Enclosed landscape: b)(Adapted from: Google maps)
Figure 10.11: Design criteria dike upgrade (Retrieved from: BC Ministry of Environment 2011)
Figure 10.12: Wind rose of YVR airport between 1992-2012 (Retrieved from: Marijnissen, R. (2017). Potential mechanisms for the salt marsh recession on Sturgeon Bank)
Figure 10.13: Wind rose of storm winds at YVR airport between 1992-2012 (Retrieved from Marijnissen, R. (2017).
Potential mechanisms for the salt marsh recession on Sturgeon Bank)
Figure 10.14: Principle section-cut AA-AA’ (own source)
Figure 10.15: Using dredged material from the Fraser River to form the barrier islands (Retrieved from: https://www.
deingenieur.nl/uploads/cache/article_detail_image/uploads/media/58c14d69abbc7/536394716_1280x720.jpg)
Figure 10.16: Impression water streams discharging Richmond’s rain- and groundwater (Retrieved from: http://longislandsoundstudy.net/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/LCTR_marsh_JP.jpg)
Figure 10.17: Barrier islands for coastal protection and habitat provision (Retrieved from: https://static01.nyt.com/
images/2014/09/30/science/30coast/30coast-master1050.jpg)
Figure 10.18: Conceptual model I: Barrier islands (own source)
Figure 10.19: Principle section-cut AA-AA’ (own source)
Figure 10.20: Dune landscape for flood protection, recreation and habitat provision (Retrieved from: http://s3.germany.
travel/media/content/erholung/wandern_2016/ostseekuestenwanderwege9/Duenen-DarsserOrt.jpg)
Figure 10.21: Hiking trails through the marshland and its ponds (Retrieved from: https://static1.visitestonia.com/images/2933923/SZ_160804_NIKON+D4S060-2_.jpg)
Figure 10.22: Water ponds for water storage and habitat provision (Retrieved from: https://pxhere.com/en/photo/1075224)
Figure 10.23: Conceptual model II: Enclosed marshland (own source)
Figure 10.24: Principle section-cut AA-AA’ (own source)
Figure 10.25: Dune landscape for flood protection, recreation and habitat provision (Retrieved from: http://nrcsolutions.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/BeachesAndDunes_A.jpg)
Figure 10.26: New opportunities for recreation (Retrieved from: http://www.mymichigantrips.com/wp/wp-content/
uploads/2013/05/28-trail-junction-warren-dunes.jpg)
Figure 10.27: Using dredged material from the Fraser River to form the dunes (Retrieved from: https://people.uwec.
edu/jolhm/EH4/Coastal%20Erosion/Netherlands5.jpg)
Figure 10.28: Conceptual model III: Dunes (own source)
Figure 10.29: Principle section-cut AA-AA’ (own source)
Figure 10.30: Second dike ring protecting the constructed wetlands and Richmond (Retrieved from: https://baynature.
org/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/article-feature-captionimage(105).jpg)
Figure 10.31: Freshwater ponds that can be used for aquaculture (Retrieved from: https://assets.bwbx.io/images/users/
iqjWHBFdfxIU/iRm1XltnaDro/v0/800x-1.jpg)
Figure 10.32: New recreational routes on the second dike ring(Retrieved from: http://www.letsgobiking.net/wp-content/uploads/2010/04/IMG_2571.jpg)
Figure 10.33: Conceptual model IV: Productive marshland (own source)
Figure 10.34: Principle section-cut AA-AA’ (own source)
Figure 10.35: Increasing flood safety through land reclamation in front of Richmond (Retrieved from: http://www.petervanbolhuis.nl/sites/images/styles/grid_pvb/public/61-17%20%2861-09%29CMYK.jpg?itok=Mt4_x3Xx)
Figure 10.36: Reclaiming land through the use of wooden poles to stimulate the deposit of sediment along the coastline
(Retrieved from: https://images.robertharding.com/preview/RM/RH/HORIZONTAL/832-75032.jpg)
Figure 10.37: Agriculture on saline soil using salt tolerant crops (Salt farm, Texel, NL) (Retrieved from: http://www.
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saltfarmtexel.com/application/files/1414/2592/0267/home-slide-texel.jpg)
Figure 10.38: Conceptual model V: Land reclamation (own source)
Figure 10.39: Increase resilience of the landscape through connection of different systems (own source)
Figure 10.40: Tool set of used landscape interventions (own source)
Figure 10.41: Steveston Jetty (Retrieved from: http://images.dailyhive.com/20161028165511/South-Arm-Jetty-TidalMarsh-4.jpg)
Figure 10.42: Current transport patterns of sand (Adapted from: McLaren, P., & Tuominen, T. (1998). Sediment transport patterns in the lower Fraser River and Fraser delta. Health of the Fraser River Aquatic Ecosystem: A Synthesis of
Research Conducted Under the Fraser River Action Plan. Environment Canada, Vancouver, BC DOE FRAP, 11.)
Figure 10.43: Current transport patterns of silt (Adapted from: McLaren, P., & Tuominen, T. (1998). Sediment transport patterns in the lower Fraser River and Fraser delta. Health of the Fraser River Aquatic Ecosystem: A Synthesis of
Research Conducted Under the Fraser River Action Plan. Environment Canada, Vancouver, BC DOE FRAP, 11.)
Figure 10.44: Current situation surface currents (Adapted from: Stronach, J., Zaremba, L., Wong, M., Neil, L., & McLennan, N. (2006). Wave and current forecast system for the mouth of the Fraser River. Hay and Company Consultants,
Vancouver, 15.)
Figure 10.45: Jetty adaptations: (1) New opening, (2) Widen opening (own source)
Figure 10.46: New sand transport patterns (Adapted from: McLaren, P., & Tuominen, T. (1998). Sediment transport patterns in the lower Fraser River and Fraser delta. Health of the Fraser River Aquatic Ecosystem: A Synthesis of Research
Conducted Under the Fraser River Action Plan. Environment Canada, Vancouver, BC DOE FRAP, 11.)
Figure 10.47: New silt transport patterns (Adapted from: McLaren, P., & Tuominen, T. (1998). Sediment transport patterns in the lower Fraser River and Fraser delta. Health of the Fraser River Aquatic Ecosystem: A Synthesis of Research
Conducted Under the Fraser River Action Plan. Environment Canada, Vancouver, BC DOE FRAP, 11.)
Figure 10.48: New situation surface currents (Adapted from: Stronach, J., Zaremba, L., Wong, M., Neil, L., & McLennan,
N. (2006). Wave and current forecast system for the mouth of the Fraser River. Hay and Company Consultants, Vancouver, 15.)
Figure 10.49: Re-use of dredged material to supplement salt marshes and mudflats along the coastline (Retrieved from:
porttalk.ca/412/documents/959)
Figure 10.50: Geotubes filled with dredged material (Retrieved from: http://www.tencate.com/apac/Images/GEOTUBE32-31434.jpg)
Figure 10.51: Bird habitat is created by using dredged material to form artificial islands (Retrieved from: https://nos.nl/
data/image/2016/09/24/320252/xxl.jpg)
Figure 10.52: Dredged material is being used in New Orleans to enhance coastal wetlands (Retrieved from:
https://i0.wp.com/www.defensemedianetwork.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/Inner-Harbor-Navigation-Canal-IHNC-Lake-Borgne-Surge-Barrier.jpg)
Figure 10.53: Dredged material disposal sites to create sand motors, and the possible sediment transport directions
(own source)
Figure 10.54: ‘Sand motor’ in the Netherlands (Retrieved from: https://www.zuidhollandslandschap.nl/media/cache/
page_wide_Figure/media/areapage/image/w2-zandmotor-rijkwaterstaat-joop-van-houdt.jpg)
Figure 10.55: Jetty Island, Everett, US (Retrieved from: https://myeverettnews.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/06/
Jetty-Island-arial.jpg)
Figure 10.56: Creation of break waters which stimulates and influences the sedimentation processes (own source)
Figure 10.57: Creation of several barrier islands (own source)
Figure 10.58: Principle section cut of a barrier island with a debris break water as base (own source)
Figure 10.59: George Massey Tunnel (Retrieved from: http://wpmedia.theprovince.com/2016/08/shrinking-industrial-lands-for-port-metro-vancouver1-e1471649172749.jpeg?quality=60&strip=all)
Figure 10.60: New bridge replacing the tunnel (Retrieved from: http://images.dailyhive.com/20170405102654/georgemassey-bridge-3.jpg)
Figure 10.61: Re-use of debris in flood barriers (Retrieved from: https://www.brugg.com/portal/pics/News/VX140-H4ANA-Chosica-22-barriers-for-nine-valleys-2016-12-2.jpg)
Figure 10.62: New created dune landscape (own source)
Figure 10.63: Creation of dunes using dredged material (Retrieved from: https://bloximages.chicago2.vip.townnews.
com/pressofatlanticcity.com/content/tncms/assets/v3/editorial/a/c9/ac973e18-71ee-11e5-9694-7b53506fd8d7/561d7344f3bba.image.jpg?resize=1200%2C842)
Figure 10.64: Groins along the coastline (Retrieved from: https://bloximages.chicago2.vip.townnews.com/pressofatlanticcity.com/content/tncms/assets/v3/editorial/a/c9/ac973e18-71ee-11e5-9694-7b53506fd8d7/561d7344f3bba.image.
jpg?resize=1200%2C842)
Figure 10.65: Principle section cut of debris break water combined with recreational trails (own source)
Figure 10.66: Current recreational network, water (dotted) and land (solid) (Adapted from: Google maps)
Figure 10.67: Expand recreational network, water (dotted) and land (solid) (own source)
Figure 10.68: Using augmented reality for informational and educational purposes (own source)

Figure 10.69: Impression location for bird watching (Retrieved from: http://birding.rocks/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/
The-Art-of-Bird-Watching2.jpg)
Figure 10.70: Impression new locations for swimming(Retrieved from: http://www.resort-de-arendshorst.nl/images/
stories/Omgeving_/zwemsteiger.jpg)
Figure 10.71: Impression new fishing spots(Retrieved from: https://travelgardeneat.files.wordpress.com/2013/05/henry_cast_5_29_05.jpg)
Figure 10.72: Implementation of new kayaking routes(Retrieved from: http://www.kanoweb.nl/foto/zuid-dalarna/kanovaren-lovsjon.jpg)
Figure 10.73: Impression floating aquaculture(Retrieved from: http://www.gracelinks.org/images/hor_8265.jpg)
Figure 10.74: Example of oyster farm (Prince Edward Island, Canada)(Retrieved from: https://breathedreamgo.com/
wp-content/uploads/2013/10/MG_7558-a.jpg)
Figure 10.75: Constructed wetlands filtering Richmond’s stormwater before discharging it on the salt marsh(Retrieved
from: http://www.biomatrixwater.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/aerial-wetland.jpg)
Figure 10.76: Master plan for coastal area of Richmond (own source)
Figure 10.77: Detail I, Impression of the application of different flood adaptations (own source)
Figure 10.78: Proposed landscape interventions for coastal area of Richmond (own source)
Cover photo chapter 11. A flood-resilient riverfront for Steveston (own source)
Figure 11.1: Different elements in Steveston + photo locations (Adapted from: Google maps)
Figure 11.2: Museum ‘Gulf of Georgia Cannery’ (own source)
Figure 11.3: River edge of Steveston with bars and restaurants (own source)
Figure 11.4: Floating docks of Steveston (own source)
Figure 11.5: Garry Point Park (own source)
Figure 11.6: Connection between parking lot and West Dike trail (own source)
Figure 11.7: Example of boardwalk (Long Beach, NY, USA) (Retrieved from: https://www.fema.gov/media-library-data/1383135125486-1a72844e5f72958992eb483a1c6d99b9/20131025_LB_Boardwalk_Opening-103_medium.
jpg)
Figure 11.8: Section cut AA-AA’: Steveston boulevard in front of new apartment blocks (own source)
Figure 11.9: Location section cut AA-AA’ (own source)
Figure 11.10: Possible functions that can be integrated around Steveston (own source)
Figure 11.11: Plan for new coastal design for Steveston (own source)
Figure 11.12: Global indication of the elevations of the area surrounding Steveston (own source)
Figure 11.13: New circulations of the different types of infrastructure (own source)
Figure 11.14: Possible landscape interventions enhancing the flood resilience of Steveston (own source)
Figure 11.15: Section cut BB-BB’: Steveston boulevard (own source)
Figure 11.16: Location section cut BB-BB’ (own source)
Figure 11.17: Location section cut CC-CC’ (own source)
Figure 11.18: Section cut CC-CC’: new parking lot (own source)
Figure 11.19: Impression of wooden pathway northwest of Steveston, leading through the salt marsh and the coastal
dune landscape (own source)
Figure 11.20: Anti-slip strip implemented in wooden pathway (Retrieved from: http://www.woodgrip.nl/sites/woodgrip.
nl/files/woodgrip1.jpg)
Figure 11.21: EPS foam core, allowing the structure of the wooden pathway to float (Retrieved from: http://www.
profloat.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/04/100_08881.jpg)
Figure 11.22: Typical detail: Impression of structure of the wooden pathway (small) (own source)
Figure 11.23: Position wooden pathway during high tide (Situation A) and low tide (Situation B) (own source)
Figure 11.24: Typical detail: Section-cut wooden pathway (large) (own source)
Figure 11.25: Typical detail: Impression of structure of the wooden pathway (large) (own source)
Figure 11.26: Typical detail: Impression of floating platform during high (A) and low tides (B) (own source)
Cover photo chapter 12. The landscape structure of the Fraser River delta (Retrieved from: http://zeroblackdesign.com/
assets/img/gal2/large/09.jpg)
Figure 12.1: Landscape structure plan of the Fraser River delta (normal situation) (own source)
Figure 12.2: Landscape structure plan of the Fraser River delta (flooded situation) (own source)
Cover photo chapter 13. Discussion, Recommendations & Conclusion (Retrieved from: http://faithwilsongroup.com/
wp-content/uploads/sites/10/2015/07/IMG_1422_2200px.jpg)
Cover photo chapter 14. References (own source)
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